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The decomposition of barley starch plays a fundamental role in the final quality of 
fermented beverages in the brewing industry. The process of mashing involves steeping 
milled barley in water to stimulate the enzymatic decomposition of starch into simple 
carbohydrates. The temperature of the water significantly impacts the activity of the 
enzymes and in turn the resulting concentrations of sugar products. A kinetic model 
accurately predicting the types and quantities of sugars formed as a function of mash 
temperature would serve as a tool to tailor sugar profiles and optimize mashing 
procedures for a desired product.  
 
Sixty minutes mashes were conducted over a series of temperatures ranging from 61 to 
73 °C and samples analyzed using high performance liquid chromatography. The 
concentration profiles of fructose, dextrose, sucrose, maltose, maltotriose, and 
maltotetraose as a function of time were determined for each mash temperature. A 
reaction kinetics model was proposed and rate constants and reaction orders were 
extracted from the experimental data and used to simulate mashes at each 
temperature. The model was validated for the isothermal experiments and the model’s 
predictions were then compared to mash samples taken from a local microbrewery. The 
model was found to accurately capture the behavior of each sugar and the resulting 
sugar concentrations in the brewery. The model was then adjusted to gain insight into 






1.1. The Science of Mashing 
There is evidence that man has been producing and consuming fermented products for 
several millennia. Today, many fermented products including yogurt, cheese, beer and 
wine make up the daily diets of billions of people. Historically, cheese and beer provided 
a means to store excess milk and crops for less fruitful times. Today the global beer 
industry alone ferments 50 billion gallons of beer annually [1]. The dependence of 
mankind to survive off of this well-known process means any improvement large or 
small makes a significant impact. 
In principle, all fermentation processes involve a culture of micro-organisms being fed a 
feedstock and then collecting their waste products. The fermentation of beer for 
instance is a complicated process with many side reactions producing numerous 
byproducts, the principle one being ethanol. There are many different process variables 
that affect the final quality of beer including fermentation temperature and yeast strain; 
however not a single molecule of ethanol will be produced unless sugars are introduced 
to the yeast. Mashing is the name of the process devoted entirely to making these 
sugars from starch and this research paper will investigate how temperature affects the 
bio-molecular mechanism behind the mashing process.  
Macroscopically, mashing consists of milling malted barley, adding it to a large, 
insulated vessel called a mash tun, feeding in water and letting the mixture rest for an 
amount of time, typically an hour or more. Mashing is almost strictly a batch process 
and the mash tun, along with the rest of the brewing equipment, must be sized to the 
target amount of beer that will be produced. A typical 20-barrel mash tun used at a 
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medium sized microbrewery is shown in Figure 1.  When the mash is completed, the 
spent grains are disposed of and the resulting sugary solution, known as wort, is sent to 




Figure 1: Industrial Mash Tun 
 
Microscopically, mashing is a complex enzyme catalyzed mechanism involving the 
degradation of starch granules into simple sugars. The mass composition of barley is a 
combination of 77-82% starchy endosperm, surrounded by a 4-5% aleurone layer, 
encased by a husk, embryo, and other components that make up the balance of mass 
[2]. The starch itself is a polymeric compound made up of glucose monomer units that 
appears in two forms, amylose and amylopectin show in Figure 2, [3]. Amylose is a 
long, un-branched molecule consisting of alpha-1,4 bonded glucose units while 
amylopectin contains the same alpha-1,4 bonds as well as protruding branches made 
up of alpha-1,6 glycosidic bonds. During the mash, amylose and amylopectin are 
cleaved yielding several types of sugars, including fructose, dextrose, sucrose, maltose, 




Figure 2: Two Microstructures of Starch 
  
When water is added to the milled barley the starch inside transitions from a compact, 
crystalline structure to an amorphous form, opening up the starch to enzymatic attack 
and allowing for sugar formation [4]. The enzymes that perform starch decomposition 
are formed prior to the grain being milled and mashed during a malting procedure. 
Malting is a process which stimulates germination of the barley to activate enzymes in 
the aleurone layer and is stopped prior to any appreciable consumption of the starchy 
endosperm. Upon introduction to the water in the mash, the enzymes are reactivated 
and the decomposition of the endosperm is allowed to progress to completion.  
Prior to mashing, barley is harvested from the fields and sent to maltsters for malting. At 
the malting facilities barley is steeped for two days in water in initiate germination and 
the moisture content inside the barley approaches 50%, by weight.  During this time the 
barley is held at temperatures between 16-20°C and begins to grow, a process called 
modification. The aleurone layer begins releasing enzymes that break down the starchy 
endosperm. When the barley has approximately doubled in length it is kilned, stopping 
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the breakdown of the starch, and preserving the enzymes unlocked in the aleurone. 
This barley forms the base of most beer recipes and this base malt can undergo further 
kilning, roasting, and toasting to develop specialty malts. The additional processing 
drives caramelization and Maillard reactions, both non-enzymatic browning reactions, to 
produce sugar compounds, antioxidants, pigments, and other products that contribute to 
the end product quality [5], [6], [7].  
There are several enzymes present in the aleurone layer and two of them are widely 
regarded as the driving force behind the enzymatic hydrolysis of starch, alpha (α) and 
beta (β) amylase. Beta amylase acts on the ends of amylose and amylopectin, cleaving 
alpha-1,4 bonds to produce the disaccharide maltose. Alpha amylase is not limited to 
attacking on the ends of the starch and cleaves alpha-1,6 as well as the alpha-1,4 
bonds to produce smaller saccharides of varying length. The different amylases have 
different functions and perform well at different temperatures, thermally denaturing and 
deactivating when outside of their respective activity range, Table 1 [2], [8], [5], [9], [10], 
[11], [12].  
Table 1: Enzyme Properties 




Alpha Amylase 70-75 (°C) 80 (°C) 
Beta Amylase 60-65 (°C) 70 (°C) 
 
The differences in enzyme activity ranges imply that the temperature of the mash 
should have a significant impact on the sugar profiles created. For instance, a mash 
performed at a temperature favoring beta activity would be expected to yield primarily 
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maltose while a mash performed at a higher temperature would yield a wide variety of 
sugars without any particular species dominating. The mash could even be designed to 
have complex temperature control to develop a custom sugar profile by taking 
advantage of the products formed by each enzyme. 
Several researchers have investigated the products formed during the mash process. 
Koljonen et al proposed a model considering the catalysis of starch by alpha and beta 
amylase to form glucose, maltose, maltotriose, and unfermentable dextrins. Their 
mechanism considered the rate of gelatinization of starch, quantities of active enzymes, 
and a combination of Arrhenius and Michaelis Menten type kinetics to predict starch 
hydrolysis products [13]. 
Marc et al proposed a model based on invertase and alpha and beta amaylase activity 
on the formation of glucose, maltose, maltotriose, saccharose, fructose, and dextrin 
formation. Their proposed model involved a mechanism considering the individual 
activities of alpha and beta amylase, their respective dissolution and denaturing rates, 
and the rate of starch gelatinization for mash temperatures ranging from 40 to 65°C. 
The kinetic model parameters extracted from their experiments were fit to simple first 
order and Michaelian rate expressions [14].  
The research by Murthy et al. proposed a starch hydrolysis model for the conversion of 
corn to fermentable material for ethanol production for fuel and energy applications. The 
enzymatic hydrolysis of amylose and amylopectin was modeled using a Monte Carlo 
simulation approach to predict glucose and dextrose concentrations. Mash temperature, 
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pH, enzyme activity and dose were used as inputs to their molecular structure based 
model [15].  
Brandam et al proposed a kinetic model for the degradation of starch to glucose, 
maltose, maltotriose and dextrins via enzyme hydrolysis. The proposed a model where 
the starch was either composed of pure amylopectin or a combination of amylopectin 
and amylose and the effect of these two starch compositions on the rate of 
gelatinization. Alpha and beta amylase activity were decoupled, their denaturing rates 
and respective products considered in independent reaction schemes. Their mashing 
procedures consisted of a gelatinization period subjecting milled barley to temperatures 
between 37 and 50°C, followed by mash rests at 60, 63, 65, and 70°C. All mechanisms 




1.2. Intent of Research 
The mashing process plays a significant role in the fermentation beverage industry and 
small changes in mash temperature could have a significant impact on the final product. 
The temperature could be optimized to increase or decrease the concentrations of 
different sugars in the wort to enhance flavor, aroma, mouth feel, and alcohol content. 
With the exception of alcohol content, which can be measured, these metrics are 
difficult to quantify and mostly subjective. These qualitative metrics can be removed by 
measuring the types and quantities of the sugars formed during the mash through the 
use of high performance liquid chromatography. The research proposed is therefore 
meant answer the following questions: 
1. What is the impact of mash temperature on the rates of formation of fructose, 
dextrose, sucrose, maltose, maltotriose, and maltotetraose? 
2. Can a kinetic model be created to serve as a tool for the prediction of sugar 
profiles in different mashing schemes?  
3. How would the resulting sugar concentrations impact the final fermented 
product? 
 This thesis is divided into seven chapters. Chapter 1, the introduction, describes the 
back ground and existing work in the mashing process, and the motivation for 
undertaking this research. Chapter 2 outlines the materials and methods used. The 
results from the experiments are discussed in chapter 3. Chapter 4 proposes a 
mechanism of sugar formation and model for profile prediction as a function of mash 
temperature. In chapter 5 the model is implemented and predicts the sugar profile of a 
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mash conducted in a local CT microbrewery, Thomas Hooker Brewery (THB), and 
compared to data taken at their facilities. In chapter 6 theoretical case studies are 
proposed and simulated to gain insight into the sugar profiles that would be realized 
using different mashing schemes. Chapter 7 concludes the research with a discussion 





2.1 Isothermal Experiments and Brewery Sampling 
For the isothermal mash experiments, a dry grain bill consisting of 85.5%, 12.1%, and 
2.4% Canadian 2-Row, Wyerman CaraFoam, and Wheat malts, respectively, was 
added to a mill hopper. The grain bill was based on a recipe from a local microbrewery 
to allow for later subsequent sample comparison. The grain was then milled using a 
Jack Schmidling Productions© malt mill with a roller spacing of 0.045 inches. The milled 
grain was mixed and placed into an empty, insulated mash tun. 
Using Eq. 1, 12.1 liters of distilled water were heated to the strike temperature to 
achieve the appropriate mashing temperature [17]. 
[		
]	° =  	 − 	 + 	 
Eq. 1: Strike Temperature Calculation 
Where k is the heat capacity ratio of grain to water and has a value of 0.41, R is the 
mass ratio of water to grain, T1 and T2 are the temperatures of the grain and the target 
mash temperature, respectively, in °C. A grist ratio of 3.3 was used for the isothermal 
experiments. Mash temperatures of 61, 64, 67, 70, and 73°C were investigated and 
each temperature was conducted in triplicate.  
Upon reaching the strike temperature a single, instantaneous infusion was performed by 
adding the hot liquor to the milled grain. An Eastern Mixers© three blade impeller mixer 
and a copper heat transfer coil were inserted into the tun. The mixer kept the mash well 
stirred and the heating coil was connected to a Fisher Scientific ISOTEMP 4100R20 
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water bath to maintain the temperature. The mash temperature was set on the 
temperature controller of the water bath and water flowed through the copper coil. A 
representative diagram of the experimental setup can be seen in Figure 3.   
 
Figure 3: Isothermal Experimentation Apparatus 
 
Approximately 30 seconds were allowed for the system to become well mixed and 
equilibrate to the mash temperature before samples were taken. Samples were 
collected by taking 10 ml of the liquid in the mash (wort), adding it to a vial containing 10 
ml of 0.005 M ammonium hydroxide, capping the vial and putting it into an ice bath. The 
shift in pH and temperature of the sample deactivated starch hydrolyzing enzymes, 
preserving the carbohydrate profile. Samples were collected every 5 minutes for an 
12 
 
hour for a total of 13 samples in each run. A grand total of 195 samples were taken for 
all the isothermal experiments.  
[5	 !"] ∗ $3 &"ℎ" !( ∗ $13 *+"&"ℎ ( = 195	*+" 
For each sample the total amount of extracted material in solution was measured in 
°Brix using a handheld ALLA FRANCE© refractometer. Degrees of Brix are a commonly 
used metric in the brewing industry with one degree Brix corresponding to 1 gram of 
sucrose in 100 grams of solution. A calibration equation,  
Eq. 2, was generated by mixing different concentrations of sucrose in water and is 
shown in Figure 34 in the appendix. 
-.
/		0 = ° 123. 335 
Eq. 2: Brix to Concentration 
 
Samples from THB were taken for comparison to the laboratory experiments. The mash 
setup consisted of filling the mash tun with an initial amount of hot liquor and then 
feeding milled barley and water at a grist ratio of 1 until a final grist ratio of 3.0 was 
reached. The tun was insulated and contained an internal rake-style mixer. Several 
rotations of the rake were allowed to mix the initial grain before sampling commenced. 
Wort was taken at the halfway point between the center and the wall of the tun. Similarly 
to the isothermal tests, pH and temperature shifts were utilized to preserve 
carbohydrate profiles. The duration of the mash at THB was 85 minutes resulting in a 




2.2 Preparation of Samples for HPLC Separation 
High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) was used to measure sugars in the 
wort. Each sample was transferred to a sterile centrifuge tube and centrifuged at 2500 
RPM for 15 minutes to allow for the sedimentation of undesirable suspended proteins 
and high molecular weight carbohydrates. A sterile needle was used to transfer 20 ml of 
the supernatant containing the sugars of interest to a sterilized vial, the bottoms were 
discarded. Next, 200 microliters of the sample were transferred to another sterile vial 
and diluted 25X with 4800 microliters of a 75%/25% HPLC grade Acetonitrile/Water 
solution. The diluted sample was then passed through a 0.45 micron Millipore© syringe 
filter into a sterilized HPLC vial. Accounting for the 2X dilution during sample taking (the 




2.3 Calibration Sugars  
The six sugars that were to be measured in the wort samples, in order of increasing 
molecular size, were fructose, dextrose, sucrose, maltose, maltotriose, and 
maltotetraose. Before the sugars in the experimental samples could be quantified, a 
calibration curve had to be developed for each sugar.  
Stock solutions were created by mixing different amounts of each of the pure sugars in 
a volumetric ratio of 75%/25% acetonitrile and water. The base stocks of each of the 
sugars were combined in different concentrations and separated using HPLC Table 2 
lists the concentration ranges for each sugar. Correlations between sugar 
concentrations and peak heights and areas were determined and calibration curves 
were generated for use with the experimental samples. A total of 11 calibrations, Table 
3, were created to provide a broad concentration range for the calibration curves. 




Fructose 0.039 0.832 
Dextrose 0.039 0.832 
Sucrose 0.039 0.832 
Maltose 0.167 5.455 
Maltotriose 0.042 1.571 
Maltotetraose 0.031 0.829 
Table 3: Calibration Solutions Created 
Sugar 
Calibrations (g/Liter) 
A B C1 C2 C3 D E Cal1 Cal2 Cal3 Cal4 
Fructose 0.166 0.332 0.499 0.499 0.499 0.666 0.832 0.039 0.042 0.357 0.091 
Dextrose 0.166 0.332 0.499 0.500 0.500 0.666 0.832 0.039 0.042 0.357 0.091 
Sucrose 0.166 0.332 0.499 0.500 0.500 0.666 0.832 0.039 0.042 0.357 0.091 
Maltose 0.167 0.333 0.500 0.499 0.499 0.667 0.834 1.539 0.203 2.143 5.455 
Malt-3 0.166 0.331 0.498 0.500 0.500 0.664 0.829 1.571 0.042 0.355 0.090 
Malt-4 0.166 0.331 0.498 0.500 0.500 0.664 0.829 0.031 0.537 0.378 0.058 
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2.4 HPLC Separation Method  
HPLC was used to quantify the amounts of the simple sugars in each of the samples. In 
HPLC a small amount of the sample is injected into a mobile phase solution which is 
pumped through a column to separate solutes. The composition and flow rate of the 
mobile phase and the temperature and type of packing material in the column affect 
what and how the solutes will be separated. Once separated, each species of solute 
exits the column and passes through one or more detectors to be measured.  
In this study, a Kromasil© (KR100-5-NH2-4.6x250) amine packed column operated in 
reverse phase at 35°C was used on a Shimadzu liquid chromatograph. Isocratic elution 
with a mobile phase of premixed 75%/25% acetonitrile/water at a flow rate of 1.0 ml per 
minute was used. The injection volume of samples was 20 microliters and a Shimadzu 
RID-6A refractive index detector was used to measure eluted sugars. A refractive index 
detector measured the angle of refraction of sugars as they passed through the 
detection chamber and the response in millivolts was recorded by a computer installed 
with Shimadzu signal interpretation software.  
The separation mechanism consisted of the interactions between the sugars in the 
mobile phase interacting with the amine stationary phase in the column. An increase in 
the molecular weight, and in turn polarity, of the sugar resulted in an increase in 
interactions between the sugars and the packing. As a result higher molecular weight 
sugars had longer retention times. Several flow rates, column temperatures, and mobile 
phase composition ratios were tested and the method described above provided the 
manageable run time while also allowing for adequate separation of sugars [4]. 
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2.5 Raw Data Processing 
2.5.1 Conversion from Common Data File to Comma Separated File 
Including the calibration runs, several hundred chromatograms required processing and 
it was desired to create a streamlined method to convert the raw data to sugar profiles. 
Signal interpretation software contained a signal analysis program; however, it crashed 
often and proved virtually unusable. The signal interpretation software did manage to 
allow for the conversion and exporting of the raw signal of each chromatogram from its 
native format to a Common Data Format (.CDF) file. This file type was developed and is 
supported by NASA as a standardized file format for the global research community. 
Prior to analysis of the chromatograms these files needed to be converted into a format 
that could be imported into MATLAB. 
UniChrome©, a java based program provided by the open source project 
openchrome.org free of charge, was used to convert files to their Comma Separated 
Value (.CSV) form. A custom macro was written in AutoHotKey©, another free program, 
to automate conversion of all the .CDF files. Each generated .CSV file contained two 
columns of raw data, the first contained the time elapsed after sample injection into the 
HPLC, in seconds, and the second the response of the refractive index detector in 
millivolts. 
2.5.2 Data Handling in MATLAB 
A program was written in MATLAB to facilitate the extraction of peak areas and heights 
for each sugar from each chromatogram. First, all .CSV files were imported and, to 
make processing easier, they were organized into structures according to temperature. 
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Figure 4: Signal Correction 
All of the MATLAB functions and scripts written are available in appendices A.1 and 
A.2. 
Each chromatogram was trimmed to leave the signal containing the sugar peaks. The 
trimmed response exhibited two characteristics that needed to be addressed prior to 
analysis. The first was to correct signals that did not have a zero-level baseline. This 
was done by writing a function that searched the entire response column for the 
smallest value and subtracted it from every value in the column. The second 
characteristic was a casual baseline drift that would cause the entire response curve to 
float above or below the zeroed baseline. This was addressed by writing a function that 
took the average of the baseline over the entire response and corrected the signal in the 
appropriate direction. Figure 4 shows the raw signal and the results of the functions 
with the corresponding response corrections.  
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To prevent problems in later coded functions, a low pass filter was applied to smooth 
out low end noise in the raw, min offset, and shift-corrected signals, Figure 5. A 
graphical user interface (GUI) plotted the trimmed, filtered signals and allowed for 
selection of the signal that looked best and discarding chromatograms that were unable 
to be processed. A reference excel sheet was generated to store the selection results.  
 
 
Each calibration chromatogram was then passed through an interactive peak selector 
function developed and offered for free by Dr. Thomas C. O’Haver of the University of 
Maryland on his website [18]. This function displayed the chromatogram in a GUI that 
allowed for the adjustment of the amplitude and slope thresholds and smooth and fit 
Figure 5: Applying the Low Pass Filter 
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widths to detect only the sugar peaks. The detection parameters for the peaks in each 
group of calibrations (A through Cal4) were determined and stored for use in a non-
interactive peak selector function from the same author. The non-interactive peak 
selector function would extract the peak retention times and widths without opening a 
GUI.  
The peaks and corresponding data were then used as inputs into another function that 
extracted the positions of the peak widths on the signal column and calculated the 
corresponding area. To find the positions of the widths, the retention time position on 
the signal column was used as a reference point and the signal values on each side of 
the peak were scanned. The width points were determined at the point when the 
difference between the current and the next value in the signal was less than or equal to 
zero. These positions were then sent to another function that used a built in MATLAB 
function that calculated the area under the signal using the trapezoidal rule. The peak 
height was determined as the maximum value of the signal between each peak’s width 
positions.  
Each signal was plotted, isolating each peak and corresponding area to verify correct 
widths were selected. Figure 6 shows a representative calibration chromatogram with 
shaded areas. Occasionally a width would not be isolated correctly and a GUI allowed 
for manual reselection of the desired peaks. After reviewing all the calibration 
chromatograms, the peak widths, heights, areas, and retention times were stored in a 









Calibration equations based on height were generated for each sugar (S) using the form 
in Eq. 3 and corresponding coefficients in Table 4. Plots of the calibration data are 
available in appendix B. The independent variable for the equations was the peak 
heights (h). 
 
.6 + 76 + 8 =  
Eq. 3: Calibration Equation for Peak Height to Concentration 
 
The chromatograms for the experimental data were analyzed in a similar fashion as the 
calibration chromatograms. The measured heights were then passed through a function 
containing the calibration curve parameters to calculate the concentrations of each 
sugar. Heights that were outside of the lower and upper bounds of the concentration 
curves were discarded.  
 
Table 4: Coefficients for Calibration Equations 
  Coefficients 
Sugar a b c 
Fructose -2.824E-04 3.052E-02 -6.004E-03 
Dextrose -3.839E-04 3.651E-02 -4.508E-02 
Sucrose -3.889E-04 3.660E-02 -2.815E-02 
Maltose -5.637E-05 3.599E-02 -5.164E-02 
Maltotriose 1.469E-04 3.190E-02 7.513E-02 




2.5.3 Evaluating Column Performance 
Calibrations were run between each trial of samples to verify that retention times, 
heights, and areas for sugars were remaining unchanged. The results from several 
chromatograms for calibration “C” in Table 3 and are shown plotted in Figure 7.  The 
peak heights for each sugar remained relatively unchanged and confirmed that the 
column was separating and concentrating sugars correctly. Towards the end of the 
experimentation, the peak heights and retention times began to shorten. This was most 
likely due to fouling of the column resulting in a decrease in the surface area of the 




Figure 7: Column Performance Verification 
 




3. Results from Experiments 
3.1 Starch Extract 
Upon contact with the water, the barley began breaking down into smaller components 
which dissolved to form a solution of wort. The amount of dissolved material in the 
mashes, in °Bx, was measured using a refractometer and converted to grams per liter 
using Eq. 2. The amount of dissolved material from the barley for each experiment is 
shown in Figure 8.  
 
Figure 8: Starch Extract Isothermal Trials 
 
The mash at 73 °C exhibited the highest extract, followed by 70, 67, 61, and 64 °C.  The 



































For all the mashes, the extract exhibited an asymptotic behavior that approached the 
different maximums according to temperature. This behavior indicated that each system 
reached a maximum amount of extractable material from the grain as a result of the 
temperature dependence of enzyme decomposition activity. Lower temperatures 
favored the activity of only one enzyme, beta amylase, while higher temperatures 
created in a synergistic effect by favoring activities for both alpha and beta amylase. 
Higher mash temperatures also resulted in a greater completeness of starch 
decomposition by increasing the starch hydrolysis activity of each enzyme until the 




3.2 Isothermal Sugar Profiles 
The extract values were used to calculate the amount of available starch during 
each experiment. The starch that was able to react was calculated by taking the sum 
of the sugars measured with the HPLC at each sample time and subtracting that 
value from the max extract corresponding to each experiment. These new curves 
showed the consumption of starch over time and also yielded the amount of un-
consumable solids. The amount of un-consumable starch was subtracted from each 
starch curve to generate curves showing the consumption of all available starch for 
each temperature. Figure 9 shows the available starch for one of the 67°C trials.  
 
 
































The concentrations of fructose, dextrose, sucrose, maltose, maltotriose, and 
maltotetraose were determined from the chromatograms processed with MATLAB. 
Figure 10 shows a representative chromatogram of the experimental samples. This 
figure shows 13 signals, one for each time a sample was taken, plotted and overlaid to 
show how each sugar increased in concentration over the sixty minute mash. Additional 
chromatograms are available in appendix C. The sugar profiles for each of the 
experiments are shown in Figure 11-Figure 15. The final concentrations of each sugar 
are summarized in Table 5. Dashes in the deviation columns depict cases where not 
enough samples were collected to calculate the standard deviation.  
Table 5: Final Concentrations of Sugars 
  Concentrations (g/liter) 
Temp. Fru. +/- Dex. +/- Suc. +/- Mal. +/- M-3 +/- M-4 +/- 
61°C 4.4 1.1 15.4 - 5.0 - 55.4 - 10.9 - - - 
64°C 2.9 1.1 17 8.9 6.1 0.6 66.1 10.4 20.4 9.2 - - 
67°C 2.7 - 14.7 2.6 8.5 0.7 76.8 13.8 20.5 2.5 8.4 - 
70°C 2.3 - 11.9 - 8.6 - 72.8 - 16.2 - - - 
73°C 2.4 0.5 18.6 2.3 13.7 2.5 74.6 22.1 24.7 3.5 11.8 5.6 
 
In each trial, the disaccharide, maltose was produced in much greater quantities than 
any other sugar. This is typical for systems involving barley starch decomposition that 
are commonly found in the brewing industry. The 67 °C mash yielded the highest 
quantity of maltose of all the trials, followed closely by 70 and 73 °C.  The 61 and 64 °C 
trials were 21.4 and 10.7 grams per liter, respectively, lower compared to the 67 °C. 
This disparity suggests that the mash temperature was not high enough to activate the 
alpha amylase enzymes and resulted in less non-reduced ends of starch available for 
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beta amylase to act on.  The 67 °C trial showed high activity levels of maltose forming 
beta amylase and amylose and amylopectin cleaving alpha amylase.   
Increases in the mash temperature resulted in increases in concentrations of sucrose 
and maltotriose did not show a strong dependence on temperature. Maltotetraose was 
only detected at 67 and 73 °C suggesting that it may not be produced in appreciable 
amounts or it may be decomposed into a combination of mono-, di-, and tri-saccharides 
quickly. 
The final concentrations of fructose and dextrose were relatively the same for all trials 
suggesting the concentrations had low formation rates or that the total amount of each 






Figure 10: Time Resolved Chromatogram for 73 °C 
 





Figure 11: Sugar Profile: 61 °C 
 






































































Figure 13: Sugar Profile: 67 °C 
 











































































































4. Model Development 
 
The purpose of acquiring the sugar profiles for the mash experiments was to develop a 
model that could predict profiles for mashes of varying complexity. An accurate model 
would allow for the tailoring of the mashing process to achieve desired flavor and 
texture profiles of fermented products. 
4.1. Proposed Mechanism 
4.1.1 Reaction Scheme 
 
A model for the decomposition of starch was proposed using general irreversible rate 
laws of αth order (α=0,1,2) for fructose, dextrose, sucrose, maltose, and maltotriose. 
These equations are show below in the reaction rates section. Maltotetraose was not 
considered because it was not measured in appreciable concentrations in enough of the 
samples. All reactions considered starch decomposing into the simple sugars and a 
MATLAB program was written to analyze the sugar profile data for each experiment to 




 																														9!: ;":																					[*] → [9]																			> = ?>[*]@A 
																														BC 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D = ?D[*]@E 
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F = ?F[*]@G 
																														&+ ;":																								[*] → [&]																		H = ?H[*]@I 




4.1.2 Ordinary Differential Equations 
Rates of formation for each species, Eq. 4 through Eq. 9, were written based off the 
proposed rate laws. An equation for temperature ramping, Eq. 10, was included for 
case studies. This equation was set equal to zero to indicate no temperature change 
from for the isothermal models.  
  
Rates of Species and Temperature 
 
M[9]M = 	 N = > = 	?>[*]@A  
Eq. 4: Fructose Rate 
 
M[B]M = 	O = D = 	?D[*]@E  
Eq. 5: Dextrose Rate 
 
M[*!]M = 	PQ = F = 	?F[*]@G  
Eq. 6: Sucrose Rate 
 
M[&]M = 	R = H = 	?H[*]@I  
Eq. 7: Maltose Rate 
M[&3]M = 	RF = K = 	?K[*]@L  
Eq. 8: Maltotriose Rate 
 
M[*]M = 	P = −> +	D +	F +	H +	K 
Eq. 9: Starch Rate 
 
M[]M = 0 







4.2. Extraction of Experimental Parameters 
4.2.1. Rates Constants and Reaction Orders 
The concentrations of sugars were converted to moles using the molecular weights 
listed in Table 6. Fructose/Dextrose, Sucrose/Maltose, and Maltotriose used Mono-, Di-, 
and Tri-saccharide molecular weights, respectively.  






The rate laws for α being equal to 0, 1, and 2 for each sugar (S) were integrated and 
took on the general forms in Eq. 11- Eq. 13 [19]. Linear models were applied to plots of 
concentration vs. time for each of the sugars and reaction orders were determined 
according to the linearity of the fit. Rate constants were extracted from the slopes of the 
corresponding fits. Table 7 summarizes the parameter extraction.  
[*] = [*]T − ?  
Eq. 11: Integrated Rate Law - 0th Order 
 
[*] = [*]TUVW 
Eq. 12: Integrated Rate Law - 1st Order 
 
1[*] = 1[*]T + ?  






Table 7: Isotherm Rate Constants and Orders 
    Rate Constants 
Sugar Order 61°C 64°C 67°C 70°C 73°C 
Fructose 0th  4.70E-06 2.10E-06 1.30E-06 - - 
Dextrose 0th  2.43E-05 2.07E-05 1.82E-05 1.36E-05 2.58E-05 
Sucrose 0th  1.50E-06 2.70E-06 2.70E-06 3.60E-06 7.10E-06 
Maltose Ini. 0th  9.62E-05 1.65E-04 1.50E-04 1.49E-04 2.00E-04 
Maltose St. 1st  2.23E-04 1.31E-04 1.07E-04 2.01E-04 1.52E-04 
Maltotriose 0th  2.00E-06 5.20E-06 3.70E-06 3.40E-06 8.80E-06 
*0th order rate constants had units = mols/sec, 1st order rate constants had units = 1/sec 
It was found that all the sugars, with the exception of maltose, exhibited 0th order 
reaction kinetics throughout the decomposition process. Maltose initially showed an 
accelerated rate that tapered off and became more steady after some time. It was found 
that the onset rate was well described by a 0th order model. At time greater than 600 
seconds the maltose formation was described by a 1st order model. Plots showing the 
fits for 0th order dextrose, the onset rate and the steadier rate for maltose can be seen in 
Figure 16, Figure 17 and Figure 18. 
Plots of the rate constants vs. temperatures for each sugar are shown in Figure 19. 
These plots showed that there was a complex relationship between temperature and 
rate, supporting the actual, enzymatic driving force of the starch decomposition. These 
plots were fit by a 5th order polynomial to provide equations for use in case studies. Not 
enough data points existed for fructose in the 70 and 73 °C trials to reliably extract 
kinetic parameters. A function was written to set the rate constant of fructose equal to 




















Figure 19: Summation of Rate vs. Temperature Curves 
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4.2.2. Temperature Based Efficiency 
An extraction factor was determined for each temperature by comparing the actual 
extracted amount to the reported maximum extraction potentials for the grain bill used. 
The maximum amount of starch was experimentally determined by performing a 
congress mash. Maltsters perform this prior to shipping grain and report the potential in 
malt analysis sheets as the Course Grind Extract, or CGE. Different types of grain have 
different CGE’s and the overall starch potential for a grain bill is found by multiplying the 
ratio of each grain type in the grain bill to its respective CGE and summing the values.  
The extract potential for this system is shown in Table 8  and an efficiency curve η(T) 
was generated for use in the case studies in chapter 6. The extract efficiency as a 
function of temperature is shown in Figure 20. 
 






2-Row 0.795 3085 2452 
Carafoam 0.73 454 331 
Wheat 0.84 91 76 







Figure 20: Efficiency vs. Temperature 
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4.3. Model Results and Validation 
4.3.1. Initial Conditions 
The initial conditions for each sugar in each system were taken as the y intercepts from 
the rate constant extraction fits and are shown in Table 9. The system of differential 
equations was then solved using the MATLAB solver ode45 (Euler’s method) and the 
results compared to the experimental values. The modeled isotherms are plotted in 
Figure 21 to Figure 25. Qualitatively, the figures show that the model was able to 
capture the behavior for all of the sugars as a function of temperature.  
 
 
Table 9: Initial Conditions for Isotherm Models 
 
61°C 64°C 67°C 70°C 73°C 
Starch 0.299 0.329 0.294 0.327 0.424 mol/L 
Fructose 0.007 0.009 0.010 0.000 0.014 mol/L 
Dextrose 0.015 0.011 0.019 0.014 0.026 mol/L 
Sucrose 0.011 0.011 0.018 0.011 0.019 mol/L 
Maltose 0.021 0.018 0.075 0.013 0.020 mol/L 





4.3.2. Isotherm: 61°C 
 





4.3.3. Isotherm: 64°C 
 





4.3.4. Isotherm: 67°C 
 





4.3.5. Isotherm: 70°C 
 





4.3.6. Isotherm: 73°C 
 





4.3.7. Model Validation Discussion 
A more quantitative comparison between the model and the experiment is given in 
Table 10. Sugars were predicted to within +/- 15% in each isotherm and the most 
prevalent sugar, maltose, was predicted to within +/- 11% with two of the values 
reaching to within +/- 1%. The relatively accurate prediction of the sugars by the model, 
especially of maltose formation, lent itself for testing against the samples from the 
brewery. 
 
Table 10: Percent Error for Model vs. Experimental of Isotherms 
 
61°C 64°C 67°C 70°C 73°C 
Fructose -5.7 16.9 -10.0 0.0 4.9 
Dextrose 19.5 -9.1 3.6 -4.6 14.7 
Sucrose 14.3 16.3 10.9 -3.4 10.7 
Maltose -0.8 10.7 -8.3 -11.2 -0.4 
Maltotriose -5.8 -11.2 -2.7 -5.8 5.7 
 
The starch profiles predicted by the model exhibited the same behavior as the 
experimental measurements but consistently over predicted the amount of starch 
available in the reactor. One possible reason for this over-estimation could have been 
the model’s under prediction of the most abundant sugar, maltose, and of different 
combinations of sugars at different mash temperatures. From a mass balance 
perspective, having model predicted concentrations less than the experimental sum 
would predict left over, unconsumed starch. Despite this over prediction, the behavior of 
the individual sugars was captured accurately.  
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4.4. Error Propagation and Parametric Sensitivities  
Error in the rate constants was investigated and a sensitivity analysis performed to 
determine the effects of the model parameters on the model outputs. 
4.4.1. Error Rate Constants 
The error in the rate constants was calculated by extracting rate constants for each trial 
for each temperature and calculating the standard deviation. Plots of each of the rate 
constants are shown in Figure 26 and numerical values are shown in Table 11.  The 
rate constants for sucrose, maltotriose, the initial maltose, and higher mash 
temperatures for dextrose formation had a low error. Fructose showed the most error, 
as was expected, due to the sufficient quantities for the HPLC to detect. 
  
Table 11: Rate Constant Error Calculations 
Fructose Dextrose Sucrose 
Temp. °C Rate St.Dev Temp. °C Rate St.Dev Temp. °C Rate St.Dev 
61 4.70E-06 2.10E-06 61 2.43E-05 6.67E-06 61 1.50E-06 3.86E-07 
64 2.10E-06 3.40E-06 64 2.07E-05 8.75E-06 64 2.70E-06 6.13E-07 
67 1.30E-06 2.62E-06 67 1.82E-05 5.20E-06 67 2.70E-06 6.85E-07 
70 - - 70 1.36E-05 2.65E-06 70 3.60E-06 7.59E-07 
73 - - 73 2.58E-05 3.66E-06 73 7.10E-06 1.81E-06 
Maltose "IR" Maltose "SS" Maltotriose 
Temp. °C Rate St.Dev Temp. °C Rate St.Dev Temp. °C Rate St.Dev 
61 9.62E-05 2.73E-05 61 2.23E-04 6.70E-05 61 2.00E-06 1.14E-06 
64 1.65E-04 3.50E-05 64 1.31E-04 4.84E-05 64 5.20E-06 2.88E-06 
67 1.50E-04 8.66E-06 67 1.07E-04 5.12E-05 67 3.70E-06 7.93E-07 
70 1.49E-04 3.32E-05 70 2.01E-04 5.26E-05 70 3.40E-06 8.18E-07 






Figure 26: Error Propagation for Rate Constants 
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4.4.2. Sensitivity Analysis 
A sensitivity analysis was conducted to determine how the model solutions for each 
mash temperature changed as a function of the rate constants extracted from 
experimental data. It was shown in section 4.3.7 that the reaction mechanisms of the 
sugars exhibited 0th and 1st order reaction kinetics and general rate laws were written for 
each order, Eq. 14 and Eq. 15. [C] denotes the concentration of sugar. 
 
M[X]M = 	−?[X]T 
Eq. 14: General 0th Order Rate Law 
 
M[X]M = 	−?[X]>	 
Eq. 15: General 1st Order Rate Law 
 
Sensitivity equations showing the change in model outputs as a function of rate 
constants were derived for each rate law using Eq. 16 to derive sensitivities for each 
order. The sensitivities for each order are shown in Eq. 17 and Eq. 18 and were used to 
derive the sensitivity differential equations shown in Eq. 19 and Eq. 20 [20]. 
*YZ = [	\[X]Y\?Z ]Y^Z 
Eq. 16: Model Sensitivity 
*> =	−  




*D =	− XTUVW 
Eq. 18: Sensitivity for 1st Order Rate Law 
 
M*>M = 1 
Eq. 19: ODE for 0th Order Sensitivity 
 
M*DM = XTUVW? − 1 
Eq. 20: ODE for 1st Order Sensitivity 
 
The sensitivity equations showed that the 0th order rate mechanism was reduced to a 
constant when differentiated, indicating that the model output for sugars following this 
order were strongly affected by time. The formations of sugars behaving in a 0th order 
mechanism increased linearly with time and the rate constants were the slopes 
describing the increase. For 1st order mechanisms, the model showed sensitivities to 
both time and the extracted experimental rate constants.  
A numerical analysis of the model sensitivity to rate constants was performed by 
evaluating the model solutions by varying the rate constants of each sugar for each 
mash temperature. The rate constants were varied from two orders of magnitude below 
the experimentally found values, to 1.5 times the upper error tolerances calculated in 
section 4.4.1. The constants used for dextrose for each temperature are shown in Table 
12. A complete table of the rate constants used for all the sugars can be found in 
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appendix A.4. Setting the rate constants to an order of magnitude higher than the 
experimentally used values resulted in a failure of the model to converge.  
The model solutions for each sugar for each rate constant were compared by taking the 
ratios of the maximum to minimum concentrations. A higher ratio meant a greater 
change in the final calculated concentration with respect to the rate constant. The 
results of the models with the ratios for each sugar are shown in Table 13. A heat graph 
was overlaid on the table to highlight the greatest affected sugars. 
The results from the sensitivity analysis show that sucrose and maltotriose were 
insensitive to rate constant changes. Maltose formation was also insensitive to both 
initial and steady rate changes for a mash temperature up to 70°C. Dextrose was 
significantly affected for the lower mash temperatures.  
 
 
Table 12: Dextrose Rate Constants for Sensitivity Analysis 
Dextrose 
  Rate Constants (Mol/sec) 
61°C 3.43E-05 3.10E-05 2.43E-05 2.43E-06 2.43E-07 
64°C 3.38E-05 2.95E-05 2.07E-05 2.07E-06 2.07E-07 
67°C 2.60E-05 2.34E-05 1.82E-05 1.82E-06 1.82E-07 
70°C 1.76E-05 1.63E-05 1.36E-05 1.36E-06 1.36E-07 





Table 13: Ratios of Model Solution Concentrations 
  61°C 64°C 67°C 70°C 73°C 
Fructose 5.05 3.89 2.92 1.00 1.00 
Dextrose 9.05 11.25 5.68 5.35 5.20 
Sucrose 1.66 2.17 1.75 2.48 2.82 
Maltose A = k1, B = Vary 1.83 1.39 1.33 1.67 1.39 
Maltose A = k2, B = Vary 1.95 1.46 1.34 1.77 1.49 
Maltose A = k3, B = Vary 2.28 1.62 1.37 2.03 1.80 
Maltose A = k4, B = Vary 5.78 4.98 2.12 7.35 6.12 
Maltose A = k5, B = Vary 7.00 6.99 2.28 10.83 8.82 
Maltose A = Vary, B = k1 1.19 1.52 1.32 1.30 1.41 
Maltose A = Vary, B = k2 1.23 1.60 1.37 1.34 1.51 
Maltose A = Vary, B = k3 1.32 1.85 1.50 1.46 1.81 
Maltose A = Vary, B = k4 3.12 5.34 2.12 4.63 5.82 
Maltose A = Vary, B = k5 4.56 7.60 2.26 8.41 9.00 




5. Model Application to Predict Mash Tun Performance at THB 
5.1. Starch Extract  
In the brewery, the mash tun was first filled with an initial volume of water. A mixture of 
grain and water at a 1:1 mass ratio was then fed in to the tun until all of the grain was 
added. The mash had an initial recorded temperature of 67.8°C and while gristing in the 
temperature dropped. When the mash reached 66.3°C the temperature of the water 
being fed with the grain was increased and upon completion of the gristing in, the mash 
had a recorded temperature of 68.3°C. The temperature was monitored for the duration 
of the 60 minute mash. 
The extract concentration behaved similarly to the extract in the isothermal experiments. 
This is shown in Figure 27. Compared to the isothermal experiments the overall extract 
in the brewery was notably higher, the difference between the brewery extract and the 
highest extract from the isotherm tests being 109.2 grams per liter. The cause of the 
increase was due to a combination of sampling point location, poor mixing in the tun, 
and a smaller effective volume of the mash compared to the laboratory experiments. 
Sampling of the wort was performed near the entrance of the grist in point. The internal 
rake was not activated yet and resulted in the wort gathered having a low water to grain 
ratio. Once the internal rake was activated and the system became uniformly mixed 
however, the mash tun had a smaller overall volume resulting in a grist ratio of around 
3.0. In the brewery a rigid, porous false bottom divided the mash tun volume and 
allowed for separation of the wort from the spent grain upon completion of the mash. 
During the mash this limited the mixing of the water below the false bottom with the wort 



































5.2. Modeling System Modification 
To implement the model at the brewery the expressions for starch availability, maltose 
formation, and temperature had to be modified to account for differences in scale from 
the laboratory mashes. The temperature drift expression was modified to convey the 
temperature drift profile that was measured during sampling. Eq. 21 was set equal to 
the constant in Table 14 corresponding to the time interval of the mash. 
M[]M = [X;_" _ ] 
Eq. 21: Modified Temperature Rate for Brewery 
Table 14: Brewery Temperature Profile Constants 
  Time Interval (Sec) Degrees/sec 
Step 1 0-1200 -1.25E-03 
Step 2 1200-1800 3.33E-03 
Step 3 1800-3900 -4.37E-04 
Step 4 3900-5100 -9.95E-04 
The 35 minute grist in of milled barley was accommodated by adding an expression to 
the end starch term, Eq. 22. The amount of starch being fed into the reactor was 
multiplied by the efficiency factor (η) to account for the available starch that was 
calculated in the isothermal experiments. 
M[*]M = 	P = −> +	D +	F +	H +	K + ` * :ℎa_	 b
;+"": c ∗ da_J J+	!_	e;+. f 	+g a_ fseck 




For instantaneous infusions it was found that maltose had two distinct rates that the 
reaction transitioned after some time. To account for the differing rates a gamma 
function was introduced to describe the maltose formation as new starch was 
introduced over the 35 minute grist in. The gamma function is shown in Eq. 23. For 
mash times between 0 and 600 seconds gamma was equal to 0, reflecting formation as 
purely initial rate driven. For mash times after 2700 seconds gamma was equal to 1, 
reflecting maltose formation as purely steady rate driven. From 600 to 2700 seconds 
gamma progressed linearly form 0 to 1 reflecting the transition of the maltose rate from 
initial to steady as new starch was added. The values of gamma for the mash are 
shown in Figure 28. The formation of maltose took on the form of Eq. 23 with the 
subscripts IR and SS representing the “Initial” and “Steady State” rates.  
 
 


















M[&]M = 1 − l ∗ ?Hmn[*]@Iop + l ∗ ?HPP[*]@Iqq 
Eq. 23: Modified Maltose Rate for Brewery 
 
When modeling this system it was assumed that the mash tun was well mixed and that 
any mass transfer limitations from the gelatinization mechanism of starch were 
negligible. The initial conditions for the sugars from the 67°C isotherm experiment were 
selected based on the first recorded mash temperature of 67.8 °C in the brewery mash 
tun. The initial condition for starch was calculated by multiplying the amount of time that 
elapsed between the grist-in starting and the first sample point (~90 seconds). The 











5.3. Model Application 
The behavior of each sugar was captured with significant accuracy and all were slightly 
under predicted by the model with the exception of maltose. The results of all the sugars 
are generalized in Table 15. Maltose and dextrose, two of the most abundant sugars 
were predicted to within 1% and 5%, respectively, while sucrose and maltotriose were 
predicted to 18% and 23%, respectively. However, considering the system as a whole, 
the model predicted the sum of the sugars to within 5.2%.    
Table 15: Model Results for Brewery 
  Experimental (g/l) Model (g/l) % Error 
Fructose 3.4 2.5 -26.9% 
Dextrose 20.8 19.6 -5.7% 
Sucrose 13.4 10.9 -18.6% 
Maltose 128.2 129.5 1.1% 
Malt-3 29.3 22.3 -23.8% 
Total: 195.1 184.8 -5.2% 
The starch concentration was dominated by the bulk addition during the grist in period, 
upon finishing this process starch was dominated by the rate of consumption. During 
the first 2100 seconds the model prediction exhibited a different behavior than the 
experimental values due to the poor mixing conditions of the system described in 
section 5.2. As a result, the measured concentrations of sugars taken during the grist in 
period were discarded. The system’s temperature profile was graphed and is shown 
with the graph with the removed concentration values in Figure 30. 
The mashing procedure at the brewery had significant physical differences compared to 
the mashes performed in lab. Starch was fed over a course of thirty five minutes, rather 
than as an instantaneous infusion, a temperature profile was recorded and the overall 
mash time was almost 50% longer. The model applied to the brewery system used only 





Figure 30: Brewery Model Results w/Temperature Drift Profile 
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6. Case Studies 
The application of the model to the brewery system yielded an accurate prediction of the 
sugar behaviors and concentrations. Therefore, we expanded the model to investigate 
the mash performance with different theoretical mash procedures. Three scenarios 
were considered and the resulting kinetic behavior will be discussed in terms of overall 
extract and resulting sugar profiles and their implications on product flavor and texture. 
The first case study considered a scenario where the mash at the brewery was 
performed as a single, instantaneous infusion, similarly to the mashes performed in the 
laboratory. The second case study considered a scenario where if the current mill used 
at the brewery was removed for maintenance and a smaller mill was used interim. A 
grist in procedure taking 50% longer was proposed. For the first and second case 
studies the temperature drift measured at the brewery was used. 
The third case study investigated the formation of sugars occurring in a decoction mash. 
This type of mash consisted of an infusion of grain followed by a programmed 
temperature increase, followed by the addition of a second infusion of grain and a 




6.1. Case Study A  
The first case study considered a brew house scaled procedure as a single, 
instantaneous infusion of starch rather than a 35 minute grist in. The system 
temperature was described using the modified experimental temperature rate,  
Eq. 21, and the starch decomposition and maltose formation rates were described by 
Eq. 7 and Eq. 9, respectively. The sugar profile behavior is shown in Figure 31. The 
initial conditions from the 67°C isotherm experiment were selected based on the first 
recorded mash temperature of 67.8 °C in the brewery mash tun. The results in Table 16 
summarize the results of the mash and compare it to the experimental results from the 
brewery. 








Fructose 0.014 3.4 2.5 -26.9% 
Dextrose 0.017 20.8 19.6 -5.7% 
Sucrose 0.007 13.4 10.9 -18.6% 
Maltose 0.073 128.2 78.6 -38.7% 
Maltotriose 0.030 29.3 22.3 -23.8% 
Starch 0.324    
Sum: 195.0 133.9 -31.4% 
 
The concentrations of all sugars were significantly lower than the experimental 
measurements; maltose production was almost halved. According to the proposed 
model, a single infusion scheme would have a significant effect on the sugar profile, 
with the largest difference in the formation of maltose. The duration of the more rapid 
“Initial” rate was significantly reduced, occurring for only the first 600 seconds of the 
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mash; this resulted in the slower “Steady” rate dictating maltose formation for almost 
90% of the mash.  
The model predicted sugar formations were influenced by temperature and the lack of a 
grist in period which meant that the grain in its entirety was influenced by the 
temperature drift. The original grist in time of 2100 seconds meant smaller amounts of 
grain were exposed to the lower maltose producing temperatures at the beginning of the 
mash. This “rate-inertia” phenomenon took place across all sugars but the temperature 
difference was too small to produce a significant effect.  
The results from this case indicate that feeding starch in over the course of the mash 
greatly enhances maltose production, which, in turn, increases starch utilization. Having 
all of the starch in could yield an increased production of sugars if step changes were 
utilized and timed according to the types of sugars desired to be formed. The decrease 






Figure 31: Instant Infusion with Experimental Temperature Drift 
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6.2. Case Study B 
The second case study considered a brew house scaled procedure where the grist in 
time was increased by 50%, for a total of 3150 seconds. The system temperature was 
described using the modified temperature rate, Eq. 21, and the starch decomposition 
and maltose formation rates were described by Eq. 22 and Eq. 23. 
The sugar profile behavior is shown in Figure 32.The initial conditions from the 67°C 
isotherm experiment were selected based on the first recorded mash temperature of 
67.8 °C in the brewery mash tun. Table 17 summarizes the results of the mash and 
compares it to the experimental results from the brewery. 







Fructose 0.014 3.4 2.5 -26.9% 
Dextrose 0.017 20.8 19.6 -5.7% 
Sucrose 0.007 13.4 10.9 -18.6% 
Maltose 0.073 128.2 143.6 12.1% 
Maltotriose 0.030 29.3 22.3 -23.8% 
Starch 0.020   
Sum: 195.0 198.9 2.0% 
 
The results from this case study predicted a 12% greater maltose production than what 
was observed in the brewery samples and verifies that longer grist-in procedures 
enhance maltose production. The increased maltose production would result in a wort of 
greater fermentability and sweetness. This mashing scheme also suggests that it may 
be possible to shorten the overall mashing time as the profile for maltose does not 
change appreciably upon completion of the grist in. By cutting the duration of the mash 




Figure 32: Longer Grist-In with Experimental Temperature Drift 
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6.3. Case Study C  
The third case study considered the mashing procedure known as a decoction mash. 
An initial infusion of grain was made and twice the mash temperature ramped up slowly 
and the mash allowed to rest. After 40 minutes the temperature was raised 
instantaneously with a second addition of grain and the mash was allowed to rest at this 
new temperature for 16 minutes.  After this, the temperature was stepped down to 68 
degrees Celsius and allowed to rest at this temperature for approximately 16.5 minutes. 
The temperature was then twice ramped down and allowed to rest until the final mash 
temperature of 64 degrees Celsius. The system temperature was described using the 
modified temperature rate, Eq. 21, with the temperature constants listed below in Table 
18. The starch decomposition and maltose formation rates were described by Eq. 22 
and Eq. 23.  
The sugar profile behavior is shown in Figure 33. The entire mash took 120 minutes 
and the initial conditions from the 64°C isotherm experiment were used.  
Table 18: Decoction Temperature Profile Constants 
  Time Interval (Min) Temp. Interval  (°C) Ramp Rate Constant 
  Start Stop Start Stop °C/min 
Step 1 0 5 64.0 66.0 6.67E-03 
Step 2 5 20 66.0 66.0 0.00E+00 
Step 3 20 25 66.0 68.0 6.67E-03 
Step 4 25 40 68.0 68.0 0.00E+00 
Step 5 40 40.5 68.0 72.0 1.33E-01 
Step 6 40.5 66.6 72.0 72.0 0.00E+00 
Step 7 66.6 67.2 72.0 67.0 -1.39E-01 
Step 8 67.2 120 67.0 67.0 0.00E+00 
 
The model and Table 19, below, showed that the initial infusion displayed the sugar 
profile behavior seen in the isothermal experiments as would be predicted. The second 
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infusion marked an increase in the rate of maltose production due to the re-introduction 
of the rapid initial rate that which acted on the new starch as well as re-stimulated the 
starch from the initial infusion. This resulted in a doubling of the maltose production in 
1600 seconds, 66% faster than the maltose production that occurred during the initial 
infusion. The second step change and mash rest resulted in smaller increases in 
maltose concentrations with respect to the two infusions, but resulted in considerable 
overall concentration increases of the rest of the sugars.  
Table 19: Case Study “C” Concentrations between Infusions 
  
Concentration @ 
2400 Seconds (g/l) 
Concentration @ 
4000 Seconds (g/l) 
Final Model 
Concentrations(g/l) 
Fructose 2.1 2.1 3.0 
Dextrose 9.9 15.5 25.8 
Sucrose 6.1 9.3 12.1 
Maltose 53.4 104.4 115.3 
Maltotriose 13.4 18.6 25.1 
Sum: 84.9 149.9 181.2 
 
The final concentrations from the decoction mash were compared to the results from the 
brewery and are shown in Table 20. Dextrose was found to have a 24% increase and 
the rest of the sugars to be found in fewer quantities compared to the brewery profile. 
The overall concentration of the sum of sugars was 7% less than in the brewery.   








Fructose 0.014 3.4 3.0 -13.1% 
Dextrose 0.017 20.8 25.8 24.1% 
Sucrose 0.007 13.4 12.1 -9.6% 
Maltose 0.073 128.2 115.3 -10.1% 
Maltotriose 0.030 29.3 25.1 -14.3% 
Starch 0.294       
 Sum: 195.0 181.2 -7.1% 
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The results from the decoction simulation suggest that this type of mashing scheme 
would result in a wort solution with a complex profile consisting of all of the sugars that 
were considered in the model. The high dextrose concentrations would contribute 
sweetness while the high levels of maltose would imbue excellent fermentability in the 
wort. There are other products that could form during a decoction mash which were not 
measured and accounted for in the model. The formation of these products as well as 
the other sugars and unfermentable material would contribute depth and body to the 














In conclusion, this study has provided insight into the original research questions: How 
does the mash temperature impact the rates of formation of fructose, dextrose, sucrose, 
maltose, maltotriose, and maltotetraose, could a kinetic model be developed and used 
as a tool for the prediction of sugar profiles, and how would they affect the final 
fermented products. 
A model based on simple rate expressions was developed that demonstrated 
considerable accuracy in measuring the profile of sugars when compared against 
experimental measurements taken at a brewery. Several case studies were considered 
and the behavior predicted by the model provided valuable insight into what processes 
have the greatest effect on the formation of different sugars. The result was a predictive 
model that could serve as a tool for brewers to optimize the mash tun process to a 
specific recipe or for mash duration to cut operating costs. 
There are several other parameters that could be investigated for future research 
including: conducting the mashes proposed in the case studies and comparing them to 
the model predictions, using different grain bills, incorporating different grain to water 
ratios, and changing the duration of the mash. Conducting the case mashes would 
provide the greatest gain for the amount of research time put in, providing clear results 
to the model’s predictive power for mashes dissimilar to those performed in this 
research.  
All of the mashes conducted used the same grain bill, different recipes calling for 
different grains would most likely affect the initial concentrations of the sugars 
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considered in this research. Using grains that have underground more intense malting 
techniques would contribute new sugar species and enzymes, affecting the formation of 
different products and the end flavor. 
The model mechanism could also be revised by including mass transfer limitations as 
well as incorporating Michaelian enzyme mechanisms to describe product formation. It 
was assumed that the rate of starch gelatinization and dough ball formation in the 
proposed model was negligible. The size and number of dough balls forming when 
water strikes the mash could be correlated to mash temperature, mill width, and grain 
bill. Evidence of a more complicated reaction scheme, than the simple mechanisms 
proposed, can be seen in the relationships between temperature and the rates of each 
sugar. For many sugars rate did not increase with temperature, as would be expected, 
and each sugar appeared to have its own optimum temperature to maximize its rate of 
formation. The two major enzymes, alpha and beta amylase, could be decoupled by 
adding each enzyme in different quantities and determining their respective activities 
using standard addition tests. The introduction of other enzymes could also be 
investigated.   
Future research could expand upon the proposed model and help to remove the 
subjective metrics in product tasting by quantifying as many of the products formed 
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A MATLAB Coding 
A.1 Function Descriptions 
The following functions were written and executed to extract chromatogram data. 
FunCSVRead 
A native MATLAB function modified to streamline raw data importation by displaying an 
error code and proceeding to open the next file rather than ending the program if a 
particular file was not found.  
FunDataSelector 
Plotted the raw signal, negative response corrected signal, and an auto zeroed signal. 
This allowed for graphical selection of the most unskewed signal. FunTrimSolventPeak 
and Funifilter were sub functions used within this function. 
FunTrimSolventPeak 
This function served to trim unnecessary time/response data and applied the negative 
response correction and autozero functions to the raw signal. The negative response 
correction searched the signal for the greatest response below zero and added it to all 
the response points to make all points greater than or equal to zero. If the signal 
exhibited a baseline drift in the positive or negative direction the autozero function took 




A low pass filter was applied to the raw signal to smooth out small response jumps in 
the signal to eliminate problems in later functions. This was freeware code was provided 
by Thomas C. O'Haver available for public use at http://terpconnect.umd.edu/~toh/. 
FunRemoveEmpty/FunRemoveEmptyArray 
These functions were written to remove any empty cells in arrays and empty arrays in 
structures to eliminate unexpected program crashes.   
Funipeak 
The signal selected in FunDataSelector was inputted into this interactive peak finding 
program to determine the slope and amplitude threshold values that selected the 
appropriate sugar peaks in the chromatogram. This program was run once for each 
calibration solution and the values were stored for use as peak finding parameters for 
the FunFindPeaks function. This was freeware code was provided by Thomas C. 
O'Haver available for public use at http://terpconnect.umd.edu/~toh/. 
FunFindPeaks 
This function performed the same peak identification as Funipeak without having to 
enter an interactive GUI. The correct threshold values identified in the preceding 
function were inputted and the retention times of each sugar peak extracted.This was 







The retention times from the preceding function were used as inputs to extract the peak 
heights and areas for each peak. FunMinFinder, FunAreaFinder, and FunReIntegrate 
were sub functions applied within this function. The maximum response value between 
the points identified in FunMinFinder was recorded as the peak height. 
FinMinFinder 
The beginning and ends of each peak were determined by using the retention times as 
starting points and traveling down each side until difference between the current and the 
next value in the signal was less than zero.  
FunAreaFinder 
The built in MATLAB function “traps” was used to calculate the area under each peak 
between the points identified in FunMinFinder.  
FunRePickPeaks 
Used to re-pick the peak widths of individual peaks if they were calculated incorrectly in 
the FunMinFinder function. 
FunReintegrate 
If all peaks needed to be re-picked then this function was used. Usually the case for 
experimental chormatograms. User selects the top of each peak and FunMinFinder is 





This function plotted the data for the Graphical User Interfaces of FunRePickPeaks and 
FunReintegrate 
FunUnpackReference 
Used to read the reference excel file containing the peak width, retention time, area, 
and height of each peak in each chromatogram. Calibration and experimental 
chromatograms each had their own reference file. 
FunCurveMaker 
This was used to sort through all of the calibration data heights and areas and then add 
the corresponding concentrations from an excel file. This data was used to construct 
concentration curves for each sugar. 
FunCalEquation 
This function contained all of the fitting parameters for each sugar’s calibration curve 
equation. It was used to determine concentrations of sugars in experimental data. 
FunExpDataPlot/FunCalDataPlot 




A.2 Chromatogram Data Extraction 
%% Mark Williams 
% University of Connecticut 
% December 2012  
% Masters Thesis Degree 
  
%This program was developed to aid in the analysis of raw 
%chromatogram data for use in developing a predictive formula 
  
% All coding in this thesis was done by the author with the exception of 
% FunCSVread.m, Funipeak.m, Funifilter.m, and FunFindPeaks.m and 
% countcode.m. FunCSVread was a native matlab function which was modified 
% to streamline data importing. Funipeak, Funifilter, and FunFindPeaks were 
% provided as freeware from Dr. Thomas C. O'Haver and were each adapted for 
% use in this program. The original unedited scripts and others are 
% available for use at http://terpconnect.umd.edu/~toh/. countcode.m was 
% supplied by the Mathworks exchange and was used to count the lins of code 
% in each m file. 
  







%% Scripts %%  
  
%%% Read Raw Data 
clearvars 
CSReadRawCalibrations %Script that imports raw calibration data 
CSReadRawExperimental %Script that imports raw experimental data 
  
%%% Data Analysis and Curve Fitting 
CSCalibrationsDataAnalysis %Script that performas all data analysis on calibration data 
CSCalibrationsCurveFit %Script that performs curve fitting and plotting from calibration 
data to create calibration equations 
close all 
CSExperimentalDataAnalysis %Script that performas all data analysis on experimental 
data 
  
%%% Data Plotting 
CSCalibrationsDataPlot %Script that plots calibration data 
CSExperimentalDataPlot %Script that plots experimental data 
 %% Section to count lines of code of each script and function in 'Data Analysis Coding' 
%Empty lines are omitted 
i=1; 
[ A(i), B(i)] = countcode('CS1Main.m'); i = i+1; 
[ A(i), B(i)] = countcode('CSCalibrationsCurveFit.m'); i = i+1; 
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[ A(i), B(i)] = countcode('CSCalibrationsDataAnalysis.m'); i = i+1; 
[ A(i), B(i)] = countcode('CSCalibrationsDataPlot.m'); i = i+1; 
[ A(i), B(i)] = countcode('CSExperimentalDataAnalysis.m'); i = i+1; 
[ A(i), B(i)] = countcode('CSExperimentalDataPlot.m'); i = i+1; 
[ A(i), B(i)] = countcode('CSReadRawCalibrations.m'); i = i+1; 
[ A(i), B(i)] = countcode('CSReadRawExperimental.m'); i = i+1; 
[ A(i), B(i)] = countcode('FunAreaFinder.m'); i = i+1; 
[ A(i), B(i)] = countcode('FunCalEquation.m'); i = i+1; 
[ A(i), B(i)] = countcode('FunCurveMaker.m'); i = i+1; 
[ A(i), B(i)] = countcode('FunDataPlotter.m'); i = i+1; 
[ A(i), B(i)] = countcode('FunDataSelector.m'); i = i+1; 
[ A(i), B(i)] = countcode('FunExpDataPlot.m'); i = i+1; 
[ A(i), B(i)] = countcode('FunCalDataPlot.m'); i = i+1; 
[ A(i), B(i)] = countcode('FunExtract.m'); i = i+1; 
[ A(i), B(i)] = countcode('FunMinFinder.m'); i = i+1; 
[ A(i), B(i)] = countcode('FunReIntegrate.m'); i = i+1; 
[ A(i), B(i)] = countcode('FunRemoveEmpty.m'); i = i+1; 
[ A(i), B(i)] = countcode('FunRemoveEmptyArray.m'); i = i+1; 
[ A(i), B(i)] = countcode('FunRePickPeaks.m'); i = i+1; 
[ A(i), B(i)] = countcode('FunTrimSolventPeak.m'); i = i+1; 
[ A(i), B(i)] = countcode('FunUnPackReference.m'); i = i+1; 
SumLinesOfCode = sum(A) + sum(B); 
clear i A B  
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%% Read Calibration Data %% ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% Reads Raw data from CSV files 
global Inputs Outputs 
warning off all 
tic 
  
Inputs.RawCal.A{1} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\1000-01.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.A{2} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\1000-02.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.A{3} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\1000-03.csv'); 
  
Inputs.RawCal.B{1} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\2000-01.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.B{2} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\2000-02.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.B{3} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\2000-03.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.B{4} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\2000-04.csv'); 
  
Inputs.RawCal.C1{1} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\3000-01.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.C1{2} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\3000-02.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.C1{3} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\3000-03.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.C1{4} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\3000-04.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.C1{5} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\3000-05.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.C1{6} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\3000-06.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.C1{7} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\3000-07.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.C1{8} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\3000-08.csv'); 
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Inputs.RawCal.C1{9} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\3000-09.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.C1{10} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\3000-
10.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.C1{11} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\3000-
11.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.C1{12} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\3000-
12.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.C1{13} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\3000-
13.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.C1{14} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\3000-
14.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.C1{15} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\3000-
15.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.C1{16} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\3000-
16.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.C1{17} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\3000-
17.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.C1{18} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\3000-
18.csv'); 
  




Inputs.RawCal.C2{2} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\3000New-
02.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.C2{3} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\3000New-
03.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.C2{4} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\3000New-
04.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.C2{5} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\3000New-
05.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.C2{6} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\3000New-
06.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.C2{7} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\3000New-
07.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.C2{8} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\3000New-
08.csv'); 
  
Inputs.RawCal.C3{1} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\3000NewNew-
01.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.C3{2} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\3000NewNew-
02.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.C3{3} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\3000NewNew-
03.csv'); 




Inputs.RawCal.C3{5} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\3000NewNew-
05.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.C3{6} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\3000NewNew-
06.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.C3{7} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\3000NewNew-
07.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.C3{8} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\3000NewNew-
08.csv'); 
  
Inputs.RawCal.D{1} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\4000-01.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.D{2} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\4000-02.csv'); 
  
Inputs.RawCal.E{1} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\5000-01.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.E{2} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\5000-02.csv'); 
  
Inputs.RawCal.Cal1{1} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\Cal01-
01.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.Cal1{2} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\Cal01-
02.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.Cal1{3} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\Cal01-
03.csv'); 




Inputs.RawCal.Cal1{5} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\Cal01-
05.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.Cal1{6} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\Cal01-
06.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.Cal1{7} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\Cal01-
07.csv'); 
  
Inputs.RawCal.Cal2{1} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\Cal02-
01.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.Cal2{2} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\Cal02-
02.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.Cal2{3} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\Cal02-
03.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.Cal2{4} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\Cal02-
04.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.Cal2{5} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\Cal02-
05.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.Cal2{6} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\Cal02-
06.csv'); 
  




Inputs.RawCal.Cal3{2} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\Cal03-
02.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.Cal3{3} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\Cal03-
03.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.Cal3{4} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\Cal03-
04.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.Cal3{5} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\Cal03-
05.csv'); 
  
Inputs.RawCal.Cal4{1} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\Cal04-
01.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.Cal4{2} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\Cal04-
02.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.Cal4{3} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\Cal04-
03.csv'); 
Inputs.RawCal.Cal4{4} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Calibration Curves\Cal04-
04.csv'); 
  
[Inputs.RawCal.GL{1}, Inputs.RawCal.GL{1}, Inputs.RawCal.GL{1}] = xlsread('Raw Data 
Files\Calibration Curves\GramsPerLiter.xls'); 
  




%% Read Experimental Data %% ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% Reads Raw data from CSV files 
global Inputs Outputs 
warning off all 
tic 
  
%% Read Temp 61 
Num = 1; 
Inputs.RawExp.T61{1,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\61\61C-
A-T00.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T61{2,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\61\61C-
A-T05.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T61{3,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\61\61C-
A-T10.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T61{4,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\61\61C-
A-T15.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T61{5,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\61\61C-
A-T20.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T61{6,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\61\61C-
A-T25.csv'); 




Inputs.RawExp.T61{8,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\61\61C-
A-T35.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T61{9,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\61\61C-
A-T40.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T61{10,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\61\61C-A-T45.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T61{11,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\61\61C-A-T50.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T61{12,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\61\61C-A-T55.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T61{13,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\61\61C-A-T60.csv'); 
Num = 2; 
Inputs.RawExp.T61{1,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\61\61C-
B-T00.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T61{2,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\61\61C-
B-T05.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T61{3,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\61\61C-
B-T10.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T61{4,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\61\61C-
B-T15.csv'); 




Inputs.RawExp.T61{6,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\61\61C-
B-T25.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T61{7,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\61\61C-
B-T30.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T61{8,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\61\61C-
B-T35.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T61{9,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\61\61C-
B-T40.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T61{10,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\61\61C-B-T45.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T61{11,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\61\61C-B-T50.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T61{12,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\61\61C-B-T55.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T61{13,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\61\61C-B-T60.csv'); 
Num = 3; 
Inputs.RawExp.T61{1,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\61\61C-
C-T00.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T61{2,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\61\61C-
C-T05.csv'); 




Inputs.RawExp.T61{4,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\61\61C-
C-T15.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T61{5,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\61\61C-
C-T20.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T61{6,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\61\61C-
C-T25.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T61{7,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\61\61C-
C-T30.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T61{8,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\61\61C-
C-T35.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T61{9,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\61\61C-
C-T40.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T61{10,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\61\61C-C-T45.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T61{11,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\61\61C-C-T50.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T61{12,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\61\61C-C-T55.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T61{13,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\61\61C-C-T60.csv'); 
  
%% Read Temp 64 
Num = 1; 
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Inputs.RawExp.T64{1,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\64\64C-
A-T00.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T64{2,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\64\64C-
A-T05.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T64{3,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\64\64C-
A-T10.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T64{4,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\64\64C-
A-T15.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T64{5,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\64\64C-
A-T20.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T64{6,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\64\64C-
A-T25.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T64{7,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\64\64C-
A-T30.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T64{8,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\64\64C-
A-T35.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T64{9,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\64\64C-
A-T40.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T64{10,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\64\64C-A-T45.csv'); 




Inputs.RawExp.T64{12,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\64\64C-A-T55.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T64{13,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\64\64C-A-T60.csv'); 
Num = 2; 
Inputs.RawExp.T64{1,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\64\64C-
B-T00.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T64{2,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\64\64C-
B-T05.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T64{3,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\64\64C-
B-T10.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T64{4,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\64\64C-
B-T15.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T64{5,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\64\64C-
B-T20.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T64{6,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\64\64C-
B-T25.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T64{7,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\64\64C-
B-T30.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T64{8,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\64\64C-
B-T35.csv'); 




Inputs.RawExp.T64{10,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\64\64C-B-T45.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T64{11,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\64\64C-B-T50.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T64{12,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\64\64C-B-T55.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T64{13,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\64\64C-B-T60.csv'); 
Num = 3; 
Inputs.RawExp.T64{1,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\64\64C-
C-T00.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T64{2,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\64\64C-
C-T05.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T64{3,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\64\64C-
C-T10.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T64{4,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\64\64C-
C-T15.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T64{5,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\64\64C-
C-T20.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T64{6,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\64\64C-
C-T25.csv'); 




Inputs.RawExp.T64{8,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\64\64C-
C-T35.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T64{9,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\64\64C-
C-T40.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T64{10,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\64\64C-C-T45.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T64{11,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\64\64C-C-T50.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T64{12,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\64\64C-C-T55.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T64{13,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\64\64C-C-T60.csv'); 
%% Read Temp 67 
Num = 1; 
Inputs.RawExp.T67{1,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67\67C-
A-T00.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67{2,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67\67C-
A-T05.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67{3,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67\67C-
A-T10.csv'); 




Inputs.RawExp.T67{5,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67\67C-
A-T20.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67{6,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67\67C-
A-T25.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67{7,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67\67C-
A-T30.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67{8,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67\67C-
A-T35.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67{9,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67\67C-
A-T40.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67{10,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\67\67C-A-T45.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67{11,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\67\67C-A-T50.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67{12,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\67\67C-A-T55.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67{13,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\67\67C-A-T60.csv'); 
Num = 2; 
Inputs.RawExp.T67{1,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67\67C-
B-T00.csv'); 




Inputs.RawExp.T67{3,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67\67C-
B-T10.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67{4,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67\67C-
B-T15.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67{5,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67\67C-
B-T20.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67{6,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67\67C-
B-T25.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67{7,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67\67C-
B-T30.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67{8,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67\67C-
B-T35.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67{9,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67\67C-
B-T40.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67{10,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\67\67C-B-T45.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67{11,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\67\67C-B-T50.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67{12,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\67\67C-B-T55.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67{13,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\67\67C-B-T60.csv'); 
Num = 3; 
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Inputs.RawExp.T67{1,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67\67C-
C-T00.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67{2,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67\67C-
C-T05.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67{3,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67\67C-
C-T10.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67{4,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67\67C-
C-T15.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67{5,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67\67C-
C-T20.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67{6,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67\67C-
C-T25.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67{7,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67\67C-
C-T30.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67{8,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67\67C-
C-T35.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67{9,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67\67C-
C-T40.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67{10,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\67\67C-C-T45.csv'); 




Inputs.RawExp.T67{12,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\67\67C-C-T55.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67{13,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\67\67C-C-T60.csv'); 
  
%% Read Temp 67 - Grist 4.0 
Num = 1; 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{1,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 4.0\40-A-T00-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{2,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 4.0\40-A-T05-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{3,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 4.0\40-A-T10-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{4,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 4.0\40-A-T15-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{5,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 4.0\40-A-T20-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{6,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 4.0\40-A-T25-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{7,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 4.0\40-A-T30-67C.csv'); 




Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{9,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 4.0\40-A-T40-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{10,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 4.0\40-A-T45-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{11,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 4.0\40-A-T50-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{12,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 4.0\40-A-T55-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{13,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 4.0\40-A-T60-67C.csv'); 
Num = 2; 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{1,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 4.0\40-B-T00-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{2,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 4.0\40-B-T05-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{3,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 4.0\40-B-T10-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{4,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 4.0\40-B-T15-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{5,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 4.0\40-B-T20-67C.csv'); 




Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{7,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 4.0\40-B-T30-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{8,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 4.0\40-B-T35-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{9,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 4.0\40-B-T40-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{10,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 4.0\40-B-T45-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{11,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 4.0\40-B-T50-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{12,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 4.0\40-B-T55-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{13,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 4.0\40-B-T60-67C.csv'); 
Num = 3; 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{1,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 4.0\40-C-T00-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{2,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 4.0\40-C-T05-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{3,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 4.0\40-C-T10-67C.csv'); 




Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{5,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 4.0\40-C-T20-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{6,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 4.0\40-C-T25-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{7,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 4.0\40-C-T30-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{8,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 4.0\40-C-T35-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{9,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 4.0\40-C-T40-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{10,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 4.0\40-C-T45-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{11,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 4.0\40-C-T50-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{12,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 4.0\40-C-T55-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{13,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 4.0\40-C-T60-67C.csv'); 
  
%% Read Temp 67 - Grist 2.6 
Num = 1; 




Inputs.RawExp.T67G26{2,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 2.6\26-A-T05-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G26{3,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 2.6\26-A-T10-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G26{4,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 2.6\26-A-T15-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G26{5,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 2.6\26-A-T20-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G26{6,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 2.6\26-A-T25-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G26{7,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 2.6\26-A-T30-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G26{8,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 2.6\26-A-T35-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G26{9,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 2.6\26-A-T40-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G26{10,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 2.6\26-A-T45-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G26{11,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 2.6\26-A-T50-67C.csv'); 




Inputs.RawExp.T67G26{13,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 2.6\26-A-T60-67C.csv'); 
Num = 2; 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G26{1,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 2.6\26-B-T00-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G26{2,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 2.6\26-B-T05-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G26{3,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 2.6\26-B-T10-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G26{4,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 2.6\26-B-T15-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G26{5,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 2.6\26-B-T20-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G26{6,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 2.6\26-B-T25-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G26{7,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 2.6\26-B-T30-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G26{8,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 2.6\26-B-T35-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G26{9,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 2.6\26-B-T40-67C.csv'); 




Inputs.RawExp.T67G26{11,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 2.6\26-B-T50-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G26{12,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 2.6\26-B-T55-67C.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T67G26{13,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\67 
Grist 2.6\26-B-T60-67C.csv'); 
  
%% Read Temp 70 
Num = 1; 
Inputs.RawExp.T70{1,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\70\70C-
A-T00.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T70{2,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\70\70C-
A-T05.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T70{3,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\70\70C-
A-T10.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T70{4,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\70\70C-
A-T15.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T70{5,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\70\70C-
A-T20.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T70{6,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\70\70C-
A-T25.csv'); 




Inputs.RawExp.T70{8,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\70\70C-
A-T35.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T70{9,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\70\70C-
A-T40.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T70{10,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\70\70C-A-T45.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T70{11,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\70\70C-A-T50.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T70{12,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\70\70C-A-T55.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T70{13,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\70\70C-A-T60.csv'); 
Num = 2; 
Inputs.RawExp.T70{1,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\70\70C-
B-T00.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T70{2,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\70\70C-
B-T05.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T70{3,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\70\70C-
B-T10.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T70{4,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\70\70C-
B-T15.csv'); 




Inputs.RawExp.T70{6,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\70\70C-
B-T25.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T70{7,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\70\70C-
B-T30.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T70{8,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\70\70C-
B-T35.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T70{9,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\70\70C-
B-T40.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T70{10,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\70\70C-B-T45.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T70{11,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\70\70C-B-T50.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T70{12,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\70\70C-B-T55.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T70{13,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\70\70C-B-T60.csv'); 
Num = 3; 
Inputs.RawExp.T70{1,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\70\70C-
C-T00.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T70{2,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\70\70C-
C-T05.csv'); 




Inputs.RawExp.T70{4,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\70\70C-
C-T15.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T70{5,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\70\70C-
C-T20.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T70{6,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\70\70C-
C-T25.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T70{7,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\70\70C-
C-T30.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T70{8,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\70\70C-
C-T35.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T70{9,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\70\70C-
C-T40.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T70{10,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\70\70C-C-T45.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T70{11,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\70\70C-C-T50.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T70{12,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\70\70C-C-T55.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T70{13,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\70\70C-C-T60.csv'); 
  
%% Read Temp 73 
Num = 1; 
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Inputs.RawExp.T73{1,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\73\73C-
A-T00.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T73{2,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\73\73C-
A-T05.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T73{3,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\73\73C-
A-T10.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T73{4,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\73\73C-
A-T15.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T73{5,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\73\73C-
A-T20.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T73{6,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\73\73C-
A-T25.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T73{7,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\73\73C-
A-T30.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T73{8,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\73\73C-
A-T35.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T73{9,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\73\73C-
A-T40.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T73{10,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\73\73C-A-T45.csv'); 




Inputs.RawExp.T73{12,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\73\73C-A-T55.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T73{13,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\73\73C-A-T60.csv'); 
Num = 2; 
Inputs.RawExp.T73{1,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\73\73C-
B-T00.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T73{2,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\73\73C-
B-T05.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T73{3,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\73\73C-
B-T10.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T73{4,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\73\73C-
B-T15.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T73{5,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\73\73C-
B-T20.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T73{6,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\73\73C-
B-T25.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T73{7,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\73\73C-
B-T30.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T73{8,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\73\73C-
B-T35.csv'); 




Inputs.RawExp.T73{10,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\73\73C-B-T45.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T73{11,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\73\73C-B-T50.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T73{12,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\73\73C-B-T55.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T73{13,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\73\73C-B-T60.csv'); 
Num = 3; 
Inputs.RawExp.T73{1,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\73\73C-
C-T00.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T73{2,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\73\73C-
C-T05.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T73{3,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\73\73C-
C-T10.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T73{4,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\73\73C-
C-T15.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T73{5,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\73\73C-
C-T20.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T73{6,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\73\73C-
C-T25.csv'); 




Inputs.RawExp.T73{8,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\73\73C-
C-T35.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T73{9,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental Data\73\73C-
C-T40.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T73{10,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\73\73C-C-T45.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T73{11,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\73\73C-C-T50.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T73{12,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\73\73C-C-T55.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.T73{13,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\73\73C-C-T60.csv'); 
  
%% Read Hooker Brewery Samples 
Num = 1; 
Inputs.RawExp.HB{1,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\Hooker\Hooker-T00.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.HB{2,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\Hooker\Hooker-T05.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.HB{3,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\Hooker\Hooker-T10.csv'); 




Inputs.RawExp.HB{5,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\Hooker\Hooker-T20.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.HB{6,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\Hooker\Hooker-T25.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.HB{7,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\Hooker\Hooker-T30.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.HB{8,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\Hooker\Hooker-T35.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.HB{9,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\Hooker\Hooker-T40.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.HB{10,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\Hooker\Hooker-T45.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.HB{11,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\Hooker\Hooker-T50.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.HB{12,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\Hooker\Hooker-T55.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.HB{13,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\Hooker\Hooker-T60.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.HB{14,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\Hooker\Hooker-T65.csv'); 




Inputs.RawExp.HB{16,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\Hooker\Hooker-T75.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.HB{17,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\Hooker\Hooker-T80.csv'); 
Inputs.RawExp.HB{18,Num} = FunCSVread('Raw Data Files\Experimental 
Data\Hooker\Hooker-T85.csv'); 
  






%% Data Extraction for Calibrations%% ---------------------------------------------------------------
------- 
% Extract and sort all data 
global Inputs Outputs 
clear i k StepSize Num Title StoreResults 
k = 1; %Index Value to offset Reference CSV File 
StepSize = 25; %The distance forwards and backwards of the peak height of each peak 
(FunExtract) 
tic %Start Timer 
  
%% Sort through raw data 
%Begin by checking for reference sheet with trim parameters  
%If it does not exist commence going through each raw data file, discarding bad 
chromatograms, storing reference sheet with parameters 
  
if exist('PlotReferenceCal.csv') == 0; %Check to see if reference sheet exists 
    [Outputs.Cal.PlotReferenceCal] = ones(100,3).*-1; 
else 
    [Outputs.Cal.PlotReferenceCal] = csvread('PlotReferenceCal.csv'); 
end %end if 
  
for i = 1:length(Inputs.RawCal.A) %Calibration A 
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    Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.A{1,i} = FunDataSelector(Inputs.RawCal.A{1,i}, 
Outputs.Cal.PlotReferenceCal(k,:), 'A', i); 
    StoreResults(k,:) = [Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.A{1,i}(1,3) 
Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.A{1,i}(1,4) Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.A{1,i}(1,5)]; 
    k = k + 1; 
end 
k = k + 1; 
for i = 1:length(Inputs.RawCal.B) %Calibration B 
    Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.B{1,i} = FunDataSelector(Inputs.RawCal.B{1,i}, 
Outputs.Cal.PlotReferenceCal(k,:), 'B', i); 
    StoreResults(k,:) = [Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.B{1,i}(1,3) 
Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.B{1,i}(1,4) Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.B{1,i}(1,5)]; 
    k = k + 1; 
end 
k = k + 1; 
for i = 1:length(Inputs.RawCal.C1) %Calibration C1 
    Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C1{1,i} = FunDataSelector(Inputs.RawCal.C1{1,i}, 
Outputs.Cal.PlotReferenceCal(k,:), 'C1', i); 
    StoreResults(k,:) = [Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C1{1,i}(1,3) 
Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C1{1,i}(1,4) Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C1{1,i}(1,5)]; 
    k = k + 1; 
end 
k = k + 1; 
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for i = 1:length(Inputs.RawCal.C2) %Calibration C2 
    Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C2{1,i} = FunDataSelector(Inputs.RawCal.C2{1,i}, 
Outputs.Cal.PlotReferenceCal(k,:), 'C2', i); 
    StoreResults(k,:) = [Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C2{1,i}(1,3) 
Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C2{1,i}(1,4) Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C2{1,i}(1,5)]; 
    k = k + 1; 
end 
k = k + 1; 
for i = 1:length(Inputs.RawCal.C3) %Calibration C3 
    Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C3{1,i} = FunDataSelector(Inputs.RawCal.C3{1,i}, 
Outputs.Cal.PlotReferenceCal(k,:), 'C3', i); 
    StoreResults(k,:) = [Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C3{1,i}(1,3) 
Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C3{1,i}(1,4) Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C3{1,i}(1,5)]; 
    k = k + 1; 
end 
k = k + 1; 
for i = 1:length(Inputs.RawCal.D) %Calibration D 
    Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.D{1,i} = FunDataSelector(Inputs.RawCal.D{1,i}, 
Outputs.Cal.PlotReferenceCal(k,:), 'D', i); 
    StoreResults(k,:) = [Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.D{1,i}(1,3) 
Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.D{1,i}(1,4) Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.D{1,i}(1,5)]; 




k = k + 1; 
for i = 1:length(Inputs.RawCal.E) %Calibration E 
    Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.E{1,i} = FunDataSelector(Inputs.RawCal.E{1,i}, 
Outputs.Cal.PlotReferenceCal(k,:), 'E', i); 
    StoreResults(k,:) = [Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.E{1,i}(1,3) 
Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.E{1,i}(1,4) Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.E{1,i}(1,5)]; 
    k = k + 1; 
end 
k = k + 1; 
for i = 1:length(Inputs.RawCal.Cal1) %Calibration Cal1 
    Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal1{1,i} = FunDataSelector(Inputs.RawCal.Cal1{1,i}, 
Outputs.Cal.PlotReferenceCal(k,:), 'Cal1', i); 
    StoreResults(k,:) = [Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal1{1,i}(1,3) 
Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal1{1,i}(1,4) Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal1{1,i}(1,5)]; 
    k = k + 1; 
end 
k = k + 1; 
for i = 1:length(Inputs.RawCal.Cal2) %Calibration Cal2 
    Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal2{1,i} = FunDataSelector(Inputs.RawCal.Cal2{1,i}, 
Outputs.Cal.PlotReferenceCal(k,:), 'Cal2', i); 
    StoreResults(k,:) = [Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal2{1,i}(1,3) 
Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal2{1,i}(1,4) Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal2{1,i}(1,5)]; 




k = k + 1; 
for i = 1:length(Inputs.RawCal.Cal3) %Calibration Cal3 
    Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal3{1,i} = FunDataSelector(Inputs.RawCal.Cal3{1,i}, 
Outputs.Cal.PlotReferenceCal(k,:), 'Cal3', i); 
    StoreResults(k,:) = [Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal3{1,i}(1,3) 
Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal3{1,i}(1,4) Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal3{1,i}(1,5)]; 
    k = k + 1; 
end 
k = k + 1; 
for i = 1:length(Inputs.RawCal.Cal4) %Calibration Cal4 
    Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal4{1,i} = FunDataSelector(Inputs.RawCal.Cal4{1,i}, 
Outputs.Cal.PlotReferenceCal(k,:), 'Cal4', i); 
    StoreResults(k,:) = [Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal4{1,i}(1,3) 
Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal4{1,i}(1,4) Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal4{1,i}(1,5)]; 
    k = k + 1; 
end 
  
if exist('PlotReferenceCal.csv') == 0; %Create reference sheet if it did not exist before 
    csvwrite('PlotReferenceCal.csv', StoreResults) 
end 
 %% Remove Empty Sets from smoothed signal 
Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.A = FunRemoveEmpty(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.A); 
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Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.D = FunRemoveEmpty(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.D); 










%% Read Plot Reference and Execute Data Extraction 
%Funipeak is used first to graphically set the thresh hold values 
%Values are used with FunFindPeaks to avoid graphing values later 




if exist('ExtractReferenceCal.csv') == 0; %Check to see if reference sheet exists 
    Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal =  []; 
    for i = 1:length(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.A) %Calibration A 
        %     Funipeak(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.A{1,i},0,   1.4 ,  4.9425e-006 , 209 , 
100,15,30); 
        %     keyboard 
        [Outputs.Cal.Measure.A{1,i}] = 
FunFindPeaks(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.A{1,i}(:,1),Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.A{
1,i}(:,2),      4.9425e-006,    1.400, 209 , 100,  3); 
        [Outputs.Cal.Extract.A{1,i}] = FunExtract(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.A{1,i}, 
Outputs.Cal.Measure.A{1,i}, StepSize, 'A', i); 
        for k = 1:6 % Add corresponding grams per liter 
            Outputs.Cal.Extract.A{1,i}(k,10) = Inputs.RawCal.GL{1}{(k+1),2}; 
            Outputs.Cal.Extract.A{1,i}(k,11) = 1; 
            Outputs.Cal.Extract.A{1,i}(k,12) = i; 
        end 
        Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal = vertcat(Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal(:,:), 
Outputs.Cal.Extract.A{1,i}); % Store extracted data into a reference array         
    end 
    csvwrite('ExtractReferenceCal.csv', Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal) 
    for i = 1:length(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.B) %Calibration B 




        %     keyboard 
        [Outputs.Cal.Measure.B{1,i}] = 
FunFindPeaks(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.B{1,i}(:,1),Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.B{
1,i}(:,2),      10.0e-006,      1.92,  115 , 100 , 3); 
        [Outputs.Cal.Extract.B{1,i}] = FunExtract(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.B{1,i}, 
Outputs.Cal.Measure.B{1,i}, StepSize, 'B', i); 
        for k = 1:6 
            Outputs.Cal.Extract.B{1,i}(k,10) = Inputs.RawCal.GL{1}{(k+1),3}; 
            Outputs.Cal.Extract.B{1,i}(k,11) = 2; 
            Outputs.Cal.Extract.B{1,i}(k,12) = i; 
        end 
        Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal = vertcat(Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal(:,:), 
Outputs.Cal.Extract.B{1,i});% Store extracted data into a reference array 
    end 
    csvwrite('ExtractReferenceCal.csv', Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal) 
    for i = 1:length(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C1) %Calibration C1 
        %     Funipeak(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C1{1,i},0,   1.92 ,  10.0e-006   , 115 , 
100 ,15,30); 
        %     keyboard 
        [Outputs.Cal.Measure.C1{1,i}] = 
FunFindPeaks(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C1{1,i}(:,1),Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C
1{1,i}(:,2),      10.0e-006,      1.92,  115 , 100 , 3); 
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        [Outputs.Cal.Extract.C1{1,i}] = FunExtract(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C1{1,i}, 
Outputs.Cal.Measure.C1{1,i}, StepSize, 'C1', i); 
        for k = 1:6 
            Outputs.Cal.Extract.C1{1,i}(k,10) = Inputs.RawCal.GL{1}{(k+1),4}; 
            Outputs.Cal.Extract.C1{1,i}(k,11) = 3; 
            Outputs.Cal.Extract.C1{1,i}(k,12) = i; 
        end 
        Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal = vertcat(Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal(:,:), 
Outputs.Cal.Extract.C1{1,i}); % Store extracted data into a reference array 
    end 
    csvwrite('ExtractReferenceCal.csv', Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal) 
    for i = 1:length(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C2) %Calibration C2 
        %     Funipeak(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C2{1,i},0,   1.92 ,  10.0e-006   , 115 , 
100 ,15,30); 
        %     keyboard 
        [Outputs.Cal.Measure.C2{1,i}] = 
FunFindPeaks(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C2{1,i}(:,1),Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C
2{1,i}(:,2),      10.0e-006,      1.92,  115 , 100 , 3); 
        [Outputs.Cal.Extract.C2{1,i}] = FunExtract(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C2{1,i}, 
Outputs.Cal.Measure.C2{1,i}, StepSize, 'C2', i); 
        for k = 1:6 
            Outputs.Cal.Extract.C2{1,i}(k,10) = Inputs.RawCal.GL{1}{(k+1),5}; 
            Outputs.Cal.Extract.C2{1,i}(k,11) = 4; 
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            Outputs.Cal.Extract.C2{1,i}(k,12) = i; 
        end 
        Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal = vertcat(Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal(:,:), 
Outputs.Cal.Extract.C2{1,i}); % Store extracted data into a reference array 
    end 
    csvwrite('ExtractReferenceCal.csv', Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal) 
    for i = 1:length(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C3) %Calibration C3 
        %     Funipeak(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C3{1,i},0,   1.92 ,  10.0e-006   , 115 , 
100 ,15,30); 
        %     keyboard 
        [Outputs.Cal.Measure.C3{1,i}] = 
FunFindPeaks(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C3{1,i}(:,1),Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C
3{1,i}(:,2),      10.0e-006,      1.92,  115 , 100 , 3); 
        [Outputs.Cal.Extract.C3{1,i}] = FunExtract(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C3{1,i}, 
Outputs.Cal.Measure.C3{1,i}, StepSize, 'C3', i); 
        for k = 1:6 
            Outputs.Cal.Extract.C3{1,i}(k,10) = Inputs.RawCal.GL{1}{(k+1),6}; 
            Outputs.Cal.Extract.C3{1,i}(k,11) = 5; 
            Outputs.Cal.Extract.C3{1,i}(k,12) = i; 
        end 
        Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal = vertcat(Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal(:,:), 
Outputs.Cal.Extract.C3{1,i});% Store extracted data into a reference array 
    end 
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    csvwrite('ExtractReferenceCal.csv', Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal) 
    for i = 1:length(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.D) %Calibration D 
        %     Funipeak(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.D{1,i},0,   1.92 ,  10.0e-006   , 115 , 
100 ,15,30); 
        %     keyboard 
        [Outputs.Cal.Measure.D{1,i}] = 
FunFindPeaks(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.D{1,i}(:,1),Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.D{
1,i}(:,2),      10.0e-006,      1.92,  115 , 100 , 3); 
        [Outputs.Cal.Extract.D{1,i}] = FunExtract(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.D{1,i}, 
Outputs.Cal.Measure.D{1,i}, StepSize, 'D', i); 
        for k = 1:6 
            Outputs.Cal.Extract.D{1,i}(k,10) = Inputs.RawCal.GL{1}{(k+1),7}; 
            Outputs.Cal.Extract.D{1,i}(k,11) = 6; 
            Outputs.Cal.Extract.D{1,i}(k,12) = i; 
        end 
        Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal = vertcat(Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal(:,:), 
Outputs.Cal.Extract.D{1,i});% Store extracted data into a reference array 
    end 
    csvwrite('ExtractReferenceCal.csv', Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal) 
    for i = 1:length(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.E) %Calibration E 
        %     Funipeak(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.E{1,i},0,   1.92 ,  10.0e-006   , 115 , 
100 ,15,30); 
        %     keyboard 
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        [Outputs.Cal.Measure.E{1,i}] = 
FunFindPeaks(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.E{1,i}(:,1),Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.E{
1,i}(:,2),      10.0e-006,      1.92,  115 , 100 , 3); 
        [Outputs.Cal.Extract.E{1,i}] = FunExtract(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.E{1,i}, 
Outputs.Cal.Measure.E{1,i}, StepSize, 'E', i); 
        for k = 1:6 
            Outputs.Cal.Extract.E{1,i}(k,10) = Inputs.RawCal.GL{1}{(k+1),8}; 
            Outputs.Cal.Extract.E{1,i}(k,11) = 7; 
            Outputs.Cal.Extract.E{1,i}(k,12) = i; 
        end 
        Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal = vertcat(Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal(:,:), 
Outputs.Cal.Extract.E{1,i});% Store extracted data into a reference array 
    end 
    csvwrite('ExtractReferenceCal.csv', Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal) 
    for i = 1:length(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal1) %Calibration Cal1 
        %     Funipeak(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal1{1,i},0,   1.92 ,  10.0e-006   , 115 
, 100 ,15,30) 
        %     keyboard 
        if i == 1; 
            [Outputs.Cal.Measure.Cal1{1,i}] = 
FunFindPeaks(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal1{1,i}(:,1),Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.
Cal1{1,i}(:,2),      1.21e-005   ,1.2471 ,115 ,100 ,3); 
        elseif i == 2; 
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            [Outputs.Cal.Measure.Cal1{1,i}] = 
FunFindPeaks(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal1{1,i}(:,1),Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.
Cal1{1,i}(:,2),      1.21e-005   ,1.2471 ,115 ,100 ,3); 
             
        elseif i == 3; 
            [Outputs.Cal.Measure.Cal1{1,i}] = 
FunFindPeaks(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal1{1,i}(:,1),Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.
Cal1{1,i}(:,2),      2.7961e-006 ,1.0098 ,115  ,98  ,3); 
             
        elseif i == 4; 
            [Outputs.Cal.Measure.Cal1{1,i}] = 
FunFindPeaks(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal1{1,i}(:,1),Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.
Cal1{1,i}(:,2),     9e-006      ,1.1112 ,115 ,100 ,3); 
             
        elseif i == 5; 
            [Outputs.Cal.Measure.Cal1{1,i}] = 
FunFindPeaks(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal1{1,i}(:,1),Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.
Cal1{1,i}(:,2),      1e-005      ,1.1112 ,115 ,100 ,3); 
             
        elseif i == 6; 
            [Outputs.Cal.Measure.Cal1{1,i}] = 
FunFindPeaks(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal1{1,i}(:,1),Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.
Cal1{1,i}(:,2),      1e-005      ,1.1112 ,115 ,100 ,3); 
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        elseif i == 7; 
            [Outputs.Cal.Measure.Cal1{1,i}] = 
FunFindPeaks(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal1{1,i}(:,1),Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.
Cal1{1,i}(:,2),      4.219e-006  ,0.81005,115 ,100 ,3); 
        end 
        [Outputs.Cal.Extract.Cal1{1,i}] = 
FunExtract(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal1{1,i}, Outputs.Cal.Measure.Cal1{1,i}, 
StepSize, 'Cal1', i); 
        for k = 1:6 
            Outputs.Cal.Extract.Cal1{1,i}(k,10) = Inputs.RawCal.GL{1}{(k+1),9}; 
            Outputs.Cal.Extract.Cal1{1,i}(k,11) = 8; 
            Outputs.Cal.Extract.Cal1{1,i}(k,12) = i; 
        end 
        Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal = vertcat(Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal(:,:), 
Outputs.Cal.Extract.Cal1{1,i});% Store extracted data into a reference array 
    end 
    csvwrite('ExtractReferenceCal.csv', Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal) 
    for i = 1:length(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal2) %Calibration Cal2 
        %     Funipeak(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal2{1,i},0,   1.92 ,  10.0e-006   , 115 
, 100 ,15,30); 
        %     keyboard 
        if i == 1; 
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            [Outputs.Cal.Measure.Cal2{1,i}] = 
FunFindPeaks(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal2{1,i}(:,1),Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.
Cal2{1,i}(:,2),      1e-005,1.5396,115,100,3); 
        elseif i == 2; 
            [Outputs.Cal.Measure.Cal2{1,i}] = 
FunFindPeaks(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal2{1,i}(:,1),Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.
Cal2{1,i}(:,2),      1.3041e-005,1.1001,115,100,3); 
        elseif i == 3; 
            [Outputs.Cal.Measure.Cal2{1,i}] = 
FunFindPeaks(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal2{1,i}(:,1),Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.
Cal2{1,i}(:,2),      1e-005,1.2597,115,100,3); 
        elseif i == 4; 
            [Outputs.Cal.Measure.Cal2{1,i}] = 
FunFindPeaks(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal2{1,i}(:,1),Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.
Cal2{1,i}(:,2),      1e-005,1.2597,115,100,3); 
        elseif i == 5 
            [Outputs.Cal.Measure.Cal2{1,i}] = 
FunFindPeaks(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal2{1,i}(:,1),Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.
Cal2{1,i}(:,2),      1e-005,1.2597,115,100,3); 
        elseif i == 6 
            [Outputs.Cal.Measure.Cal2{1,i}] = 
FunFindPeaks(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal2{1,i}(:,1),Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.
Cal2{1,i}(:,2),      1e-005,1.2597,115,100,3); 
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        end 
        [Outputs.Cal.Extract.Cal2{1,i}] = 
FunExtract(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal2{1,i}, Outputs.Cal.Measure.Cal2{1,i}, 
StepSize, 'Cal2', i); 
        for k = 1:6 
            Outputs.Cal.Extract.Cal2{1,i}(k,10) = Inputs.RawCal.GL{1}{(k+1),10}; 
            Outputs.Cal.Extract.Cal2{1,i}(k,11) = 9; 
            Outputs.Cal.Extract.Cal2{1,i}(k,12) = i; 
        end 
        Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal = vertcat(Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal(:,:), 
Outputs.Cal.Extract.Cal2{1,i});% Store extracted data into a reference array 
    end 
    csvwrite('ExtractReferenceCal.csv', Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal) 
    for i = 1:length(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal3) %Calibration Cal3 
        %     Funipeak(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal3{1,i},0,   1.92 ,  10.0e-006   , 115 
, 100 ,15,30); 
        %     keyboard 
        [Outputs.Cal.Measure.Cal3{1,i}] = 
FunFindPeaks(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal3{1,i}(:,1),Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.
Cal3{1,i}(:,2),      10.0e-006,      1.92,  115 , 100 , 3); 
        [Outputs.Cal.Extract.Cal3{1,i}] = 
FunExtract(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal3{1,i}, Outputs.Cal.Measure.Cal3{1,i}, 
StepSize, 'Cal3', i); 
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        for k = 1:6 
            Outputs.Cal.Extract.Cal3{1,i}(k,10) = Inputs.RawCal.GL{1}{(k+1),11}; 
            Outputs.Cal.Extract.Cal3{1,i}(k,11) = 10; 
            Outputs.Cal.Extract.Cal3{1,i}(k,12) = i; 
        end 
        Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal = vertcat(Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal(:,:), 
Outputs.Cal.Extract.Cal3{1,i}); % Store extracted data into a reference array 
    end 
    csvwrite('ExtractReferenceCal.csv', Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal) 
    for i = 1:length(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal4) %Calibration Cal4 
        %     Funipeak(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal4{1,i},0,   1.92 ,  10.0e-006   , 115 
, 100 ,15,30); 
        %     keyboard 
        [Outputs.Cal.Measure.Cal4{1,i}] = 
FunFindPeaks(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal4{1,i}(:,1),Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.
Cal4{1,i}(:,2),      10.0e-006,      1.92,  115 , 100 , 3); 
        [Outputs.Cal.Extract.Cal4{1,i}] = 
FunExtract(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal4{1,i}, Outputs.Cal.Measure.Cal4{1,i}, 
StepSize, 'Cal4', i); 
        for k = 1:6 
            Outputs.Cal.Extract.Cal4{1,i}(k,10) = Inputs.RawCal.GL{1}{(k+1),12}; 
            Outputs.Cal.Extract.Cal4{1,i}(k,11) = 11; 
            Outputs.Cal.Extract.Cal4{1,i}(k,12) = i; 
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        end 
        Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal = vertcat(Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal(:,:), 
Outputs.Cal.Extract.Cal4{1,i}); % Store extracted data into a reference array 
    end 
    csvwrite('ExtractReferenceCal.csv', Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal) 
end %end if 
  
%% Read Data Reference and Execute Data Extraction 
[Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal] = csvread('ExtractReferenceCal.csv'); 
[Outputs.Cal.Extract.A] = FunUnPackReference(Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal, 1); 
[Outputs.Cal.Extract.B] = FunUnPackReference(Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal, 2); 
[Outputs.Cal.Extract.C1] = FunUnPackReference(Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal,3 ); 
[Outputs.Cal.Extract.C2] = FunUnPackReference(Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal, 4); 
[Outputs.Cal.Extract.C3] = FunUnPackReference(Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal,5); 
[Outputs.Cal.Extract.D] = FunUnPackReference(Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal, 6); 
[Outputs.Cal.Extract.E] = FunUnPackReference(Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal, 7); 
[Outputs.Cal.Extract.Cal1] = FunUnPackReference(Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal,8 
); 
[Outputs.Cal.Extract.Cal2] = FunUnPackReference(Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal, 
9); 




[Outputs.Cal.Extract.Cal4] = FunUnPackReference(Outputs.Cal.ExtractReferenceCal, 
11); 
  
disp('Time to extract calibration data:') 
toc 





%% Create Calibration Curves %% ---------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
% Perform curve fitting to calibration data 
global Inputs Outputs 
clear i k AvgSwitch poly 
tic 
  
AvgSwitch = 1; %Plot all data or average from each calibration name (0 = all points 1 = 
average) 
poly = 2; %Order of Fitting Polynomial 
  
%% Sort out data into respective columns for calibration curves 
[Outputs.Curves.FructoseA Outputs.Curves.FructoseH Outputs.Curves.DextroseA 
Outputs.Curves.DextroseH Outputs.Curves.SucroseA Outputs.Curves.SucroseH 
Outputs.Curves.MaltoseA Outputs.Curves.MaltoseH Outputs.Curves.Malt3A 
Outputs.Curves.Malt3H Outputs.Curves.Malt4A Outputs.Curves.Malt4H] = 
FunCurveMaker(Outputs.Cal.Extract.A, 'A',AvgSwitch); 
  
[FructoseA FructoseH DextroseA DextroseH SucroseA SucroseH MaltoseA MaltoseH 
Malt3A Malt3H Malt4A Malt4H] = FunCurveMaker(Outputs.Cal.Extract.B, 
'B',AvgSwitch); 
Outputs.Curves.FructoseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.FructoseA, FructoseA); 
Outputs.Curves.DextroseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.DextroseA, DextroseA); 
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Outputs.Curves.SucroseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.SucroseA, SucroseA); 
Outputs.Curves.MaltoseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.MaltoseA, MaltoseA); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt3A = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt3A, Malt3A); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt4A = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt4A, Malt4A); 
Outputs.Curves.FructoseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.FructoseH, FructoseH); 
Outputs.Curves.DextroseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.DextroseH, DextroseH); 
Outputs.Curves.SucroseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.SucroseH, SucroseH); 
Outputs.Curves.MaltoseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.MaltoseH, MaltoseH); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt3H = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt3H, Malt3H); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt4H = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt4H, Malt4H); 
clear FructoseA FructoseH DextroseA DextroseH SucroseA SucroseH MaltoseA 
MaltoseH Malt3A Malt3H Malt4A Malt4H 
  
[FructoseA FructoseH DextroseA DextroseH SucroseA SucroseH MaltoseA MaltoseH 
Malt3A Malt3H Malt4A Malt4H] = FunCurveMaker(Outputs.Cal.Extract.C1, 
'C1',AvgSwitch); 
Outputs.Curves.FructoseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.FructoseA, FructoseA); 
Outputs.Curves.DextroseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.DextroseA, DextroseA); 
Outputs.Curves.SucroseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.SucroseA, SucroseA); 
Outputs.Curves.MaltoseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.MaltoseA, MaltoseA); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt3A = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt3A, Malt3A); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt4A = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt4A, Malt4A); 
Outputs.Curves.FructoseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.FructoseH, FructoseH); 
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Outputs.Curves.DextroseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.DextroseH, DextroseH); 
Outputs.Curves.SucroseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.SucroseH, SucroseH); 
Outputs.Curves.MaltoseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.MaltoseH, MaltoseH); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt3H = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt3H, Malt3H); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt4H = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt4H, Malt4H); 
clear FructoseA FructoseH DextroseA DextroseH SucroseA SucroseH MaltoseA 
MaltoseH Malt3A Malt3H Malt4A Malt4H 
  
[FructoseA FructoseH DextroseA DextroseH SucroseA SucroseH MaltoseA MaltoseH 
Malt3A Malt3H Malt4A Malt4H] = FunCurveMaker(Outputs.Cal.Extract.C2, 
'C2',AvgSwitch); 
Outputs.Curves.FructoseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.FructoseA, FructoseA); 
Outputs.Curves.DextroseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.DextroseA, DextroseA); 
Outputs.Curves.SucroseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.SucroseA, SucroseA); 
Outputs.Curves.MaltoseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.MaltoseA, MaltoseA); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt3A = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt3A, Malt3A); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt4A = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt4A, Malt4A); 
Outputs.Curves.FructoseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.FructoseH, FructoseH); 
Outputs.Curves.DextroseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.DextroseH, DextroseH); 
Outputs.Curves.SucroseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.SucroseH, SucroseH); 
Outputs.Curves.MaltoseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.MaltoseH, MaltoseH); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt3H = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt3H, Malt3H); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt4H = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt4H, Malt4H); 
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clear FructoseA FructoseH DextroseA DextroseH SucroseA SucroseH MaltoseA 
MaltoseH Malt3A Malt3H Malt4A Malt4H 
  
[FructoseA FructoseH DextroseA DextroseH SucroseA SucroseH MaltoseA MaltoseH 
Malt3A Malt3H Malt4A Malt4H] = FunCurveMaker(Outputs.Cal.Extract.C3, 
'C3',AvgSwitch); 
Outputs.Curves.FructoseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.FructoseA, FructoseA); 
Outputs.Curves.DextroseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.DextroseA, DextroseA); 
Outputs.Curves.SucroseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.SucroseA, SucroseA); 
Outputs.Curves.MaltoseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.MaltoseA, MaltoseA); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt3A = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt3A, Malt3A); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt4A = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt4A, Malt4A); 
Outputs.Curves.FructoseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.FructoseH, FructoseH); 
Outputs.Curves.DextroseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.DextroseH, DextroseH); 
Outputs.Curves.SucroseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.SucroseH, SucroseH); 
Outputs.Curves.MaltoseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.MaltoseH, MaltoseH); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt3H = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt3H, Malt3H); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt4H = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt4H, Malt4H); 
clear FructoseA FructoseH DextroseA DextroseH SucroseA SucroseH MaltoseA 




[FructoseA FructoseH DextroseA DextroseH SucroseA SucroseH MaltoseA MaltoseH 
Malt3A Malt3H Malt4A Malt4H] = FunCurveMaker(Outputs.Cal.Extract.D, 
'D',AvgSwitch); 
Outputs.Curves.FructoseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.FructoseA, FructoseA); 
Outputs.Curves.DextroseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.DextroseA, DextroseA); 
Outputs.Curves.SucroseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.SucroseA, SucroseA); 
Outputs.Curves.MaltoseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.MaltoseA, MaltoseA); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt3A = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt3A, Malt3A); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt4A = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt4A, Malt4A); 
Outputs.Curves.FructoseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.FructoseH, FructoseH); 
Outputs.Curves.DextroseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.DextroseH, DextroseH); 
Outputs.Curves.SucroseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.SucroseH, SucroseH); 
Outputs.Curves.MaltoseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.MaltoseH, MaltoseH); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt3H = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt3H, Malt3H); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt4H = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt4H, Malt4H); 
clear FructoseA FructoseH DextroseA DextroseH SucroseA SucroseH MaltoseA 
MaltoseH Malt3A Malt3H Malt4A Malt4H 
  
[FructoseA FructoseH DextroseA DextroseH SucroseA SucroseH MaltoseA MaltoseH 
Malt3A Malt3H Malt4A Malt4H] = FunCurveMaker(Outputs.Cal.Extract.E, 
'E',AvgSwitch); 
Outputs.Curves.FructoseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.FructoseA, FructoseA); 
Outputs.Curves.DextroseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.DextroseA, DextroseA); 
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Outputs.Curves.SucroseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.SucroseA, SucroseA); 
Outputs.Curves.MaltoseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.MaltoseA, MaltoseA); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt3A = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt3A, Malt3A); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt4A = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt4A, Malt4A); 
Outputs.Curves.FructoseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.FructoseH, FructoseH); 
Outputs.Curves.DextroseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.DextroseH, DextroseH); 
Outputs.Curves.SucroseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.SucroseH, SucroseH); 
Outputs.Curves.MaltoseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.MaltoseH, MaltoseH); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt3H = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt3H, Malt3H); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt4H = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt4H, Malt4H); 
clear FructoseA FructoseH DextroseA DextroseH SucroseA SucroseH MaltoseA 
MaltoseH Malt3A Malt3H Malt4A Malt4H 
  
[FructoseA FructoseH DextroseA DextroseH SucroseA SucroseH MaltoseA MaltoseH 
Malt3A Malt3H Malt4A Malt4H] = FunCurveMaker(Outputs.Cal.Extract.Cal1, 
'Cal1',AvgSwitch); 
Outputs.Curves.FructoseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.FructoseA, FructoseA); 
Outputs.Curves.DextroseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.DextroseA, DextroseA); 
Outputs.Curves.SucroseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.SucroseA, SucroseA); 
Outputs.Curves.MaltoseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.MaltoseA, MaltoseA); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt3A = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt3A, Malt3A); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt4A = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt4A, Malt4A); 
Outputs.Curves.FructoseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.FructoseH, FructoseH); 
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Outputs.Curves.DextroseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.DextroseH, DextroseH); 
Outputs.Curves.SucroseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.SucroseH, SucroseH); 
Outputs.Curves.MaltoseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.MaltoseH, MaltoseH); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt3H = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt3H, Malt3H); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt4H = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt4H, Malt4H); 
clear FructoseA FructoseH DextroseA DextroseH SucroseA SucroseH MaltoseA 
MaltoseH Malt3A Malt3H Malt4A Malt4H 
  
[FructoseA FructoseH DextroseA DextroseH SucroseA SucroseH MaltoseA MaltoseH 
Malt3A Malt3H Malt4A Malt4H] = FunCurveMaker(Outputs.Cal.Extract.Cal2, 
'Cal2',AvgSwitch); 
Outputs.Curves.FructoseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.FructoseA, FructoseA); 
Outputs.Curves.DextroseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.DextroseA, DextroseA); 
Outputs.Curves.SucroseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.SucroseA, SucroseA); 
Outputs.Curves.MaltoseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.MaltoseA, MaltoseA); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt3A = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt3A, Malt3A); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt4A = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt4A, Malt4A); 
Outputs.Curves.FructoseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.FructoseH, FructoseH); 
Outputs.Curves.DextroseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.DextroseH, DextroseH); 
Outputs.Curves.SucroseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.SucroseH, SucroseH); 
Outputs.Curves.MaltoseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.MaltoseH, MaltoseH); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt3H = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt3H, Malt3H); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt4H = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt4H, Malt4H); 
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clear FructoseA FructoseH DextroseA DextroseH SucroseA SucroseH MaltoseA 
MaltoseH Malt3A Malt3H Malt4A Malt4H 
  
[FructoseA FructoseH DextroseA DextroseH SucroseA SucroseH MaltoseA MaltoseH 
Malt3A Malt3H Malt4A Malt4H] = FunCurveMaker(Outputs.Cal.Extract.Cal3, 
'Cal3',AvgSwitch); 
Outputs.Curves.FructoseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.FructoseA, FructoseA); 
Outputs.Curves.DextroseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.DextroseA, DextroseA); 
Outputs.Curves.SucroseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.SucroseA, SucroseA); 
Outputs.Curves.MaltoseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.MaltoseA, MaltoseA); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt3A = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt3A, Malt3A); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt4A = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt4A, Malt4A); 
Outputs.Curves.FructoseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.FructoseH, FructoseH); 
Outputs.Curves.DextroseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.DextroseH, DextroseH); 
Outputs.Curves.SucroseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.SucroseH, SucroseH); 
Outputs.Curves.MaltoseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.MaltoseH, MaltoseH); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt3H = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt3H, Malt3H); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt4H = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt4H, Malt4H); 
clear FructoseA FructoseH DextroseA DextroseH SucroseA SucroseH MaltoseA 




[FructoseA FructoseH DextroseA DextroseH SucroseA SucroseH MaltoseA MaltoseH 
Malt3A Malt3H Malt4A Malt4H] = FunCurveMaker(Outputs.Cal.Extract.Cal4, 
'Cal4',AvgSwitch); 
Outputs.Curves.FructoseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.FructoseA, FructoseA); 
Outputs.Curves.DextroseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.DextroseA, DextroseA); 
Outputs.Curves.SucroseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.SucroseA, SucroseA); 
Outputs.Curves.MaltoseA = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.MaltoseA, MaltoseA); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt3A = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt3A, Malt3A); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt4A = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt4A, Malt4A); 
Outputs.Curves.FructoseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.FructoseH, FructoseH); 
Outputs.Curves.DextroseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.DextroseH, DextroseH); 
Outputs.Curves.SucroseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.SucroseH, SucroseH); 
Outputs.Curves.MaltoseH = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.MaltoseH, MaltoseH); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt3H = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt3H, Malt3H); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt4H = vertcat(Outputs.Curves.Malt4H, Malt4H); 
clear FructoseA FructoseH DextroseA DextroseH SucroseA SucroseH MaltoseA 
MaltoseH Malt3A Malt3H Malt4A Malt4H 
  
%% Removes 0 Values from each matrix 
Outputs.Curves.FructoseA = 
sortrows(FunRemoveEmptyArray(Outputs.Curves.FructoseA, 1, 1)); 
Outputs.Curves.DextroseA = 




sortrows(FunRemoveEmptyArray(Outputs.Curves.SucroseA, 1, 1)); 
Outputs.Curves.MaltoseA = 
sortrows(FunRemoveEmptyArray(Outputs.Curves.MaltoseA, 1, 1)); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt3A = sortrows(FunRemoveEmptyArray(Outputs.Curves.Malt3A, 1, 
1)); 




sortrows(FunRemoveEmptyArray(Outputs.Curves.FructoseH, 1, 1)); 
Outputs.Curves.DextroseH = 
sortrows(FunRemoveEmptyArray(Outputs.Curves.DextroseH, 1, 1)); 
Outputs.Curves.SucroseH = 
sortrows(FunRemoveEmptyArray(Outputs.Curves.SucroseH, 1, 1)); 
Outputs.Curves.MaltoseH = 
sortrows(FunRemoveEmptyArray(Outputs.Curves.MaltoseH, 1, 1)); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt3H = sortrows(FunRemoveEmptyArray(Outputs.Curves.Malt3H, 1, 
1)); 
Outputs.Curves.Malt4H = sortrows(FunRemoveEmptyArray(Outputs.Curves.Malt4H, 1, 
1)); 
  























polyfit(Outputs.Curves.FructoseA(:,3),Outputs.Curves.FructoseA(:,1),poly); %Fit to Area 







































polyfit(Outputs.Curves.DextroseA(:,3),Outputs.Curves.DextroseA(:,1),poly); %Fit to 
Area 






































= polyfit(Outputs.Curves.SucroseA(:,3),Outputs.Curves.SucroseA(:,1),poly); %Fit to 
Area 



































= polyfit(Outputs.Curves.MaltoseA(:,3),Outputs.Curves.MaltoseA(:,1),poly); %Fit to Area 


















[Outputs.Curves.Equations.Malt3.Height.p, Outputs.Curves.Equations.Malt3.Height.S] = 
















[Outputs.Curves.Equations.Malt3.Area.p, Outputs.Curves.Equations.Malt3.Area.S] = 
polyfit(Outputs.Curves.Malt3A(:,3),Outputs.Curves.Malt3A(:,1),poly); %Fit to Area 















[Outputs.Curves.Equations.Malt4.Height.p, Outputs.Curves.Equations.Malt4.Height.S] = 
















[Outputs.Curves.Equations.Malt4.Area.p, Outputs.Curves.Equations.Malt4.Area.S] = 
polyfit(Outputs.Curves.Malt4A(:,3),Outputs.Curves.Malt4A(:,1),poly); %Fit to Area 








































Outputs.Curves.Equations.Parameters.A(5,:) = Outputs.Curves.Equations.Malt3.Area.p; 
Outputs.Curves.Equations.Parameters.A(6,:) = Outputs.Curves.Equations.Malt4.Area.p; 
  
%% Add min and max values for height and area for each sugar to parameters array 
Outputs.Curves.Equations.Parameters.HTol(1,1) = min(Outputs.Curves.FructoseH(:,3)); 
Outputs.Curves.Equations.Parameters.HTol(2,1) = min(Outputs.Curves.DextroseH(:,3)); 
Outputs.Curves.Equations.Parameters.HTol(3,1) = min(Outputs.Curves.SucroseH(:,3)); 
Outputs.Curves.Equations.Parameters.HTol(4,1) = min(Outputs.Curves.MaltoseH(:,3)); 
Outputs.Curves.Equations.Parameters.HTol(5,1) = min(Outputs.Curves.Malt3H(:,3)); 






Outputs.Curves.Equations.Parameters.HTol(3,2) = max(Outputs.Curves.SucroseH(:,3)); 
Outputs.Curves.Equations.Parameters.HTol(4,2) = max(Outputs.Curves.MaltoseH(:,3)); 
Outputs.Curves.Equations.Parameters.HTol(5,2) = max(Outputs.Curves.Malt3H(:,3)); 
Outputs.Curves.Equations.Parameters.HTol(6,2) = max(Outputs.Curves.Malt4H(:,3)); 
  
Outputs.Curves.Equations.Parameters.ATol(1,1) = min(Outputs.Curves.FructoseA(:,3)); 
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Outputs.Curves.Equations.Parameters.ATol(2,1) = min(Outputs.Curves.DextroseA(:,3)); 
Outputs.Curves.Equations.Parameters.ATol(3,1) = min(Outputs.Curves.SucroseA(:,3)); 
Outputs.Curves.Equations.Parameters.ATol(4,1) = min(Outputs.Curves.MaltoseA(:,3)); 
Outputs.Curves.Equations.Parameters.ATol(5,1) = min(Outputs.Curves.Malt3A(:,3)); 






Outputs.Curves.Equations.Parameters.ATol(3,2) = max(Outputs.Curves.SucroseA(:,3)); 
Outputs.Curves.Equations.Parameters.ATol(4,2) = max(Outputs.Curves.MaltoseA(:,3)); 
Outputs.Curves.Equations.Parameters.ATol(5,2) = max(Outputs.Curves.Malt3A(:,3)); 















title (' Fructose - Area '); 
xlabel('Area') 
ylabel('grams per liter') 
subplot(2,1,2) 
hold 




title (' Fructose - Peak Height '); 
xlabel('Peak Height') 
ylabel('grams per liter') 
set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 












title (' Dextrose - Area '); 
xlabel('Area') 
ylabel('grams per liter') 
subplot(2,1,2) 
hold 




title (' Dextrose - Peak Heights '); 
xlabel('Peak Height') 
ylabel('grams per liter') 
set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 












title (' Sucrose - Area '); 
xlabel('Area') 
ylabel('grams per liter') 
subplot(2,1,2) 
hold 




title (' Sucrose - Peak Heights '); 
xlabel('Peak Height') 
ylabel('grams per liter') 
set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 












title (' Maltose - Area '); 
xlabel('Area') 
ylabel('grams per liter') 
subplot(2,1,2) 
hold 




title (' Maltose - Peak Heights '); 
xlabel('Peak Height') 
ylabel('grams per liter') 
set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 












title (' Malt3 - Area '); 
xlabel('Area') 
ylabel('grams per liter') 
subplot(2,1,2) 
hold 




title (' Malt3 - Peak Heights '); 
xlabel('Peak Height') 
ylabel('grams per liter') 
set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 












title (' Malt4 - Area '); 
xlabel('Area') 
ylabel('grams per liter') 
subplot(2,1,2) 
hold 




title (' Malt4 - Peak Heights '); 
xlabel('Peak Height') 
ylabel('grams per liter') 
set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87]) 
  
toc 





%% Data Extraction %% ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% Extract and sort all data 
global Inputs Outputs 
clear i TrimBeg TrimEnd k StepSize StoreResults p j l 
k = 1; %Index Value to offset Reference CSV File 
StepSize = 25; %The distance forwards and backwards of the peak height of each peak 
(FunExtract) 
Parameters = Outputs.Curves.Equations.Parameters; %Used for extracting 
concetrations from peak areas and heights (FunCalEquation) 
  
%% Sort through data sets and choose best signals (This only runs if 
PlotReferenceCal.csv does not exist) 
  
if exist('PlotReferenceExp.csv') == 0; %Check to see if reference sheet exists 
    [Outputs.Exp.PlotReferenceExp] = ones(350,3).*-1; 
else 
    [Outputs.Exp.PlotReferenceExp] = csvread('PlotReferenceExp.csv'); 
    [Outputs.Exp.PlotReferenceExpNoTrim] = csvread('PlotReferenceExpNoTrim.csv'); 
end %end if 
  
ArraySize = size(Inputs.RawExp.T61); 
for j = 1:ArraySize(2) 
    for i = 1:length(Inputs.RawExp.T61) % Temp = 61 
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        Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.T61{i,j} = FunDataSelector(Inputs.RawExp.T61{i,j}, 
Outputs.Exp.PlotReferenceExp(k,:), 'T61', i); 
        Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignalNoTrim.T61{i,j} = 
FunDataSelector(Inputs.RawExp.T61{i,j}, Outputs.Exp.PlotReferenceExpNoTrim(k,:), 
'T61', i); 
        StoreResults(k,:) = [Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.T61{i,j}(1,3) 
Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.T61{i,j}(1,4) Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.T61{i,j}(1,5)]; 
        k = k + 1; 
    end 
end 
k = k + 1; 
ArraySize = size(Inputs.RawExp.T64); 
for j = 1:ArraySize(2) 
    for i = 1:length(Inputs.RawExp.T64) % Temp = 64 
        Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.T64{i,j} = FunDataSelector(Inputs.RawExp.T64{i,j}, 
Outputs.Exp.PlotReferenceExp(k,:), 'T64', i); 
        Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignalNoTrim.T64{i,j} = 
FunDataSelector(Inputs.RawExp.T64{i,j}, Outputs.Exp.PlotReferenceExpNoTrim(k,:), 
'T64', i); 
        StoreResults(k,:) = [Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.T64{i,j}(1,3) 
Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.T64{i,j}(1,4) Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.T64{i,j}(1,5)]; 
        k = k + 1; 




k = k + 1; 
ArraySize = size(Inputs.RawExp.T67); 
for j = 1:ArraySize(2) 
    for i = 1:length(Inputs.RawExp.T67) % Temp = 67 
        Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.T67{i,j} = FunDataSelector(Inputs.RawExp.T67{i,j}, 
Outputs.Exp.PlotReferenceExp(k,:), 'T67', i); 
        Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignalNoTrim.T67{i,j} = 
FunDataSelector(Inputs.RawExp.T67{i,j}, Outputs.Exp.PlotReferenceExpNoTrim(k,:), 
'T67', i); 
        StoreResults(k,:) = [Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.T67{i,j}(1,3) 
Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.T67{i,j}(1,4) Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.T67{i,j}(1,5)]; 
        k = k + 1; 
    end 
end 
k = k + 1; 
ArraySize = size(Inputs.RawExp.T70); 
for j = 1:ArraySize(2) 
    for i = 1:length(Inputs.RawExp.T70) % Temp = 70 
        Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.T70{i,j} = FunDataSelector(Inputs.RawExp.T70{i,j}, 
Outputs.Exp.PlotReferenceExp(k,:), 'T70', i); 
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        Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignalNoTrim.T70{i,j} = 
FunDataSelector(Inputs.RawExp.T70{i,j}, Outputs.Exp.PlotReferenceExpNoTrim(k,:), 
'T70', i); 
        StoreResults(k,:) = [Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.T70{i,j}(1,3) 
Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.T70{i,j}(1,4) Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.T70{i,j}(1,5)]; 
        k = k + 1; 
    end 
end 
k = k + 1; 
ArraySize = size(Inputs.RawExp.T73); 
for j = 1:ArraySize(2) 
    for i = 1:length(Inputs.RawExp.T73) % Temp = 73 
        Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.T73{i,j} = FunDataSelector(Inputs.RawExp.T73{i,j}, 
Outputs.Exp.PlotReferenceExp(k,:), '73', i); 
        Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignalNoTrim.T73{i,j} = 
FunDataSelector(Inputs.RawExp.T73{i,j}, Outputs.Exp.PlotReferenceExpNoTrim(k,:), 
'73', i); 
        StoreResults(k,:) = [Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.T73{i,j}(1,3) 
Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.T73{i,j}(1,4) Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.T73{i,j}(1,5)]; 
        k = k + 1; 
    end 
end 
k = k + 1; 
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ArraySize = size(Inputs.RawExp.T67G40); 
for j = 1:ArraySize(2) 
    for i = 1:length(Inputs.RawExp.T67G40) % Temp = 67 Grist 4.0 
        Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.T67G40{i,j} = 
FunDataSelector(Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{i,j}, Outputs.Exp.PlotReferenceExp(k,:), 
'Temp = 67 Grist 4.0', i); 
        Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignalNoTrim.T67G40{i,j} = 
FunDataSelector(Inputs.RawExp.T67G40{i,j}, 
Outputs.Exp.PlotReferenceExpNoTrim(k,:), 'Temp = 67 Grist 4.0', i); 
        StoreResults(k,:) = [Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.T67G40{i,j}(1,3) 
Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.T67G40{i,j}(1,4) 
Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.T67G40{i,j}(1,5)]; 
        k = k + 1; 
    end 
end 
k = k + 1; 
ArraySize = size(Inputs.RawExp.T67G26); 
for j = 1:ArraySize(2) 
    for i = 1:length(Inputs.RawExp.T67G26) % Temp = 67 Grist 2.6 
        Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.T67G26{i,j} = 
FunDataSelector(Inputs.RawExp.T67G26{i,j}, Outputs.Exp.PlotReferenceExp(k,:), 
'Temp = 67 Grist 2.6', i); 
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        Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignalNoTrim.T67G26{i,j} = 
FunDataSelector(Inputs.RawExp.T67G26{i,j}, 
Outputs.Exp.PlotReferenceExpNoTrim(k,:), 'Temp = 67 Grist 2.6', i); 
        StoreResults(k,:) = [Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.T67G26{i,j}(1,3) 
Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.T67G26{i,j}(1,4) 
Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.T67G26{i,j}(1,5)]; 
        k = k + 1; 
    end 
end 
k = k + 1; 
ArraySize = size(Inputs.RawExp.HB); 
for j = 1:ArraySize(2) 
    for i = 1:length(Inputs.RawExp.HB) % Hooker 
        Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.HB{i,j} = FunDataSelector(Inputs.RawExp.HB{i,j}, 
Outputs.Exp.PlotReferenceExp(k,:), 'Hooker', i); 
        Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignalNoTrim.HB{i,j} = 
FunDataSelector(Inputs.RawExp.HB{i,j}, Outputs.Exp.PlotReferenceExpNoTrim(k,:), 
'Hooker', i); 
        StoreResults(k,:) = [Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.HB{i,j}(1,3) 
Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.HB{i,j}(1,4) Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.HB{i,j}(1,5)]; 
        k = k + 1; 





if exist('PlotReferenceExp.csv') == 0; %Create reference sheet if it did not exist before 
    csvwrite('PlotReferenceExp.csv', StoreResults) 
end 
  
%% Data Extraction from Chromatograms 
  
if exist('ExtractReferenceExp.csv') == 0; %Check to see if reference sheet exists 
    Outputs.Exp.ExtractReferenceExp =  []; 
    FunExpDataPlot(Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignalNoTrim.T61, 'T61') % Plot all trials on 
seperate figures 
    ArraySize = size(Inputs.RawExp.T61); 
    for j = 1:ArraySize(2) 
        p = 0; 
        for i = 1:length(Inputs.RawExp.T61) % Temp = 61 
            Outputs.Exp.Extract.T61{i,j} = FunExtract(Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.T61{i,j}, 
0, StepSize, 'T61', i); % Execute Integration 
            for k = 1:6 
                Outputs.Exp.Extract.T61{i,j}(k,10) = 61; % Temperature 
                Outputs.Exp.Extract.T61{i,j}(k,11) = j; % Trial 
                Outputs.Exp.Extract.T61{i,j}(k,12) = i; % Time Trial 
                Outputs.Exp.Extract.T61{i,j}(k,13) = p; % Time (min) 
            end 
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            p = p + 5; 
            Outputs.Exp.ExtractReferenceExp = 
vertcat(Outputs.Exp.ExtractReferenceExp(:,:), Outputs.Exp.Extract.T61{i,j}); % Store 
extracted data into a reference array 
            csvwrite('ExtractReferenceExp.csv', Outputs.Exp.ExtractReferenceExp) 
        end 
    end 
    FunExpDataPlot(Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignalNoTrim.T64, 'T64') % Plot all trials on 
seperate figures 
    ArraySize = size(Inputs.RawExp.T64); 
    for j = 1:ArraySize(2) 
        p = 0; 
        for i = 1:length(Inputs.RawExp.T64) % Temp = 64 
            Outputs.Exp.Extract.T64{i,j} = FunExtract(Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.T64{i,j}, 
0, StepSize, 'T64', i); % Execute Integration 
            for k = 1:6 
                Outputs.Exp.Extract.T64{i,j}(k,10) = 64; % Temperature 
                Outputs.Exp.Extract.T64{i,j}(k,11) = j; % Trial 
                Outputs.Exp.Extract.T64{i,j}(k,12) = i; % Time Trial 
                Outputs.Exp.Extract.T64{i,j}(k,13) = p; % Time (min) 
            end 
            p = p + 5; 
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            Outputs.Exp.ExtractReferenceExp = 
vertcat(Outputs.Exp.ExtractReferenceExp(:,:), Outputs.Exp.Extract.T64{i,j}); % Store 
extracted data into a reference array 
            csvwrite('ExtractReferenceExp.csv', Outputs.Exp.ExtractReferenceExp) 
        end 
    end 
    FunExpDataPlot(Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignalNoTrim.T67, 'T67') % Plot all trials on 
seperate figures 
    ArraySize = size(Inputs.RawExp.T67); 
    for j = 1:ArraySize(2) 
        p = 0; 
        for i = 1:length(Inputs.RawExp.T67) % Temp = 67 
            Outputs.Exp.Extract.T67{i,j} = FunExtract(Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.T67{i,j}, 
0, StepSize, 'T67', i); % Execute Integration 
            for k = 1:6 
                Outputs.Exp.Extract.T67{i,j}(k,10) = 67; % Temperature 
                Outputs.Exp.Extract.T67{i,j}(k,11) = j; % Trial 
                Outputs.Exp.Extract.T67{i,j}(k,12) = i; % Time Trial 
                Outputs.Exp.Extract.T67{i,j}(k,13) = p; % Time (min) 
            end 
            p = p + 5; 
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            Outputs.Exp.ExtractReferenceExp = 
vertcat(Outputs.Exp.ExtractReferenceExp(:,:), Outputs.Exp.Extract.T67{i,j}); % Store 
extracted data into a reference array 
            csvwrite('ExtractReferenceExp.csv', Outputs.Exp.ExtractReferenceExp) 
        end 
    end 
    FunExpDataPlot(Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignalNoTrim.T70, 'T70') % Plot all trials on 
seperate figures 
    ArraySize = size(Inputs.RawExp.T70); 
    for j = 1:ArraySize(2) 
        p = 0; 
        for i = 1:length(Inputs.RawExp.T70) % Temp = 70 
            Outputs.Exp.Extract.T70{i,j} = FunExtract(Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.T70{i,j}, 
0, StepSize, 'T70', i); % Execute Integration 
            for k = 1:6 
                Outputs.Exp.Extract.T70{i,j}(k,10) = 70; % Temperature 
                Outputs.Exp.Extract.T70{i,j}(k,11) = j; % Trial 
                Outputs.Exp.Extract.T70{i,j}(k,12) = i; % Time Trial 
                Outputs.Exp.Extract.T70{i,j}(k,13) = p; % Time (min) 
            end 
            p = p + 5; 
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            Outputs.Exp.ExtractReferenceExp = 
vertcat(Outputs.Exp.ExtractReferenceExp(:,:), Outputs.Exp.Extract.T70{i,j}); % Store 
extracted data into a reference array 
            csvwrite('ExtractReferenceExp.csv', Outputs.Exp.ExtractReferenceExp) 
        end 
    end 
    FunExpDataPlot(Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignalNoTrim.T73, 'T73') % Plot all trials on 
seperate figures 
    ArraySize = size(Inputs.RawExp.T73); 
    for j = 1:ArraySize(2) 
        p = 0; 
        for i = 1:length(Inputs.RawExp.T73) % Temp = 73 
            Outputs.Exp.Extract.T73{i,j} = FunExtract(Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.T73{i,j}, 
0, StepSize, 'T73', i); % Execute Integration 
            for k = 1:6 
                Outputs.Exp.Extract.T73{i,j}(k,10) = 73; % Temperature 
                Outputs.Exp.Extract.T73{i,j}(k,11) = j; % Trial 
                Outputs.Exp.Extract.T73{i,j}(k,12) = i; % Time Trial 
                Outputs.Exp.Extract.T73{i,j}(k,13) = p; % Time (min) 
            end 
            p = p + 5; 
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            Outputs.Exp.ExtractReferenceExp = 
vertcat(Outputs.Exp.ExtractReferenceExp(:,:), Outputs.Exp.Extract.T73{i,j}); % Store 
extracted data into a reference array 
            csvwrite('ExtractReferenceExp.csv', Outputs.Exp.ExtractReferenceExp) 
        end 
    end 
    FunExpDataPlot(Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignalNoTrim.HB, 'HB') % Plot all trials on 
seperate figures 
    ArraySize = size(Inputs.RawExp.HB); 
    for j = 1:ArraySize(2) 
        p = 0; 
        for i = 1:length(Inputs.RawExp.HB) % Hooker Brewery 
            Outputs.Exp.Extract.HB{i,j} = FunExtract(Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.HB{i,j}, 
0, StepSize, 'HB', i); % Execute Integration 
            for k = 1:6 
                Outputs.Exp.Extract.HB{i,j}(k,10) = 100; % Temperature 
                Outputs.Exp.Extract.HB{i,j}(k,11) = j; % Trial 
                Outputs.Exp.Extract.HB{i,j}(k,12) = i; % Time Trial 
                Outputs.Exp.Extract.HB{i,j}(k,13) = p; % Time (min) 
            end 
            p = p + 5; 
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            Outputs.Exp.ExtractReferenceExp = 
vertcat(Outputs.Exp.ExtractReferenceExp(:,:), Outputs.Exp.Extract.HB{i,j}); % Store 
extracted data into a reference array 
            csvwrite('ExtractReferenceExp.csv', Outputs.Exp.ExtractReferenceExp) 
        end 
    end 
    FunExpDataPlot(Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignalNoTrim.T67G40, 'T67G40') % Plot all 
trials on seperate figures 
    ArraySize = size(Inputs.RawExp.T67G40); 
    for j = 1:ArraySize(2) 
        p = 0; 
        for i = 1:length(Inputs.RawExp.T67G40) % Temp = 67 Grist 4.0 
            Outputs.Exp.Extract.T67G40{i,j} = 
FunExtract(Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.T67G40{i,j}, 0, StepSize, 'T67G40', i); % 
Execute Integration 
            for k = 1:6 
                Outputs.Exp.Extract.T67G40{i,j}(k,10) = 6740; % Temperature 
                Outputs.Exp.Extract.T67G40{i,j}(k,11) = j; % Trial 
                Outputs.Exp.Extract.T67G40{i,j}(k,12) = i; % Time Trial 
                Outputs.Exp.Extract.T67G40{i,j}(k,13) = p; % Time (min) 
            end 
            p = p + 5; 
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            Outputs.Exp.ExtractReferenceExp = 
vertcat(Outputs.Exp.ExtractReferenceExp(:,:), Outputs.Exp.Extract.T67G40{i,j}); % 
Store extracted data into a reference array 
            csvwrite('ExtractReferenceExp.csv', Outputs.Exp.ExtractReferenceExp) 
        end 
    end 
    FunExpDataPlot(Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignalNoTrim.T67G26, 'T67G26') % Plot all 
trials on seperate figures 
    ArraySize = size(Inputs.RawExp.T67G26); 
    for j = 1:ArraySize(2) 
        p = 0; 
        for i = 1:length(Inputs.RawExp.T67G26) % Temp = 67 Grist 2.6 
            Outputs.Exp.Extract.T67G26{i,j} = 
FunExtract(Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignal.T67G26{i,j}, 0, StepSize, 'T67G26', i); % 
Execute Integration 
            for k = 1:6 
                Outputs.Exp.Extract.T67G26{i,j}(k,10) = 6726; % Temperature 
                Outputs.Exp.Extract.T67G26{i,j}(k,11) = j; % Trial 
                Outputs.Exp.Extract.T67G26{i,j}(k,12) = i; % Time Trial 
                Outputs.Exp.Extract.T67G26{i,j}(k,13) = p; % Time (min) 
            end 
            p = p + 5; 
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            Outputs.Exp.ExtractReferenceExp = 
vertcat(Outputs.Exp.ExtractReferenceExp(:,:), Outputs.Exp.Extract.T67G26{i,j}); % 
Store extracted data into a reference array 
            csvwrite('ExtractReferenceExp.csv', Outputs.Exp.ExtractReferenceExp) 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%% Read Data Reference and Execute Data Extraction 
[Outputs.Exp.ExtractReferenceExp] = csvread('ExtractReferenceExp.csv'); 
  
ArraySize = size(Inputs.RawExp.T61); 
for j = 1:ArraySize(2) 
    for i = 1:length(Inputs.RawExp.T61) % Temp = 61         
        [Outputs.Exp.Extract.T61{i,j}] = 
FunUnPackReference(Outputs.Exp.ExtractReferenceExp, 61, j, i); 
        if isempty(Outputs.Exp.Extract.T61{i,j}) 
            Outputs.Exp.Extract.T61{i,j} = 0; 
        end 
    end 
end 
ArraySize = size(Inputs.RawExp.T64); 
for j = 1:ArraySize(2) 
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    for i = 1:length(Inputs.RawExp.T64) % Temp = 64 
        [Outputs.Exp.Extract.T64{i,j}] = 
FunUnPackReference(Outputs.Exp.ExtractReferenceExp, 64, j, i); 
        if isempty(Outputs.Exp.Extract.T64{i,j}) 
            Outputs.Exp.Extract.T64{i,j} = 0; 
        end 
    end 
end 
ArraySize = size(Inputs.RawExp.T67); 
for j = 1:ArraySize(2) 
    for i = 1:length(Inputs.RawExp.T67) % Temp = 67 
        [Outputs.Exp.Extract.T67{i,j}] = 
FunUnPackReference(Outputs.Exp.ExtractReferenceExp, 67, j, i); 
        if isempty(Outputs.Exp.Extract.T67{i,j}) 
            Outputs.Exp.Extract.T67{i,j} = 0; 
        end 
    end 
end 
ArraySize = size(Inputs.RawExp.T70); 
for j = 1:ArraySize(2) 
    for i = 1:length(Inputs.RawExp.T70) % Temp = 70 
        [Outputs.Exp.Extract.T70{i,j}] = 
FunUnPackReference(Outputs.Exp.ExtractReferenceExp, 70, j, i); 
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        if isempty(Outputs.Exp.Extract.T70{i,j}) 
            Outputs.Exp.Extract.T70{i,j} = 0; 
        end 
    end 
end 
ArraySize = size(Inputs.RawExp.T73); 
for j = 1:ArraySize(2) 
    for i = 1:length(Inputs.RawExp.T73) % Temp = 73 
        [Outputs.Exp.Extract.T73{i,j}] = 
FunUnPackReference(Outputs.Exp.ExtractReferenceExp, 73, j, i); 
        if isempty(Outputs.Exp.Extract.T73{i,j}) 
            Outputs.Exp.Extract.T73{i,j} = 0; 
        end 
    end 
end 
ArraySize = size(Inputs.RawExp.HB); 
for j = 1:ArraySize(2) 
    for i = 1:length(Inputs.RawExp.HB) % Hooker Brewery 
        [Outputs.Exp.Extract.HB{i,j}] = 
FunUnPackReference(Outputs.Exp.ExtractReferenceExp, 100, j, i); 
        if isempty(Outputs.Exp.Extract.HB{i,j}) 
            Outputs.Exp.Extract.HB{i,j} = 0; 
        end 
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    end 
end 
ArraySize = size(Inputs.RawExp.T67G40); 
for j = 1:ArraySize(2) 
    for i = 1:length(Inputs.RawExp.T67G40) % Temp = 67 Grist 4.0 
        [Outputs.Exp.Extract.T67G40{i,j}] = 
FunUnPackReference(Outputs.Exp.ExtractReferenceExp, 6740, j, i); 
        if isempty(Outputs.Exp.Extract.T67G40{i,j}) 
            Outputs.Exp.Extract.T67G40{i,j} = 0; 
        end 
    end 
end 
ArraySize = size(Inputs.RawExp.T67G26); 
for j = 1:ArraySize(2) 
    for i = 1:length(Inputs.RawExp.T67G26) % Temp = 67 Grist 2.6 
        [Outputs.Exp.Extract.T67G26{i,j}] = 
FunUnPackReference(Outputs.Exp.ExtractReferenceExp, 6726, j, i); 
        if isempty(Outputs.Exp.Extract.T67G26{i,j}) 
            Outputs.Exp.Extract.T67G26{i,j} = 0; 
        end 





%% Applying Calibration Equation to all Data 
Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT61 = []; % Initialize ExportConc Matrix 
Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT64 = []; % Initialize ExportConc Matrix 
Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67 = []; % Initialize ExportConc Matrix 
Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT70 = []; % Initialize ExportConc Matrix 
Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT73 = []; % Initialize ExportConc Matrix 
Outputs.Exp.ExportConcHB = []; % Initialize ExportConc Matrix 
Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67G40 = []; % Initialize ExportConc Matrix 
Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67G26 = []; % Initialize ExportConc Matrix 
  
ArraySize = size(Outputs.Exp.Extract.T61); 
for j = 1:ArraySize(2) 
    for i = 1:length(Outputs.Exp.Extract.T61) % Temp = 61 
        [Outputs.Exp.Concentrations.T61{i,j}] = 
FunCalEquation(Outputs.Exp.Extract.T61{i,j} ,Parameters, i, j); 
        clear Outputs.Exp.ExportConcStore 
        Outputs.Exp.ExportConcStore = Outputs.Exp.Concentrations.T61{i,j}; 
        Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT61 = vertcat(Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT61, 
Outputs.Exp.ExportConcStore); 
    end 
end 
ArraySize = size(Outputs.Exp.Extract.T64); 
for j = 1:ArraySize(2) 
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    for i = 1:length(Outputs.Exp.Extract.T64) % Temp = 64 
        [Outputs.Exp.Concentrations.T64{i,j}] = 
FunCalEquation(Outputs.Exp.Extract.T64{i,j} ,Parameters, i, j); 
        clear Outputs.Exp.ExportConcStore 
        Outputs.Exp.ExportConcStore = Outputs.Exp.Concentrations.T64{i,j}; 
        Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT64 = vertcat(Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT64, 
Outputs.Exp.ExportConcStore); 
    end 
end 
ArraySize = size(Outputs.Exp.Extract.T67); 
for j = 1:ArraySize(2) 
    for i = 1:length(Outputs.Exp.Extract.T67) % Temp = 67 
        [Outputs.Exp.Concentrations.T67{i,j}] = 
FunCalEquation(Outputs.Exp.Extract.T67{i,j},Parameters, i, j); 
        clear Outputs.Exp.ExportConcStore 
        Outputs.Exp.ExportConcStore = Outputs.Exp.Concentrations.T67{i,j}; 
        Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67 = vertcat(Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67, 
Outputs.Exp.ExportConcStore); 
    end 
end 
ArraySize = size(Outputs.Exp.Extract.T70); 
for j = 1:ArraySize(2) 
    for i = 1:length(Outputs.Exp.Extract.T70) % Temp = 70 
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        [Outputs.Exp.Concentrations.T70{i,j}] = 
FunCalEquation(Outputs.Exp.Extract.T70{i,j} ,Parameters, i, j); 
        clear Outputs.Exp.ExportConcStore 
        Outputs.Exp.ExportConcStore = Outputs.Exp.Concentrations.T70{i,j}; 
        Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT70 = vertcat(Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT70, 
Outputs.Exp.ExportConcStore); 
    end 
end 
ArraySize = size(Outputs.Exp.Extract.T73); 
for j = 1:ArraySize(2) 
    for i = 1:length(Outputs.Exp.Extract.T73) % Temp = 73 
        [Outputs.Exp.Concentrations.T73{i,j}] = 
FunCalEquation(Outputs.Exp.Extract.T73{i,j} ,Parameters, i, j); 
        clear Outputs.Exp.ExportConcStore 
        Outputs.Exp.ExportConcStore = Outputs.Exp.Concentrations.T73{i,j}; 
        Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT73 = vertcat(Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT73, 
Outputs.Exp.ExportConcStore); 
    end 
end 
ArraySize = size(Outputs.Exp.Extract.HB); 
for j = 1:ArraySize(2) 
    for i = 1:length(Outputs.Exp.Extract.HB) % Hooker Brewery 
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        [Outputs.Exp.Concentrations.HB{i,j}] = FunCalEquation(Outputs.Exp.Extract.HB{i,j} 
,Parameters, i, j); 
        clear Outputs.Exp.ExportConcStore 
        Outputs.Exp.ExportConcStore = Outputs.Exp.Concentrations.HB{i,j}; 
        Outputs.Exp.ExportConcHB = vertcat(Outputs.Exp.ExportConcHB, 
Outputs.Exp.ExportConcStore); 
    end 
end 
ArraySize = size(Outputs.Exp.Extract.T67G40); 
for j = 1:ArraySize(2) 
    for i = 1:length(Outputs.Exp.Extract.T67G40) % Temp = 67 Grist 4.0 
        [Outputs.Exp.Concentrations.T67G40{i,j}] = 
FunCalEquation(Outputs.Exp.Extract.T67G40{i,j} ,Parameters, i, j); 
        clear Outputs.Exp.ExportConcStore 
        Outputs.Exp.ExportConcStore = Outputs.Exp.Concentrations.T67G40{i,j}; 
        Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67G40 = vertcat(Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67G40, 
Outputs.Exp.ExportConcStore); 
    end 
end 
ArraySize = size(Outputs.Exp.Extract.T67G26); 
for j = 1:ArraySize(2) 
    for i = 1:length(Outputs.Exp.Extract.T67G26) % Temp = 67 Grist 2.6 
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        [Outputs.Exp.Concentrations.T67G26{i,j}] = 
FunCalEquation(Outputs.Exp.Extract.T67G26{i,j} ,Parameters, i, j); 
        clear Outputs.Exp.ExportConcStore 
        Outputs.Exp.ExportConcStore = Outputs.Exp.Concentrations.T67G26{i,j}; 
        Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67G26 = vertcat(Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67G26, 
Outputs.Exp.ExportConcStore); 
    end 
end 
  
%% Storing results into structures 
StoreAA1 = []; 
StoreAA2 = []; 
StoreAA3 = []; 
StoreHH1 = []; 
StoreHH2 = []; 
StoreHH3 = []; 
StoreH = []; 
StoreA = []; 
  
for i = 1:length(Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT61) 
    if Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT61(i,8) == 1 
        StoreA(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT61((i+1),:); 
        StoreH(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT61((i+2),:); 
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        StoreAA1 = vertcat(StoreAA1, StoreA); 
        StoreHH1 = vertcat(StoreHH1, StoreH); 
        clear StoreA StoreH 
    elseif Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT61(i,8) == 2 
        StoreA(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT61((i+1),:); 
        StoreH(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT61((i+2),:); 
        StoreAA2 = vertcat(StoreAA2, StoreA); 
        StoreHH2 = vertcat(StoreHH2, StoreH); 
        clear StoreA StoreH 
    elseif Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT61(i,8) == 3 
        StoreA(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT61((i+1),:); 
        StoreH(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT61((i+2),:); 
        StoreAA3 = vertcat(StoreAA3, StoreA); 
        StoreHH3 = vertcat(StoreHH3, StoreH); 
        clear StoreA StoreH 
    end 
end 
% Store Results 
Outputs.Export.ConcT61Height{1} = StoreHH1; 
Outputs.Export.ConcT61Height{2} = StoreHH2; 
Outputs.Export.ConcT61Height{3} = StoreHH3; 
Outputs.Export.ConcT61Area{1} = StoreAA1; 
Outputs.Export.ConcT61Area{2} = StoreAA2; 
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Outputs.Export.ConcT61Area{3} = StoreAA3; 
  
StoreAA1 = []; 
StoreAA2 = []; 
StoreAA3 = []; 
StoreHH1 = []; 
StoreHH2 = []; 
StoreHH3 = []; 
StoreH = []; 
StoreA = []; 
for i = 1:length(Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT64) 
    if Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT64(i,8) == 1 
        StoreA(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT64((i+1),:); 
        StoreH(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT64((i+2),:); 
        StoreAA1 = vertcat(StoreAA1, StoreA); 
        StoreHH1 = vertcat(StoreHH1, StoreH); 
        clear StoreA StoreH 
    elseif Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT64(i,8) == 2 
        StoreA(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT64((i+1),:); 
        StoreH(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT64((i+2),:); 
        StoreAA2 = vertcat(StoreAA2, StoreA); 
        StoreHH2 = vertcat(StoreHH2, StoreH); 
        clear StoreA StoreH 
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    elseif Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT64(i,8) == 3 
        StoreA(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT64((i+1),:); 
        StoreH(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT64((i+2),:); 
        StoreAA3 = vertcat(StoreAA3, StoreA); 
        StoreHH3 = vertcat(StoreHH3, StoreH); 
        clear StoreA StoreH 
    end 
end 
% Store Results 
Outputs.Export.ConcT64Height{1} = StoreHH1; 
Outputs.Export.ConcT64Height{2} = StoreHH2; 
Outputs.Export.ConcT64Height{3} = StoreHH3; 
Outputs.Export.ConcT64Area{1} = StoreAA1; 
Outputs.Export.ConcT64Area{2} = StoreAA2; 
Outputs.Export.ConcT64Area{3} = StoreAA3; 
  
StoreAA1 = []; 
StoreAA2 = []; 
StoreAA3 = []; 
StoreHH1 = []; 
StoreHH2 = []; 
StoreHH3 = []; 
StoreH = []; 
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StoreA = []; 
for i = 1:length(Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67) 
    if Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67(i,8) == 1 
        StoreA(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67((i+1),:); 
        StoreH(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67((i+2),:); 
        StoreAA1 = vertcat(StoreAA1, StoreA); 
        StoreHH1 = vertcat(StoreHH1, StoreH); 
        clear StoreA StoreH 
    elseif Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67(i,8) == 2 
        StoreA(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67((i+1),:); 
        StoreH(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67((i+2),:); 
        StoreAA2 = vertcat(StoreAA2, StoreA); 
        StoreHH2 = vertcat(StoreHH2, StoreH); 
        clear StoreA StoreH 
    elseif Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67(i,8) == 3 
        StoreA(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67((i+1),:); 
        StoreH(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67((i+2),:); 
        StoreAA3 = vertcat(StoreAA3, StoreA); 
        StoreHH3 = vertcat(StoreHH3, StoreH); 
        clear StoreA StoreH 
    end 
end 
% Store Results 
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Outputs.Export.ConcT67Height{1} = StoreHH1; 
Outputs.Export.ConcT67Height{2} = StoreHH2; 
Outputs.Export.ConcT67Height{3} = StoreHH3; 
Outputs.Export.ConcT67Area{1} = StoreAA1; 
Outputs.Export.ConcT67Area{2} = StoreAA2; 
Outputs.Export.ConcT67Area{3} = StoreAA3; 
  
StoreAA1 = []; 
StoreAA2 = []; 
StoreAA3 = []; 
StoreHH1 = []; 
StoreHH2 = []; 
StoreHH3 = []; 
StoreH = []; 
StoreA = []; 
for i = 1:length(Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT70) 
    if Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT70(i,8) == 1 
        StoreA(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT70((i+1),:); 
        StoreH(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT70((i+2),:); 
        StoreAA1 = vertcat(StoreAA1, StoreA); 
        StoreHH1 = vertcat(StoreHH1, StoreH); 
        clear StoreA StoreH 
    elseif Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT70(i,8) == 2 
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        StoreA(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT70((i+1),:); 
        StoreH(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT70((i+2),:); 
        StoreAA2 = vertcat(StoreAA2, StoreA); 
        StoreHH2 = vertcat(StoreHH2, StoreH); 
        clear StoreA StoreH 
    elseif Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT70(i,8) == 3 
        StoreA(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT70((i+1),:); 
        StoreH(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT70((i+2),:); 
        StoreAA3 = vertcat(StoreAA3, StoreA); 
        StoreHH3 = vertcat(StoreHH3, StoreH); 
        clear StoreA StoreH 
    end 
end 
% Store Results 
Outputs.Export.ConcT70Height{1} = StoreHH1; 
Outputs.Export.ConcT70Height{2} = StoreHH2; 
Outputs.Export.ConcT70Height{3} = StoreHH3; 
Outputs.Export.ConcT70Area{1} = StoreAA1; 
Outputs.Export.ConcT70Area{2} = StoreAA2; 
Outputs.Export.ConcT70Area{3} = StoreAA3; 
  
StoreAA1 = []; 
StoreAA2 = []; 
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StoreAA3 = []; 
StoreHH1 = []; 
StoreHH2 = []; 
StoreHH3 = []; 
StoreH = []; 
StoreA = []; 
for i = 1:length(Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT73) 
    if Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT73(i,8) == 1 
        StoreA(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT73((i+1),:); 
        StoreH(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT73((i+2),:); 
        StoreAA1 = vertcat(StoreAA1, StoreA); 
        StoreHH1 = vertcat(StoreHH1, StoreH); 
        clear StoreA StoreH 
    elseif Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT73(i,8) == 2 
        StoreA(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT73((i+1),:); 
        StoreH(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT73((i+2),:); 
        StoreAA2 = vertcat(StoreAA2, StoreA); 
        StoreHH2 = vertcat(StoreHH2, StoreH); 
        clear StoreA StoreH 
    elseif Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT73(i,8) == 3 
        StoreA(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT73((i+1),:); 
        StoreH(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT73((i+2),:); 
        StoreAA3 = vertcat(StoreAA3, StoreA); 
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        StoreHH3 = vertcat(StoreHH3, StoreH); 
        clear StoreA StoreH 
    end 
end 
% Store Results 
Outputs.Export.ConcT73Height{1} = StoreHH1; 
Outputs.Export.ConcT73Height{2} = StoreHH2; 
Outputs.Export.ConcT73Height{3} = StoreHH3; 
Outputs.Export.ConcT73Area{1} = StoreAA1; 
Outputs.Export.ConcT73Area{2} = StoreAA2; 
Outputs.Export.ConcT73Area{3} = StoreAA3; 
  
StoreAA1 = []; 
StoreAA2 = []; 
StoreAA3 = []; 
StoreHH1 = []; 
StoreHH2 = []; 
StoreHH3 = []; 
StoreH = []; 
StoreA = []; 
for i = 1:length(Outputs.Exp.ExportConcHB) 
    if Outputs.Exp.ExportConcHB(i,8) == 1 
        StoreA(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcHB((i+1),:); 
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        StoreH(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcHB((i+2),:); 
        StoreAA1 = vertcat(StoreAA1, StoreA); 
        StoreHH1 = vertcat(StoreHH1, StoreH); 
        clear StoreA StoreH 
    elseif Outputs.Exp.ExportConcHB(i,8) == 2 
        StoreA(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcHB((i+1),:); 
        StoreH(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcHB((i+2),:); 
        StoreAA2 = vertcat(StoreAA2, StoreA); 
        StoreHH2 = vertcat(StoreHH2, StoreH); 
        clear StoreA StoreH 
    elseif Outputs.Exp.ExportConcHB(i,8) == 3 
        StoreA(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcHB((i+1),:); 
        StoreH(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcHB((i+2),:); 
        StoreAA3 = vertcat(StoreAA3, StoreA); 
        StoreHH3 = vertcat(StoreHH3, StoreH); 
        clear StoreA StoreH 
    end 
end 
% Store Results 
Outputs.Export.ConcHBHeight{1} = StoreHH1; 
Outputs.Export.ConcHBArea{1} = StoreAA1; 
  
StoreAA1 = []; 
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StoreAA2 = []; 
StoreAA3 = []; 
StoreHH1 = []; 
StoreHH2 = []; 
StoreHH3 = []; 
StoreH = []; 
StoreA = []; 
for i = 1:length(Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67G40) 
    if Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67G40(i,8) == 1 
        StoreA(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67G40((i+1),:); 
        StoreH(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67G40((i+2),:); 
        StoreAA1 = vertcat(StoreAA1, StoreA); 
        StoreHH1 = vertcat(StoreHH1, StoreH); 
        clear StoreA StoreH 
    elseif Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67G40(i,8) == 2 
        StoreA(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67G40((i+1),:); 
        StoreH(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67G40((i+2),:); 
        StoreAA2 = vertcat(StoreAA2, StoreA); 
        StoreHH2 = vertcat(StoreHH2, StoreH); 
        clear StoreA StoreH 
    elseif Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67G40(i,8) == 3 
        StoreA(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67G40((i+1),:); 
        StoreH(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67G40((i+2),:); 
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        StoreAA3 = vertcat(StoreAA3, StoreA); 
        StoreHH3 = vertcat(StoreHH3, StoreH); 
        clear StoreA StoreH 
    end 
end 
% Store Results 
Outputs.Export.ConcT67G40Height{1} = StoreHH1; 
Outputs.Export.ConcT67G40Height{2} = StoreHH2; 
Outputs.Export.ConcT67G40Height{3} = StoreHH3; 
Outputs.Export.ConcT67G40Area{1} = StoreAA1; 
Outputs.Export.ConcT67G40Area{2} = StoreAA2; 
Outputs.Export.ConcT67G40Area{3} = StoreAA3; 
  
StoreAA1 = []; 
StoreAA2 = []; 
StoreAA3 = []; 
StoreHH1 = []; 
StoreHH2 = []; 
StoreHH3 = []; 
StoreH = []; 
StoreA = []; 
for i = 1:length(Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67G26) 
    if Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67G26(i,8) == 1 
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        StoreA(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67G26((i+1),:); 
        StoreH(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67G26((i+2),:); 
        StoreAA1 = vertcat(StoreAA1, StoreA); 
        StoreHH1 = vertcat(StoreHH1, StoreH); 
        clear StoreA StoreH 
    elseif Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67G26(i,8) == 2 
        StoreA(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67G26((i+1),:); 
        StoreH(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67G26((i+2),:); 
        StoreAA2 = vertcat(StoreAA2, StoreA); 
        StoreHH2 = vertcat(StoreHH2, StoreH); 
        clear StoreA StoreH 
    elseif Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67G26(i,8) == 3 
        StoreA(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67G26((i+1),:); 
        StoreH(1,:) = Outputs.Exp.ExportConcT67G26((i+2),:); 
        StoreAA3 = vertcat(StoreAA3, StoreA); 
        StoreHH3 = vertcat(StoreHH3, StoreH); 
        clear StoreA StoreH 
    end 
end 
% Store Results 
Outputs.Export.ConcT67G26Height{1} = StoreHH1; 
Outputs.Export.ConcT67G26Height{2} = StoreHH2; 
Outputs.Export.ConcT67G26Height{3} = StoreHH3; 
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Outputs.Export.ConcT67G26Area{1} = StoreAA1; 
Outputs.Export.ConcT67G26Area{2} = StoreAA2; 
Outputs.Export.ConcT67G26Area{3} = StoreAA3; 
  
  
Outputs.Export.Titles = [ [999000999], [999000999], [999000999], [999000999], 
[999000999], [999000999], [999000999], [999000999]]; 
% Height 






















Outputs.ToExcel.HBHeight = vertcat( Outputs.Export.ConcHBHeight{1}); 































Outputs.ToExcel.HBArea = vertcat( Outputs.Export.ConcHBArea{1}); 











%% Writing stored results to an excel file (can't create sheets in a work sheet so 
resorted to copy and pasting from matlab into master worksheet) 
xlswrite('RESULTS - Height - T61', Outputs.ToExcel.T61Height); 
xlswrite('RESULTS - Height - T64', Outputs.ToExcel.T64Height); 
xlswrite('RESULTS - Height - T67', Outputs.ToExcel.T67Height); 
xlswrite('RESULTS - Height - T70', Outputs.ToExcel.T70Height); 
xlswrite('RESULTS - Height - T73', Outputs.ToExcel.T73Height); 
xlswrite('RESULTS - Height - HB', Outputs.ToExcel.HBHeight); 
xlswrite('RESULTS - Height - T67G40', Outputs.ToExcel.T67G40Height); 
xlswrite('RESULTS - Height - T67G26', Outputs.ToExcel.T67G26Height); 
  
xlswrite('RESULTS - Area - T61', Outputs.ToExcel.T61Area); 
xlswrite('RESULTS - Area - T64', Outputs.ToExcel.T64Area); 
xlswrite('RESULTS - Area - T67', Outputs.ToExcel.T67Area); 
xlswrite('RESULTS - Area - T70', Outputs.ToExcel.T70Area); 
xlswrite('RESULTS - Area - T73', Outputs.ToExcel.T73Area); 
xlswrite('RESULTS - Area - HB', Outputs.ToExcel.HBArea); 
xlswrite('RESULTS - Area - T67G40', Outputs.ToExcel.T67G40Area); 
xlswrite('RESULTS - Area - T67G26', Outputs.ToExcel.T67G26Area); 
  
clear i TrimBeg TrimEnd k StepSize StoreResults ArraySize j p StoreA StoreH 
StoreAA1 StoreAA2 StoreAA3 StoreHH1 StoreHH2 StoreHH3  
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%% Plot Experimental Data w/Shaded Areas under Peaks %% --------------------------------
-------------------------------------- 
% Plots signal with integrated area shaded underneath 
global Inputs Outputs 
clear i j k proceed PlotSwitch Redraw ArraySize 
  
%% Plot All Chromatograms for each Trial 
Redraw = 1; 
while Redraw ~= 0 
    PlotSwitch = input('Enter number and return for data you wish to plot: \n 1) 61 Celsius 
\n 2) 64 Celsius \n 3) 67 Celsius \n 4) 70 Celsius \n 5) 73 Celsius \n 6) 67 Celsius Grist 
4.0 \n 7) 67 Celsius Grist 2.6 \n 8) Hooker Brewery \n 0) to exit \n Enter:  '); 
    switch PlotSwitch 
        case 1 
            close all 
            FunExpDataPlot(Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignalNoTrim.T61, 'T61') 
            Redraw = 1; 
        case 2 
            close all 
            FunExpDataPlot(Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignalNoTrim.T64, 'T64') 
            Redraw = 1; 
        case 3 
            close all 
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            FunExpDataPlot(Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignalNoTrim.T67, 'T67') 
            Redraw = 1; 
        case 4 
            close all 
            FunExpDataPlot(Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignalNoTrim.T70, 'T70') 
            Redraw = 1; 
        case 5 
            close all 
            FunExpDataPlot(Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignalNoTrim.T73, 'T73') 
            Redraw = 1; 
        case 6 
            close all 
            FunExpDataPlot(Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignalNoTrim.T67G40, 'T67G40') 
            Redraw = 1; 
        case 7 
            close all 
            FunExpDataPlot(Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignalNoTrim.T67G26, 'T67G26') 
            Redraw = 1; 
        case 8 
            close all 
            FunExpDataPlot(Outputs.Exp.SmoothedSignalNoTrim.HB, 'HB') 
            Redraw = 1; 
        case 0 
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            close all 
            Redraw = 0; 
        otherwise 
    end 
end    





%% Plot Calibration Curves w/Shaded Areas under Peaks %% --------------------------------
-------------------------------------- 
% Plots signal with integrated area shaded underneath 
global Inputs Outputs 
clear i j k proceed PlotSwitch Redraw ArraySize 
  
%% Plot All Chromatograms for each Trial 
Redraw = 1; 
while Redraw ~= 0 
    PlotSwitch = input('Enter number and return for data you wish to plot: \n 1) Calibration 
A \n 2) Calibration B \n 3) Calibration C1 \n 4) Calibration C2 \n 5) Calibration C3 \n 6) 
Calibration D \n 7) Calibration E \n 8) Calibration Cal1 \n 9) Calibration Cal2 \n 10) 
Calibration Cal3 \n 11) Calibration Cal4 \n 12) Combination of Cs \n 0) to exit \n Enter:  
'); 
    switch PlotSwitch 
        case 1 
            close all 
            FunCalDataPlot(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.A, 'Calibration A') 
            Redraw = 1; 
        case 2 
            close all 
            FunCalDataPlot(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.B, 'Calibration B') 
            Redraw = 1; 
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        case 3 
            close all 
            FunCalDataPlot(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C1, 'Calibration C1') 
            Redraw = 1; 
        case 4 
            close all 
            FunCalDataPlot(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C2, 'Calibration C2') 
            Redraw = 1; 
        case 5 
            close all 
            FunCalDataPlot(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C3, 'Calibration C3') 
            Redraw = 1; 
        case 6 
            close all 
            FunCalDataPlot(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.D, 'Calibration D') 
            Redraw = 1; 
        case 7 
            close all 
            FunCalDataPlot(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.E, 'Calibration E') 
            Redraw = 1; 
        case 8 
            close all 
            FunCalDataPlot(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal1, 'Calibration Cal 1') 
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            Redraw = 1; 
        case 9 
            close all 
            FunCalDataPlot(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal2, 'Calibration Cal 2') 
            Redraw = 1; 
        case 10 
            close all 
            FunCalDataPlot(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal3, 'Calibration Cal 3') 
            Redraw = 1; 
        case 11 
            close all 
            FunCalDataPlot(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal4, 'Calibration Cal 4') 
            Redraw = 1; 
        case 12 
            close all 
            Outputs.Cal.AllC = [Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C1, 
Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C2, Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C3];             
            Outputs.Cal.AllC = FunRemoveEmpty(Outputs.Cal.AllC); 
            FunCalDataPlot(Outputs.Cal.AllC, 'Calibration C''s') 
            Redraw = 1; 
        case 0 
            close all 
            Redraw = 0; 
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        otherwise 
    end 
end 
clear i j k proceed PlotSwitch Redraw ArraySize 
  
%% Plot chromatograms for each calibration (Plot of individual chromatogram with 
areas shaded) 
Redraw = 1; 
while Redraw ~= 0 
    PlotSwitch = input('Enter number and return for data you wish to plot: \n 1) Calibration 
A \n 2) Calibration B \n 3) Calibration C1 \n 4) Calibration C2 \n 5) Calibration C3 \n 6) 
Calibration D \n 7) Calibration E \n 8) Calibration Cal1 \n 9) Calibration Cal2 \n 10) 
Calibration Cal3 \n 11) Calibration Cal4 \n 0) to exit \n Enter:  '); 
    switch PlotSwitch         
        case 1 
            for i = 1:length(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.A) 
                FunDataPlotter(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.A{1,i}, 
Outputs.Cal.Extract.A{1,i}, 'A', i ) 
                proceed = 0; 
                while proceed ~= 1 
                    disp('Press any key to continue to next plot'); 
                    proceed = waitforbuttonpress; 
                end 
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                close 
            end 
        case 2 
            for i = 1:length(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.B) 
                FunDataPlotter(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.B{1,i}, 
Outputs.Cal.Extract.B{1,i}, 'B', i ) 
                proceed = 0; 
                while proceed ~= 1 
                    disp('Press any key to continue to next plot'); 
                    proceed = waitforbuttonpress; 
                end 
                close 
            end 
        case 3 
            for i = 1:length(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C1) 
                FunDataPlotter(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C1{1,i}, 
Outputs.Cal.Extract.C1{1,i}, 'C1', i ) 
                proceed = 0; 
                while proceed ~= 1 
                    disp('Press any key to continue to next plot'); 
                    proceed = waitforbuttonpress; 
                end 
                close 
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            end 
        case 4 
            for i = 1:length(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C2) 
                FunDataPlotter(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C2{1,i}, 
Outputs.Cal.Extract.C2{1,i}, 'C2', i ) 
                proceed = 0; 
                while proceed ~= 1 
                    disp('Press any key to continue to next plot'); 
                    proceed = waitforbuttonpress; 
                end 
                close 
            end 
        case 5 
            for i = 1:length(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C3) 
                FunDataPlotter(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.C3{1,i}, 
Outputs.Cal.Extract.C3{1,i}, 'C3', i ) 
                proceed = 0; 
                while proceed ~= 1 
                    disp('Press any key to continue to next plot'); 
                    proceed = waitforbuttonpress; 
                end 
                close 
            end 
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        case 6 
            for i = 1:length(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.D) 
                FunDataPlotter(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.D{1,i}, 
Outputs.Cal.Extract.D{1,i}, 'D', i ) 
                proceed = 0; 
                while proceed ~= 1 
                    disp('Press any key to continue to next plot'); 
                    proceed = waitforbuttonpress; 
                end 
                close 
            end 
        case 7 
            for i = 1:length(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.E) 
                FunDataPlotter(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.E{1,i}, 
Outputs.Cal.Extract.E{1,i}, 'E', i ) 
                proceed = 0; 
                while proceed ~= 1 
                    disp('Press any key to continue to next plot'); 
                    proceed = waitforbuttonpress; 
                end 
                close 
            end 
        case 8 
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            for i = 1:length(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal1) 
                FunDataPlotter(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal1{1,i}, 
Outputs.Cal.Extract.Cal1{1,i}, 'Cal1', i ) 
                proceed = 0; 
                while proceed ~= 1 
                    disp('Press any key to continue to next plot'); 
                    proceed = waitforbuttonpress; 
                end 
                close 
            end 
        case 9 
            for i = 1:length(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal2) 
                FunDataPlotter(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal2{1,i}, 
Outputs.Cal.Extract.Cal2{1,i}, 'Cal2', i ) 
                proceed = 0; 
                while proceed ~= 1 
                    disp('Press any key to continue to next plot'); 
                    proceed = waitforbuttonpress; 
                end 
                close 
            end 
        case 10 
            for i = 1:length(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal3) 
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                FunDataPlotter(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal3{1,i}, 
Outputs.Cal.Extract.Cal3{1,i}, 'Cal3' , i) 
                proceed = 0; 
                while proceed ~= 1 
                    disp('Press any key to continue to next plot'); 
                    proceed = waitforbuttonpress; 
                end 
                close 
            end 
        case 11 
            for i = 1:length(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal4) 
                FunDataPlotter(Outputs.Cal.SmoothedSignal.Cal4{1,i}, 
Outputs.Cal.Extract.Cal4{1,i}, 'Cal4', i ) 
                proceed = 0; 
                while proceed ~= 1 
                    disp('Press any key to continue to next plot'); 
                    proceed = waitforbuttonpress; 
                end 
                close 
            end 
        case 0 
            close all 
            Redraw = 0; 
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        otherwise 
    end 
end 
  





function m = FunCSVread(filename, r, c, rng) 
%% Editted matlab function to streamline file opening (throws an error message and 
continues through program if a file is not found, rather than ending program) 
  
%CSVREAD Read a comma separated value file. 
%   M = CSVREAD('FILENAME') reads a comma separated value formatted file 
%   FILENAME.  The result is returned in M.  The file can only contain 
%   numeric values. 
% 
%   M = CSVREAD('FILENAME',R,C) reads data from the comma separated value 
%   formatted file starting at row R and column C.  R and C are zero- 
%   based so that R=0 and C=0 specifies the first value in the file. 
% 
%   M = CSVREAD('FILENAME',R,C,RNG) reads only the range specified 
%   by RNG = [R1 C1 R2 C2] where (R1,C1) is the upper-left corner of 
%   the data to be read and (R2,C2) is the lower-right corner.  RNG 
%   can also be specified using spreadsheet notation as in RNG = 'A1..B7'. 
% 
%   CSVREAD fills empty delimited fields with zero.  Data files where 
%   the lines end with a comma will produce a result with an extra last  




%   See also CSVWRITE, DLMREAD, DLMWRITE, LOAD, FILEFORMATS, 
TEXTSCAN. 
  
%   Copyright 1984-2009 The MathWorks, Inc. 
%   $Revision: 5.17.4.5 $  $Date: 2010/08/23 23:10:30 $ 
  
% Validate input args 
if nargin==0 
    error(nargchk(1,1,nargin,'struct')); 
end  
% Get Filename 
if ~ischar(filename) 
    error(message('MATLAB:csvread:FileNameMustBeString')); 
end  
% Make sure file exists  
if exist(filename,'file') ~= 2 
    disp('MATLAB:csvread:FileNotFound'); 
    m = [-1, -1]; 
else 
    % Call dlmread with a comma as the delimiter 
    % 
    if nargin < 2 
        r = 0; 
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    end 
    if nargin < 3 
        c = 0; 
    end 
    if nargin < 4 
        m=dlmread(filename, ',', r, c); 
    else 
        m=dlmread(filename, ',', r, c, rng); 
    end 
     
end 
 function [Results] = FunDataSelector(RawData, Reference, Title, Num) 
%% Function to allow user to graphically sort through data and choose which graphs to 
keep 
% Raw signal is run through a lowpass filter to smoothe out the signal for 
% more easy data analysis. Once analysis is complete this function doubles 
% as a reader to the reference excel file with stored results and imports 
% them into respective arrays. 
  
% If Case 1: Results = [Time, Response, GraphtoKeep(0,1,2 or 3), TrimBegin, 
TrimEnd]; 
% If Case 2: Results = [Time, Response]; 
if RawData(1) ~= -1     
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    switch Reference(1) 
        case -1 %If Reference Matrix Does Not Exist 
            X(1) = 5.0; %Trim before this minute 
            X(2) = 27.0; %Trim after this minute 
            Data = FunTrimSolventPeak(RawData, X(1), X(2)); 
            Redraw = 1;             
            while Redraw ~= 0 
                %% Fourier Filter to Smooth Signal 
                % Line 1: Transfer time values 
                % Line 2: Runs Fourier Filter on Raw Data 
                % Line 3: Runs Fourier Filter on Raw Data with Min Offest 
                % Line 4: Runs Fourier Filter on Autozeroed Raw Data 
                clear PlotData 
                PlotData(:,1) = Data(:,1); %Time values 
                PlotData(:,2) = Funifilter(Data(:,1),Data(:,2), 122,388,12,4,'Low-pass'); %Raw 
                PlotData(:,3) = Funifilter(Data(:,1),Data(:,3), 122,388,12,4,'Low-pass'); %Raw-
Min 
                PlotData(:,4) = Funifilter(Data(:,1),Data(:,4), 122,388,12,4,'Low-pass'); %AZ 
                %% Plot Data 
                figure() 
                title(['Plot: ', num2str(Title), ' ' num2str(Num)]) 
                xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
                ylabel('Response [millivolts]'); 
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                grid off 
                set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
                set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87]) 
                axis([min(PlotData(:,1)) max(PlotData(:,1)) -5 (1.1*max(PlotData(:,4))) ]) 
                hold on 
                plot(Data(:,1), Data(:,2), 'b:'); %Raw 
                plot(PlotData(:,1), PlotData(:,2), 'r--'); %Raw Smoothed 
                plot(Data(:,1), Data(:,3), 'b:'); %Raw-Min 
                plot(PlotData(:,1), PlotData(:,3), 'g--'); %Raw-Min Smoothed 
                plot(Data(:,1), Data(:,4), 'b:'); %AZ 
                plot(PlotData(:,1), PlotData(:,4), 'm--'); %AZ Smoothed 
                legend('Raw (Unfiltered)', 'Raw (Filtered)', 'Min Removed (Unfiltered)', 'Min 
Removed (Filtered)', 'AutoZero (Unfiltered)', 'AutoZero (Filtered)' ); 
                hold off 
                %% Switch to Store Desired Results 
                StoreResults = double(input('Keep which?\n (0 = DISCARD)\n (1 = Raw)\n (2 
= Min Remove)\n (3 = Autozero)\n (5 = Set New Trim Parameters) \n (8 = Re-set Trim 
Parameters) \n Enter: ')); 
                switch StoreResults 
                    case 0 
                        Results = [0 0 0 X(1) X(2)]; 
                        Redraw = 0; 
                    case 1 
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                        Results = [PlotData(:,1) PlotData(:,2)]; 
                        Results(1,3) = 1; 
                        Results(1,4) = X(1); 
                        Results(1,5) = X(2); 
                        Redraw = 0; 
                    case 2 
                        Results = [PlotData(:,1) PlotData(:,3)]; 
                        Results(1,3) = 2; 
                        Results(1,4) = X(1); 
                        Results(1,5) = X(2); 
                        Redraw = 0; 
                    case 3 
                        Results = [PlotData(:,1) PlotData(:,4)]; 
                        Results(1,3) = 3; 
                        Results(1,4) = X(1); 
                        Results(1,5) = X(2); 
                        Redraw = 0; 
                    case 5 
                        disp('FIRST Click for start of trim \n SECOND for end of trim') 
                        clear X 
                        [X] = ginput(2); 
                        Data = FunTrimSolventPeak(Data, X(1), X(2)); 
                        Redraw = 1; 
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                    case 8 
                        clear X 
                        X(1) = 5.0; 
                        X(2) = 27.0; 
                        Data = RawData; 
                        Data = FunTrimSolventPeak(Data, X(1), X(2)); 
                        Redraw = 1; 
                end 
                close 
            end 
             
        otherwise %If Reference Matrix Does Exist 
            clear PlotData 
            Graph = double(Reference(1)); 
            TrimBeg = Reference(2); 
            TrimEnd = Reference(3); 
            Data = RawData; 
             
            if Graph == 0 
                [Results] = [0 0 0 0 0]; 
                 
            elseif Graph == 1 
                TrimData = FunTrimSolventPeak(Data, TrimBeg, TrimEnd); 
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                PlotData(:,2) = Funifilter(TrimData(:,1),TrimData(:,2), 122,388,12,4,'Low-
pass'); %Raw 
                AGraph(1:length(TrimData)) = Graph; 
                AGraph = AGraph'; 
                ATrimBeg(1:length(TrimData)) = TrimBeg; 
                ATrimBeg = ATrimBeg'; 
                ATrimEnd(1:length(TrimData)) = TrimEnd; 
                ATrimEnd = ATrimEnd'; 
                Results = [TrimData(:,1) PlotData(:,2) AGraph(:,1) ATrimBeg(:,1) 
ATrimEnd(:,1)]; 
                 
            elseif Graph == 2 
                TrimData = FunTrimSolventPeak(Data, TrimBeg, TrimEnd); 
                PlotData(:,2) = Funifilter(TrimData(:,1),TrimData(:,3), 122,388,12,4,'Low-
pass'); %Raw w/min offset 
                AGraph(1:length(TrimData)) = Graph; 
                AGraph = AGraph'; 
                ATrimBeg(1:length(TrimData)) = TrimBeg; 
                ATrimBeg = ATrimBeg'; 
                ATrimEnd(1:length(TrimData)) = TrimEnd; 
                ATrimEnd = ATrimEnd'; 




                 
            elseif Graph == 3 
                TrimData = FunTrimSolventPeak(Data, TrimBeg, TrimEnd); 
                PlotData(:,2) = Funifilter(TrimData(:,1),TrimData(:,4), 122,388,12,4,'Low-
pass'); %Autozeroed w/min offset 
                AGraph(1:length(TrimData)) = Graph; 
                AGraph = AGraph'; 
                ATrimBeg(1:length(TrimData)) = TrimBeg; 
                ATrimBeg = ATrimBeg'; 
                ATrimEnd(1:length(TrimData)) = TrimEnd; 
                ATrimEnd = ATrimEnd'; 
                Results = [TrimData(:,1) PlotData(:,2) AGraph(:,1) ATrimBeg(:,1) 
ATrimEnd(:,1)]; 
            end 
    end 
     
else 






function [Results] = FunTrimSolventPeak(RawData, TrimBeg, TrimEnd) 
%% This function trims unnecessary time/response data and applied baseline 
correction  
% Results = [RawTimeTrim, RawResponseTrim, ResponseMR, ResponseAZMR]; 
  
%Trims the data down to not include the solvent peak from chromatograms or 
%excess data after last peak that will exaggerate autozero 
TimeRaw = RawData(:,1); 
ResponseRaw = RawData(:,2); 
  
if TimeRaw(length(TimeRaw)) < TrimEnd % In case trim off of end put into function is 
larger than the actual sample is long 




TimeRaw(TimeRaw <= TrimBeg) = []; % Trim before X min 
Delete = length(ResponseRaw)-length(TimeRaw); 
ResponseRaw(1:Delete) = [];  
  
TimeRaw(TimeRaw >= TrimEnd) = []; % Trim after X min 
Delete = length(ResponseRaw)-length(TimeRaw)-1; 




%Stores time values 
RawTimeTrim = TimeRaw; 
  
%Stores raw response 
RawResponseTrim = ResponseRaw; 
  
%Stores response corrected for negative values 
ResponseMR = ResponseRaw- min(ResponseRaw); 
  









ResponseAZMR = ResponseAZMR - min(ResponseAZMR); 
  
%Results array 







function [Results] = FunRemoveEmpty(Data) 
%% Function to remove empty cells from data sets from arrays of matrices 
Index = []; 
DataWork = Data; 
for i = 1:length(DataWork) 
    if DataWork{i} == 0 
        Index(i) = 1; 
    end     
    if DataWork{i} == -1 
        Index(i) = 1; 
    end 
end 
RemoveValues = sort(find(Index == 1), 'descend'); 
for i = 1:length(RemoveValues) 
    DataWork(RemoveValues(i)) = []; 
end 
  





function [Results] = FunRemoveEmptyArray(Data, arg1, arg2) 
%% Function to remove empty cells from data sets from individual matrices 
switch nargin 
    case 2 
        Index = []; 
        DataWork = Data(:,1); 
        for i = 1:length(DataWork) 
            if DataWork(i) == 0 
                Index(i) = 1; 
            end 
        end 
        RemoveValues = sort(find(Index == 1), 'descend'); 
        for i = 1:length(RemoveValues) 
            Data(RemoveValues(i), :) = []; 
        end 
         
    case 3 
        Index = []; 
        DataWork = Data(:,3); 
        for i = 1:length(DataWork) 
            if DataWork(i) == 0 || isnan(DataWork(i)) == 1 
                Index(i) = 1; 
            end 
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        end 
        RemoveValues = sort(find(Index == 1), 'descend'); 
        for i = 1:length(RemoveValues) 
            Data(RemoveValues(i), :) = []; 
        end 
         
    otherwise 
        Index = []; 
        if Data ~= 0 
            DataWork = Data(:,2); 
            for i = 1:length(DataWork) 
                if DataWork(i) == 0 
                    Index(i) = 1; 
                end 
            end 
            RemoveValues = sort(find(Index == 1), 'descend'); 
            for i = 1:length(RemoveValues) 
                Data(RemoveValues(i), :) = []; 
            end 
        end 
end 







function [Results] = FunExtract(TimeResponse, PeakData, Step, Title, Num) 
%% Function to extract data from peaks 
% Results = [PeakNum , ResultsRetentTime, ResultsPeakHeight, ResultsArea]; 
  
if PeakData(1) == 0 
    if TimeResponse(1) == 0 && TimeResponse(2) == 0 
        Results = ones(6,9)*-1; 
    else 
        Results = -9; %Dummy number to act as a switch (no way to ever have a negative 
nine for peak data) 
        Results = FunReIntegrate(TimeResponse, Results, Title, Num); %Reintegration 
Function 
    end 
else 
    PeakNum = PeakData(:,1); 
    PeakRetent = PeakData(:,2); 
    Time = TimeResponse(:,1); 
    Response = TimeResponse(:,2); 
    for i = PeakNum(1):PeakNum(length(PeakNum)) %Extract Data for each Peak 
        RetentRoundA = round(PeakRetent(i)*10)/10; 
        RetentRoundB = round(PeakRetent(i)*100000)/100000; 
        if abs(RetentRoundA-RetentRoundB)<0.01 %In case step change is too small to 
find a value (Returns RetentIV = NaN) 
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            RetentRoundA = (round(PeakRetent(i)*10)/10)-0.1; 
        end 
        RetentValues = sort([RetentRoundA RetentRoundB]); 
        TimeRound = round(Time*1000)/1000; 
        RetentIV(i,1) = round(median(find(RetentValues(1)  < TimeRound & TimeRound < 
RetentValues(2)))); 
        clear ResponseVector 
        for k = (RetentIV(i,1)-Step):(RetentIV(i,1)+Step) 
            ResponseVector(k,1) = Response(k); 
        end 
        ResultsPeakHeight(i,1) = max(ResponseVector); 
        RetentIV(i,1) = find(Response == ResultsPeakHeight(i,1)); 
        ResultsRetentTime(i,1) = Time(RetentIV(i,1)); 
        ResultsMin(i,:) = FunMinFinder(Response, RetentIV(i,1)); 
        clear RetentRoundA RetentRoundB RetentValues TimeRound 
    end 
     
    ResultsMin(1,5) = min(ResultsMin(1,2) , ResultsMin(2,4)); 
    ResultsMin(2,5) = min(ResultsMin(1,2) , ResultsMin(2,4)); 
    ResultsMin(3,5) = min(ResultsMin(3,2) , ResultsMin(4,4)); 
    ResultsMin(4,5) = min(ResultsMin(3,2) , ResultsMin(4,4)); 
     
    for i = PeakNum(1):PeakNum(length(PeakNum)) %Extract Area Data for each Peak 
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        MinOffset = ResultsMin(i,5); 
        ResultsArea(i,1) = FunAreaFinder(Response, ResultsMin(i,1), ResultsMin(i,3), 
MinOffset); 
    end 
     
    Results = [PeakNum , ResultsRetentTime, ResultsPeakHeight, ResultsArea, 
ResultsMin]; 







function [ResultsMin] = FunMinFinder(Response, PeakH) 
%% Function extracts ends on either side of a peak for peak integration 
% ResultsMin = [min1Index min1Value min2Index  min2Value ]; 
min1Value = 0; 
min1Index = 0; 
min2Value = 0; 
min2Index = 0; 
  
value1 = Response(PeakH); 
value2 = Response(PeakH-1); 
ii=25; 
while value1 > value2 %Find Min to the left of peak height 
    ii = ii+1; 
    value1 = value2; 
    value2 = Response(PeakH-ii); 
    min1Value = value1; 
    min1Index = PeakH - ii; 
    if (PeakH-ii-1) == 0 
        value1 = 1; 
        value2 = 2; 
        min1Value = Response(1); 
        min1Index = 1; 





value3 = Response(PeakH); 
value4 = Response(PeakH-1); 
ii=25; 
while value3 > value4 %Find Min to the right of peak height 
    value3 = value4; 
    value4 = Response(PeakH+ii); 
    min2Value = value3; 
    min2Index = PeakH + ii; 
    ii = ii+1; 
    if (PeakH+ii) == length(Response) 
        value3 = 1; 
        value4 = 2; 
        min2Value = Response(length(Response)); 
    end 
end 
MinOffset = min(min1Value , min2Value); 





function [Area] = FunAreaFinder(Response, Min1, Min2, MinOffset) 
%% Function extracts area under peak 
Check = Min1:Min2; 
if Check ~= 0     
    for iii = Min1:Min2 
        AreaVector(iii) = Response(iii); 
    end 
    AreaVector = AreaVector(AreaVector~=0); 
    AreaVector = AreaVector - MinOffset; 
    Area = double(trapz(AreaVector));     
else 
    Area = 0; 






function [Results] = FunRePickPeaks(TimeResponse, PeakData, Title, Num) 
%% Function to manually choose each peak and integrate it 
% Results = [NewPeaks, ResultsArea, ResultsMin];  
Time = TimeResponse(:,1); 
Response = TimeResponse(:,2); 
NewPeaks = zeros(6,3); 
ResultsMin = zeros(6,5);  
figure() 
Title = ['Reselect Peaks - ', ' ', Title]; 
title(['Plot: ', num2str(Title), ' ' num2str(Num)]) 
grid on 
set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87]) 
axis([min(Time) max(Time) -1 (1.1*max(Response)) ]) 
plot(Time, Response, 'k:'); %Plot Signal 
peaks = double(input('How many peaks do you want to choose: \n ')); 
if peaks ~= 0 
    for i = 1:peaks 
        p = double(input('Which peak? (1-6): \n ')); 
        NewPeaks(p,1) = p; 
        [NewPeaks(p,2), ~] = ginput(1); %Potential retention time 
    end 
    clear i 
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    PeakNum = 1:6; 
    Step = 25; 
    for i = 1:6 %Extract Data for each Peak 
        if NewPeaks(i,1) == 0 
            Newpeaks(i,:) = 0; 
            ResultsMin(i,:) = zeros(1,5); 
        else 
            PeakRetent = NewPeaks(i,2); 
            RetentIV = round(median(find( PeakRetent*.995  < Time & Time < 
PeakRetent*1.005))); 
            RetentIVback = RetentIV - Step; 
            RetentIVfor = RetentIV + Step; 
            NewPeaks(i,3) = max(Response(RetentIVback:RetentIVfor)); %find and set 
peak height 
            RetentIV = find(Response == NewPeaks(i,3)); 
            NewPeaks(i,2) = Time(RetentIV); %set retention time 
            ResultsMin(i,:) = FunMinFinder(Response, RetentIV); 
        end 
    end     
    ResultsMin(1,5) = min(ResultsMin(1,2) , ResultsMin(2,4)); 
    ResultsMin(2,5) = min(ResultsMin(1,2) , ResultsMin(2,4)); 
    ResultsMin(3,5) = min(ResultsMin(3,2) , ResultsMin(4,4)); 
    ResultsMin(4,5) = min(ResultsMin(3,2) , ResultsMin(4,4));     
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    for i = PeakNum(1):PeakNum(length(PeakNum)) %Extract Area Data for each Peak 
        if NewPeaks(i,1) == 0 
            ResultsArea(i,:) = 0; 
        else 
            MinOffset = ResultsMin(i,5); 
            ResultsArea(i,1) = FunAreaFinder(Response, ResultsMin(i,1), ResultsMin(i,3), 
MinOffset); 
        end 
    end 
    Results = [NewPeaks ResultsArea ResultsMin]; 
else 
    Results = zeros(6,9); 
end 
function [Results] = FunReIntegrate(TimeResponse, PeakData, Title, Num) 
%% Function to reintegrate data if necessary 
% PeakNum = PeakData(:,1); 
% PeakTime = PeakData(:,2); 
% PeakHeight = PeakData(:,3); 
% PeakArea = PeakData(:,4); 
% PeakXmin1 = PeakData(:,5); 
% PeakXValue1 = PeakData(:,6); 
% PeakXmin2 = PeakData(:,7); 
% PeakXValue2 = PeakData(:,8); 
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% PeakOffset = PeakData(:,9); 
  
Title = ['Peak Areas', ' ', Title]; 
PeakDataWork = PeakData; 
redraw = 1; 
while redraw ~= 0 
    FunDataPlotter(TimeResponse, PeakDataWork, Title, Num) 
    Time = TimeResponse(:,1); 
    Response = TimeResponse(:,2); 
    StoreResults = double(input('Do What?\n (0 = Keep Current Values)\n Enter Peak to 
Reintegrate(1-6) \n (8 to repick all peaks) \n Enter: ')); 
    switch StoreResults 
        case 0 
            redraw = 0; 
            close 
        case 1 
            disp('FIRST Click for start of peak \n SECOND for end of peak') 
            clear X Min1 Min2 Value1 Value2 
            [X] = ginput(2); 
            [X] = round(X*1000)/1000; 
            [X] = sort(X); 
            Min1 = round(median(find( X(1)*.995  < TimeResponse(:,1) & 
TimeResponse(:,1) < X(1)*1.005))); 
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            Min2 = round(median(find( X(2)*.995  < TimeResponse(:,1) & 
TimeResponse(:,1) < X(2)*1.005))); 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,5) = Min1; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,7) = Min2; 
            close 
            FunDataPlotter(TimeResponse, PeakDataWork, Title, Num, StoreResults) 
            disp('Click for baseline (choose lowest side of the peak)') 
            [~ , MinOffset] = ginput(1); 
            if MinOffset < 0 
                MinOffset = 0; 
            end 
            Area = FunAreaFinder(TimeResponse, Min1, Min2, MinOffset); 
            PeakHeight = max(Response(Min1:Min2)); 
            RetentTime = Time(find(Response == PeakHeight)); 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,1) = StoreResults; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,2) = RetentTime; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,3) = PeakHeight; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,4) = Area; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,6) = Response(Min1) - MinOffset; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,8) = Response(Min2) - MinOffset; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,9) = MinOffset; 
            close 
            redraw = 1; 
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        case 2 
            disp('FIRST Click for start of peak \n SECOND for end of peak') 
            clear X Min1 Min2 Value1 Value2 
            [X] = ginput(2); 
            [X] = round(X*1000)/1000; 
            [X] = sort(X); 
            Min1 = round(median(find( X(1)*.995  < TimeResponse(:,1) & 
TimeResponse(:,1) < X(1)*1.005))); 
            Min2 = round(median(find( X(2)*.995  < TimeResponse(:,1) & 
TimeResponse(:,1) < X(2)*1.005))); 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,5) = Min1; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,7) = Min2; 
            close 
            FunDataPlotter(TimeResponse, PeakDataWork, Title, Num, StoreResults) 
            disp('Click for baseline (choose lowest side of the peak)') 
            [~ , MinOffset] = ginput(1); 
            if MinOffset < 0 
                MinOffset = 0; 
            end 
            Area = FunAreaFinder(TimeResponse, Min1, Min2, MinOffset); 
            PeakHeight = max(Response(Min1:Min2)); 
            RetentTime = Time(find(Response == PeakHeight)); 
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            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,1) = StoreResults; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,2) = RetentTime; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,3) = PeakHeight; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,4) = Area; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,6) = Response(Min1) - MinOffset; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,8) = Response(Min2) - MinOffset; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,9) = MinOffset; 
            close 
            redraw = 1; 
        case 3 
            disp('FIRST Click for start of peak \n SECOND for end of peak') 
            clear X Min1 Min2 Value1 Value2 
            [X] = ginput(2); 
            [X] = round(X*1000)/1000; 
            [X] = sort(X); 
            Min1 = round(median(find( X(1)*.995  < TimeResponse(:,1) & 
TimeResponse(:,1) < X(1)*1.005))); 
            Min2 = round(median(find( X(2)*.995  < TimeResponse(:,1) & 
TimeResponse(:,1) < X(2)*1.005))); 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,5) = Min1; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,7) = Min2; 
            close 
            FunDataPlotter(TimeResponse, PeakDataWork, Title, Num, StoreResults) 
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            disp('Click for baseline (choose lowest side of the peak)') 
            [~ , MinOffset] = ginput(1); 
            if MinOffset < 0 
                MinOffset = 0; 
            end 
            Area = FunAreaFinder(TimeResponse, Min1, Min2, MinOffset); 
            PeakHeight = max(Response(Min1:Min2)); 
            RetentTime = Time(find(Response == PeakHeight)); 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,1) = StoreResults; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,2) = RetentTime; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,3) = PeakHeight; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,4) = Area; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,6) = Response(Min1) - MinOffset; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,8) = Response(Min2) - MinOffset; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,9) = MinOffset; 
            close 
            redraw = 1; 
        case 4 
            disp('FIRST Click for start of peak \n SECOND for end of peak') 
            clear X Min1 Min2 Value1 Value2 
            [X] = ginput(2); 
            [X] = round(X*1000)/1000; 
            [X] = sort(X); 
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            Min1 = round(median(find( X(1)*.995  < TimeResponse(:,1) & 
TimeResponse(:,1) < X(1)*1.005))); 
            Min2 = round(median(find( X(2)*.995  < TimeResponse(:,1) & 
TimeResponse(:,1) < X(2)*1.005))); 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,5) = Min1; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,7) = Min2; 
            close 
            FunDataPlotter(TimeResponse, PeakDataWork, Title, Num, StoreResults) 
            disp('Click for baseline (choose lowest side of the peak)') 
            [~ , MinOffset] = ginput(1); 
            if MinOffset < 0 
                MinOffset = 0; 
            end 
            Area = FunAreaFinder(TimeResponse, Min1, Min2, MinOffset); 
            PeakHeight = max(Response(Min1:Min2)); 
            RetentTime = Time(find(Response == PeakHeight)); 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,1) = StoreResults; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,2) = RetentTime; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,3) = PeakHeight; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,4) = Area; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,6) = Response(Min1) - MinOffset; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,8) = Response(Min2) - MinOffset; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,9) = MinOffset; 
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            close 
            redraw = 1; 
        case 5 
            disp('FIRST Click for start of peak \n SECOND for end of peak') 
            clear X Min1 Min2 Value1 Value2 
            [X] = ginput(2); 
            [X] = round(X*1000)/1000; 
            [X] = sort(X); 
            Min1 = round(median(find( X(1)*.995  < TimeResponse(:,1) & 
TimeResponse(:,1) < X(1)*1.005))); 
            Min2 = round(median(find( X(2)*.995  < TimeResponse(:,1) & 
TimeResponse(:,1) < X(2)*1.005))); 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,5) = Min1; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,7) = Min2; 
            close 
            FunDataPlotter(TimeResponse, PeakDataWork, Title, Num, StoreResults) 
            disp('Click for baseline (choose lowest side of the peak)') 
            [~ , MinOffset] = ginput(1); 
            if MinOffset < 0 
                MinOffset = 0; 
            end 
            Area = FunAreaFinder(TimeResponse, Min1, Min2, MinOffset); 
            PeakHeight = max(Response(Min1:Min2)); 
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            RetentTime = Time(find(Response == PeakHeight)); 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,1) = StoreResults; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,2) = RetentTime; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,3) = PeakHeight; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,4) = Area; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,6) = Response(Min1) - MinOffset; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,8) = Response(Min2) - MinOffset; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,9) = MinOffset; 
            close 
            redraw = 1; 
        case 6 
            disp('FIRST Click for start of peak \n SECOND for end of peak') 
            clear X Min1 Min2 Value1 Value2 
            [X] = ginput(2); 
            [X] = round(X*1000)/1000; 
            [X] = sort(X); 
            Min1 = round(median(find( X(1)*.995  < TimeResponse(:,1) & 
TimeResponse(:,1) < X(1)*1.005))); 
            Min2 = round(median(find( X(2)*.995  < TimeResponse(:,1) & 
TimeResponse(:,1) < X(2)*1.005))); 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,5) = Min1; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,7) = Min2; 
            close 
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            FunDataPlotter(TimeResponse, PeakDataWork, Title, Num, StoreResults) 
            disp('Click for baseline (choose lowest side of the peak)') 
            [~ , MinOffset] = ginput(1); 
            if MinOffset < 0 
                MinOffset = 0; 
            end 
            Area = FunAreaFinder(TimeResponse, Min1, Min2, MinOffset); 
            PeakHeight = max(Response(Min1:Min2)); 
            RetentTime = Time(find(Response == PeakHeight)); 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,1) = StoreResults; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,2) = RetentTime; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,3) = PeakHeight; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,4) = Area; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,6) = Response(Min1) - MinOffset; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,8) = Response(Min2) - MinOffset; 
            PeakDataWork(StoreResults,9) = MinOffset; 
            close 
            redraw = 1; 
        case 8 
            close 
            PeakDataWork = FunRePickPeaks(TimeResponse, PeakData, Title, Num); 
            close 
            redraw = 1; 
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        case 9 
            PeakDataWork = PeakData; 
            close 
            redraw = 1; 
        otherwise 
            close 
            redraw = 1; 
    end 
end 
  





function [] = FunDataPlotter(TimeResponse, ExtractData, Title, Num, Check) 
%% Function to plot data and area under curves 
switch nargin 
    case 4 %Used for regular plotting 
        figure() 
        title(['Plot: ', num2str(Title), ' ' num2str(Num)]) 
        grid on 
        set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
        set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87]) 
        xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
        ylabel('Response [millivolts]'); 
        axis([min(TimeResponse(:,1)) max(TimeResponse(:,1)) 0 
(1.1*max(TimeResponse(:,2))) ]) 
        hold on 
        plot(TimeResponse(:,1), TimeResponse(:,2), 'r-'); %Response 
        FC = [0.5 0 0; 
              0.7 0 0; 
              1.0 0 0; 
              0.5 0.5 0.5; 
              0.7 0.5 0.5; 
              1.0 0.5 0.5]; 
        if ExtractData ~= -9 
            for i = 1:length(ExtractData(:,1)) 
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                if ExtractData(i,2) ~=0 && ExtractData(i,5) ~=0 && ExtractData(i,7) ~=0 
                    X = TimeResponse((ExtractData(i,5)):(ExtractData(i,7)),1); 
                    Y = TimeResponse((ExtractData(i,5)):(ExtractData(i,7)),2); 
                    area(X,Y, ExtractData(i,9), 'FaceColor', FC(i,:)) 
                end 
            end 
        end 
        hold off 
        legend('Signal', 'Fructose', 'Dextrose', 'Sucrose', 'Maltose', 'Malt-3', 'Malt-4'); 
         
    case 5 %Used for re-integration function 
        figure() 
        title(['Plot: ', num2str(Title), ' ' num2str(Num)]) 
        grid on 
        set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
        set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87]) 
        xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
        ylabel('Response [millivolts]'); 
        axis([ 0.9*TimeResponse(ExtractData(Check,5),1) 
1.1*TimeResponse(ExtractData(Check,7),1) -1 1.1*ExtractData(Check,3)]) 
        hold on 
        plot(TimeResponse(:,1), TimeResponse(:,2), 'r-'); %Response 
        FC = [0.1 0 0.9; 
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            0.9 0 0.1; 
            0.1 0 0.9; 
            0.9 0 0.1; 
            0.1 0 0.9; 
            0.9 0 0.1]; 
        if ExtractData ~= -9 
            for i = 1:length(ExtractData(:,1)) 
                if ExtractData(i,1) ~=0 
                    X = TimeResponse((ExtractData(i,5)):(ExtractData(i,7)),1); 
                    Y = TimeResponse((ExtractData(i,5)):(ExtractData(i,7)),2); 
                    area(X,Y, ExtractData(i,9), 'FaceColor', FC(i,:)) 
                end 
            end 
        end 
        hold off 





function [Results] = FunUnPackReference(Reference, RefCal, RefExpTrial, 
RefExpTime) 
%% Function to read reference csv file to extract data 
switch nargin 
    case 2 %For Calibrations 
        ReferenceWork = Reference; 
        for i = 1:length(ReferenceWork(:,1)); 
            if Reference(i,11)==RefCal 
                ReferenceSave(i,:) = Reference(i,:); 
            end 
        end 
        NumContain = max(ReferenceSave(:,12)); 
        for i = 1:NumContain 
            Container{i} = zeros(6,12); 
            clear ReferenceContain 
            for j = 1:length(ReferenceSave(:,12)) 
                if ReferenceSave(j,12) == i 
                    ReferenceContain(j,:) = ReferenceSave(j,:); 
                    ReferenceContain = FunRemoveEmptyArray(ReferenceContain, 1); 
                end 
            end 
            Container{i} = ReferenceContain; 
        end 
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        Results = Container; 
         
    case 4 %For Experimental 
        ReferenceWork = Reference; 
        RefExpTemp = RefCal; 
        for i = 1:length(ReferenceWork(:,1)); 
            if Reference(i,10)==RefExpTemp && Reference(i,11) == RefExpTrial && 
Reference(i,12) == RefExpTime 
                ReferenceSave(i,:) = Reference(i,:); 
            end 
        end                 
        ArraySize = size(ReferenceSave); 
        for i = 1:ArraySize(1) 
            if ReferenceSave(i,1) == -1 
                for j = 1:9 
                    ReferenceSave(i,j) = 0;                     
                end 
            end 
        end         






function [FructoseA FructoseH DextroseA DextroseH SucroseA SucroseH MaltoseA 
MaltoseH Malt3A Malt3H Malt4A Malt4H] = FunCurveMaker(ExtractData, CalName, 
Average) 
%% Function to sort data into proper columns 
FructoseA = []; 
DextroseA = []; 
SucroseA = []; 
MaltoseA = []; 
Malt3A = []; 
Malt4A = []; 
FructoseH = []; 
DextroseH = []; 
SucroseH = []; 
MaltoseH = []; 
Malt3H = []; 
Malt4H = []; 
  
switch CalName 
    case 'A' 
        CalNum = 1; 
    case 'B' 
        CalNum = 2; 
    case 'C1' 
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        CalNum = 3; 
    case 'C2' 
        CalNum = 4; 
    case 'C3' 
        CalNum = 5; 
    case 'D' 
        CalNum = 6; 
    case 'E' 
        CalNum = 7; 
    case 'Cal1' 
        CalNum = 8; 
    case 'Cal2' 
        CalNum = 9; 
    case 'Cal3' 
        CalNum = 10; 
    case 'Cal4' 
        CalNum = 11; 
    otherwise 




    case 0 % Average OFF 
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        NumSamples = length(ExtractData); 
        for i = 1:NumSamples; 
            for j = ExtractData{i}(:,1):ExtractData{i}(length(ExtractData{i}(:,1))); 
                if j == 1 
                    FructoseA(i,1) = ExtractData{i}(1,10); %Concentration 
                    FructoseA(i,2) = ExtractData{i}(1,2); %Retention Time 
                    FructoseA(i,3) = ExtractData{i}(1,4); %Peak Area 
                    FructoseA(i,4) = CalNum; %Data Name 
                    FructoseA(i,5) = i; %Data Number 
                    FructoseH(i,1) = ExtractData{i}(1,10); %Concentration 
                    FructoseH(i,2) = ExtractData{i}(1,2); %Retention Time 
                    FructoseH(i,3) = ExtractData{i}(1,3); %Peak Height 
                    FructoseH(i,4) = CalNum; %Data Name 
                    FructoseH(i,5) = i; %Data Number 
                elseif j == 2 
                    DextroseA(i,1) = ExtractData{i}(2,10); %Concentration 
                    DextroseA(i,2) = ExtractData{i}(2,2); %Retention Time 
                    DextroseA(i,3) = ExtractData{i}(2,4); %Peak Area 
                    DextroseA(i,4) = CalNum; %Data Name 
                    DextroseA(i,5) = i; %Data Number 
                    DextroseH(i,1) = ExtractData{i}(2,10); %Concentration 
                    DextroseH(i,2) = ExtractData{i}(2,2); %Retention Time 
                    DextroseH(i,3) = ExtractData{i}(2,3); %Peak Height 
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                    DextroseH(i,4) = CalNum; %Data Name 
                    DextroseH(i,5) = i; %Data Number 
                elseif j == 3 
                    SucroseA(i,1) = ExtractData{i}(3,10); %Concentration 
                    SucroseA(i,2) = ExtractData{i}(3,2); %Retention Time 
                    SucroseA(i,3) = ExtractData{i}(3,4); %Peak Area 
                    SucroseA(i,4) = CalNum; %Data Name 
                    SucroseA(i,5) = i; %Data Number 
                    SucroseH(i,1) = ExtractData{i}(3,10); %Concentration 
                    SucroseH(i,2) = ExtractData{i}(3,2); %Retention Time 
                    SucroseH(i,3) = ExtractData{i}(3,3); %Peak Height 
                    SucroseH(i,4) = CalNum; %Data Name 
                    SucroseH(i,5) = i; %Data Number 
                elseif j == 4 
                    MaltoseA(i,1) = ExtractData{i}(4,10); %Concentration 
                    MaltoseA(i,2) = ExtractData{i}(4,2); %Retention Time 
                    MaltoseA(i,3) = ExtractData{i}(4,4); %Peak Area 
                    MaltoseA(i,4) = CalNum; %Data Name 
                    MaltoseA(i,5) = i; %Data Number 
                    MaltoseH(i,1) = ExtractData{i}(4,10); %Concentration 
                    MaltoseH(i,2) = ExtractData{i}(4,2); %Retention Time 
                    MaltoseH(i,3) = ExtractData{i}(4,3); %Peak Height 
                    MaltoseH(i,4) = CalNum; %Data Name 
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                    MaltoseH(i,5) = i; %Data Number 
                elseif j == 5 
                    Malt3A(i,1) = ExtractData{i}(5,10); %Concentration 
                    Malt3A(i,2) = ExtractData{i}(5,2); %Retention Time 
                    Malt3A(i,3) = ExtractData{i}(5,4); %Peak Area 
                    Malt3A(i,4) = CalNum; %Data Name 
                    Malt3A(i,5) = i; %Data Number 
                    Malt3H(i,1) = ExtractData{i}(5,10); %Concentration 
                    Malt3H(i,2) = ExtractData{i}(5,2); %Retention Time 
                    Malt3H(i,3) = ExtractData{i}(5,3); %Peak Height 
                    Malt3H(i,4) = CalNum; %Data Name 
                    Malt3H(i,5) = i; %Data Number 
                elseif j == 6 
                    Malt4A(i,1) = ExtractData{i}(6,10); %Concentration 
                    Malt4A(i,2) = ExtractData{i}(6,2); %Retention Time 
                    Malt4A(i,3) = ExtractData{i}(6,4); %Peak Area 
                    Malt4A(i,4) = CalNum; %Data Name 
                    Malt4A(i,5) = i; %Data Number 
                    Malt4H(i,1) = ExtractData{i}(6,10); %Concentration 
                    Malt4H(i,2) = ExtractData{i}(6,2); %Retention Time 
                    Malt4H(i,3) = ExtractData{i}(6,3); %Peak Height 
                    Malt4H(i,4) = CalNum; %Data Name 
                    Malt4H(i,5) = i; %Data Number 
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                end 
            end 
        end 
         
    case 1 % Average ON 
        NumSamples = length(ExtractData); 
        for i = 1:NumSamples; 
            for j = ExtractData{i}(:,1):ExtractData{i}(length(ExtractData{i}(:,1))); 
                if j == 1 
                    AFructoseA(i,1) = ExtractData{i}(1,10); %Concentration 
                    AFructoseA(i,2) = ExtractData{i}(1,2); %Retention Time 
                    AFructoseA(i,3) = ExtractData{i}(1,4); %Peak Area 
                    AFructoseA(i,4) = CalNum; %Data Name 
                    AFructoseA(i,5) = i; %Data Number 
                    AFructoseH(i,1) = ExtractData{i}(1,10); %Concentration 
                    AFructoseH(i,2) = ExtractData{i}(1,2); %Retention Time 
                    AFructoseH(i,3) = ExtractData{i}(1,3); %Peak Height 
                    AFructoseH(i,4) = CalNum; %Data Name 
                    AFructoseH(i,5) = i; %Data Number 
                elseif j == 2 
                    ADextroseA(i,1) = ExtractData{i}(2,10); %Concentration 
                    ADextroseA(i,2) = ExtractData{i}(2,2); %Retention Time 
                    ADextroseA(i,3) = ExtractData{i}(2,4); %Peak Area 
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                    ADextroseA(i,4) = CalNum; %Data Name 
                    ADextroseA(i,5) = i; %Data Number 
                    ADextroseH(i,1) = ExtractData{i}(2,10); %Concentration 
                    ADextroseH(i,2) = ExtractData{i}(2,2); %Retention Time 
                    ADextroseH(i,3) = ExtractData{i}(2,3); %Peak Height 
                    ADextroseH(i,4) = CalNum; %Data Name 
                    ADextroseH(i,5) = i; %Data Number 
                elseif j == 3 
                    ASucroseA(i,1) = ExtractData{i}(3,10); %Concentration 
                    ASucroseA(i,2) = ExtractData{i}(3,2); %Retention Time 
                    ASucroseA(i,3) = ExtractData{i}(3,4); %Peak Area 
                    ASucroseA(i,4) = CalNum; %Data Name 
                    ASucroseA(i,5) = i; %Data Number 
                    ASucroseH(i,1) = ExtractData{i}(3,10); %Concentration 
                    ASucroseH(i,2) = ExtractData{i}(3,2); %Retention Time 
                    ASucroseH(i,3) = ExtractData{i}(3,3); %Peak Height 
                    ASucroseH(i,4) = CalNum; %Data Name 
                    ASucroseH(i,5) = i; %Data Number 
                elseif j == 4 
                    AMaltoseA(i,1) = ExtractData{i}(4,10); %Concentration 
                    AMaltoseA(i,2) = ExtractData{i}(4,2); %Retention Time 
                    AMaltoseA(i,3) = ExtractData{i}(4,4); %Peak Area 
                    AMaltoseA(i,4) = CalNum; %Data Name 
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                    AMaltoseA(i,5) = i; %Data Number 
                    AMaltoseH(i,1) = ExtractData{i}(4,10); %Concentration 
                    AMaltoseH(i,2) = ExtractData{i}(4,2); %Retention Time 
                    AMaltoseH(i,3) = ExtractData{i}(4,3); %Peak Height 
                    AMaltoseH(i,4) = CalNum; %Data Name 
                    AMaltoseH(i,5) = i; %Data Number 
                elseif j == 5 
                    AMalt3A(i,1) = ExtractData{i}(5,10); %Concentration 
                    AMalt3A(i,2) = ExtractData{i}(5,2); %Retention Time 
                    AMalt3A(i,3) = ExtractData{i}(5,4); %Peak Area 
                    AMalt3A(i,4) = CalNum; %Data Name 
                    AMalt3A(i,5) = i; %Data Number 
                    AMalt3H(i,1) = ExtractData{i}(5,10); %Concentration 
                    AMalt3H(i,2) = ExtractData{i}(5,2); %Retention Time 
                    AMalt3H(i,3) = ExtractData{i}(5,3); %Peak Height 
                    AMalt3H(i,4) = CalNum; %Data Name 
                    AMalt3H(i,5) = i; %Data Number 
                elseif j == 6 
                    AMalt4A(i,1) = ExtractData{i}(6,10); %Concentration 
                    AMalt4A(i,2) = ExtractData{i}(6,2); %Retention Time 
                    AMalt4A(i,3) = ExtractData{i}(6,4); %Peak Area 
                    AMalt4A(i,4) = CalNum; %Data Name 
                    AMalt4A(i,5) = i; %Data Number 
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                    AMalt4H(i,1) = ExtractData{i}(6,10); %Concentration 
                    AMalt4H(i,2) = ExtractData{i}(6,2); %Retention Time 
                    AMalt4H(i,3) = ExtractData{i}(6,3); %Peak Height 
                    AMalt4H(i,4) = CalNum; %Data Name 
                    AMalt4H(i,5) = i; %Data Number 
                end 
            end 
        end 
         
        % Remove zeros from array 
        AFructoseA = FunRemoveEmptyArray(AFructoseA, 1, 1); 
        ADextroseA = FunRemoveEmptyArray(ADextroseA, 1, 1); 
        ASucroseA = FunRemoveEmptyArray(ASucroseA, 1, 1); 
        AMaltoseA = FunRemoveEmptyArray(AMaltoseA, 1, 1); 
        AMalt3A = FunRemoveEmptyArray(AMalt3A, 1, 1); 
        AMalt4A = FunRemoveEmptyArray(AMalt4A, 1, 1); 
        AFructoseH = FunRemoveEmptyArray(AFructoseH, 1, 1); 
        ADextroseH = FunRemoveEmptyArray(ADextroseH, 1, 1); 
        ASucroseH = FunRemoveEmptyArray(ASucroseH, 1, 1); 
        AMaltoseH = FunRemoveEmptyArray(AMaltoseH, 1, 1); 
        AMalt3H = FunRemoveEmptyArray(AMalt3H, 1, 1); 
        AMalt4H = FunRemoveEmptyArray(AMalt4H, 1, 1); 
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        % Averages 
        FructoseA(1) = mean(AFructoseA(:,1)); 
        FructoseA(2) = mean(AFructoseA(:,2)); 
        FructoseA(3) = mean(AFructoseA(:,3)); 
        FructoseA(4) = mean(AFructoseA(:,4)); 
        FructoseH(1) = mean(AFructoseH(:,1)); 
        FructoseH(2) = mean(AFructoseH(:,2)); 
        FructoseH(3) = mean(AFructoseH(:,3)); 
        FructoseH(4) = mean(AFructoseH(:,4)); 
         
         
        DextroseA(1) = mean(ADextroseA(:,1)); 
        DextroseA(2) = mean(ADextroseA(:,2)); 
        DextroseA(3) = mean(ADextroseA(:,3)); 
        DextroseA(4) = mean(ADextroseA(:,4)); 
        DextroseH(1) = mean(ADextroseH(:,1)); 
        DextroseH(2) = mean(ADextroseH(:,2)); 
        DextroseH(3) = mean(ADextroseH(:,3)); 
        DextroseH(4) = mean(ADextroseH(:,4)); 
         
        SucroseA(1) = mean(ASucroseA(:,1)); 
        SucroseA(2) = mean(ASucroseA(:,2)); 
        SucroseA(3) = mean(ASucroseA(:,3)); 
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        SucroseA(4) = mean(ASucroseA(:,4)); 
        SucroseH(1) = mean(ASucroseH(:,1)); 
        SucroseH(2) = mean(ASucroseH(:,2)); 
        SucroseH(3) = mean(ASucroseH(:,3)); 
        SucroseH(4) = mean(ASucroseH(:,4)); 
         
        MaltoseA(1) = mean(AMaltoseA(:,1)); 
        MaltoseA(2) = mean(AMaltoseA(:,2)); 
        MaltoseA(3) = mean(AMaltoseA(:,3)); 
        MaltoseA(4) = mean(AMaltoseA(:,4)); 
        MaltoseH(1) = mean(AMaltoseH(:,1)); 
        MaltoseH(2) = mean(AMaltoseH(:,2)); 
        MaltoseH(3) = mean(AMaltoseH(:,3)); 
        MaltoseH(4) = mean(AMaltoseH(:,4)); 
         
        Malt3A(1) = mean(AMalt3A(:,1)); 
        Malt3A(2) = mean(AMalt3A(:,2)); 
        Malt3A(3) = mean(AMalt3A(:,3)); 
        Malt3A(4) = mean(AMalt3A(:,4)); 
        Malt3H(1) = mean(AMalt3H(:,1)); 
        Malt3H(2) = mean(AMalt3H(:,2)); 
        Malt3H(3) = mean(AMalt3H(:,3)); 
        Malt3H(4) = mean(AMalt3H(:,4)); 
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        Malt4A(1) = mean(AMalt4A(:,1)); 
        Malt4A(2) = mean(AMalt4A(:,2)); 
        Malt4A(3) = mean(AMalt4A(:,3)); 
        Malt4A(4) = mean(AMalt4A(:,4)); 
        Malt4H(1) = mean(AMalt4H(:,1)); 
        Malt4H(2) = mean(AMalt4H(:,2)); 
        Malt4H(3) = mean(AMalt4H(:,3)); 






function [Results] = FunCalEquation(RawData, Parameters, time, trial) 
%% Function to output sugar concentrations for height and areas 
% Results = [Peak#, Peak Retent Time, Trial #, Conc from Area, Conc from Height]; 
if RawData == 0 
    Results = zeros(3,8); 
    Results(1,:) = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, (time*5)-5, trial]; 
else        
    Data = RawData; 
    HeightP = Parameters.H; 
    AreaP = Parameters.A; 
    for i = 1:length(Data(:,1)) 
        if Data(i,2) ~= 0 
            ResultsPeak(Data(i,1)) = Data(i,1); 
            ResultsTime(Data(i,1)) = (time*5)-5; 
            ResultsTrial(Data(i,1)) = trial; 
            if Data(i,3) <= Parameters.HTol(i,2) && Data(i,3) >= Parameters.HTol(i,1) 
                ResultsHeight(Data(i,1)) = polyval(HeightP(i,:), Data(i,3)); 
            else 
                ResultsHeight(Data(i,1)) = 0; 
            end 
            if Data(i,4) <= Parameters.ATol(i,2) && Data(i,4) >= Parameters.ATol(i,1) 
                ResultsArea(Data(i,1)) = polyval(AreaP(i,:), Data(i,4)); 
            else 
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                ResultsArea(Data(i,1)) = 0; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    ResultsArea = ResultsArea*50; %Dilution factor 
    ResultsHeight = ResultsHeight*50;    
    Results = zeros(3,8); 
    Results(1,:) = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, (time*5)-5, trial]; 
    for i = 1:length(ResultsArea) 
        Results(2,i) = ResultsArea(i); 
        Results(3,i) = ResultsHeight(i); 






function [] = FunExpDataPlot (PlotDataContainer, Title) 
%% function to plot all of the experimental data for each temperature, 
% used as a reference to find peaks during integration 
ArraySize = size(PlotDataContainer); 
for j = 1:ArraySize(2) 
    figure() 
    title(['Plot: ', num2str(Title), ', Trial: ' num2str(j)]) 
     
    set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
    set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87]) 
    for i = 1:length(PlotDataContainer) 
        MinX(i,1) = min(PlotDataContainer{i,j}(:,1)); 
        MaxX(i,1) = max(PlotDataContainer{i,j}(:,1)); 
        MaxY(i,1) = max(PlotDataContainer{i,j}(:,2)); 
    end     
    MinX = min(FunRemoveEmptyArray(MinX,1)); 
    MaxX = max(MaxX); 
    MaxY = max(MaxY);    
    axis([MinX MaxX 0 (1.1*MaxY)]) 
    hold on 
     
    ColorSet=varycolor(length(PlotDataContainer)); 
%     markers = {'+','o','*','.','x','s','d','^','v','>','<','p','h','+','o','*','.','x','s','d','^','v','>','<','p','h'}; 
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%     markers = 
{'o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o'}; 
    for i = 1:length(PlotDataContainer) 
        X = PlotDataContainer{i,j}(:,1); % Time 
        Y = PlotDataContainer{i,j}(:,2); % Response 
        plot(X,Y,'Color', ColorSet(i,:), 'Line', '-.') % 'Marker', markers{i}, 'MarkerSize', 3) 
    end 
    xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
    ylabel('Response [millivolts]'); 
    legend('0 Min','5 Min','10 Min','15 Min','20 Min','25 Min','30 Min','35 Min','40 Min','45 






function [] = FunCalDataPlot (PlotDataContainer, Title) 
%% function to plot all of the experimental data for each temperature, 
% used as a reference to find peaks during integration 
% keyboard 
ArraySize = size(PlotDataContainer); 
for i = 1:length(PlotDataContainer) 
    MinX(i,1) = min(PlotDataContainer{1,i}(:,1)); 
    MaxX(i,1) = max(PlotDataContainer{1,i}(:,1)); 
    MaxY(i,1) = max(PlotDataContainer{1,i}(:,2)); 
end 
MinX = min(MinX); 
MaxX = max(MaxX); 




title(['Plot: ', num2str(Title)]) 
set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87]) 
axis([MinX MaxX 0 (1.1*MaxY)]) 
for j = 1:ArraySize(2)    
    ColorSet=varycolor(length(PlotDataContainer)); 
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    %     markers = 
{'+','o','*','.','x','s','d','^','v','>','<','p','h','+','o','*','.','x','s','d','^','v','>','<','p','h'}; 
    %     markers = 
{'o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o','o'}; 
    %     keyboard 
    X = PlotDataContainer{1,j}(:,1); % Time 
    Y = PlotDataContainer{1,j}(:,2); % Response 
    plot(X,Y,'Color', ColorSet(j,:), 'Line', '-.') % 'Marker', markers{i}, 'MarkerSize', 3)     
    xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
    ylabel('Response [millivolts]'); 
    legend('2/20 - 17:07','2/27 - 03:39','2/29 - 23:41','3/5 - 19:11','3/6 - 05:10','3/9 - 










A.3 Model Development 








%% Read Concentration Data 
% Concentrations - 600.xls  
% Concentrations - All.xls 
% Concentrations - OOR.xls 
Inputs.T61 = xlsread('Concentrations - OOR.xls', '61'); 
Inputs.T64 = xlsread('Concentrations - OOR.xls', '64'); 
Inputs.T67 = xlsread('Concentrations - OOR.xls', '67'); 
Inputs.T70 = xlsread('Concentrations - OOR.xls', '70'); 
Inputs.T73 = xlsread('Concentrations - OOR.xls', '73'); 
Inputs.HB = xlsread('Concentrations - OOR.xls', 'HB'); 
Inputs.Error = xlsread('Error.xls', 'Rate'); 
Inputs.SA = xlsread('Error.xls', 'RatesForSA'); 
  
%% Experiment Parameters Mass of Grain Added 
% Conversion Factor:(1 lbs =  453.6 grams) 
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Inputs.Mass2Row = (6.8)*453.6; % [lbs * grams/lb] 
Inputs.MassCaraFoam = (1.0)*453.6; % [lbs * grams/lb] 
Inputs.MassWheat = (0.2)*453.6; % [lbs * grams/lb] 
% Inputs.MassTotal = Inputs.Mass2Row+Inputs.MassCaraFoam+Inputs.MassWheat; 
%Grams 
  
Inputs.CG2RowCG = 0.795; 
Inputs.CGCaraFoam = 0.730; 




% Inputs.GrainSwellVolume = Inputs.MassTotal*(0.7/1000); %(1000 grams of swelled 
malt adds 0.7 liters to volume) 
  
Inputs.WaterVolume = 12.1; %Liters of Water 
Inputs.StarchConc = Inputs.MassTotal/(Inputs.WaterVolume); %Grams/Liter 
  
Inputs.MW1 = 180.2; %MW Mono Saccharide g/mol 
Inputs.MW2 = 342.3; %MW Di Saccharide 
Inputs.MW3 = 504.4; %MW Tri Saccharide 




Inputs.GristFeedTime = 35*60; %Time to feed mashtun with grain in minutes 
[Minutes*ConversionRate] 
Inputs.BreweryTotalInMass = 1136*(453.6); %Total grams of grain added [lbs * 
ConversionRate] 
Inputs.Prop2Row = 6.8/(6.8+1.0+0.2); 
Inputs.PropCaraFoam = 1.0/(6.8+1.0+0.2); 






Inputs.GristFeedRatio = 1; % lbs water:lbs grain ratio (in this case 1 lbs water to 1 lbs 
grain) 
Inputs.BreweryWaterGristIn = 
((Inputs.GristFeedRatio*Inputs.BreweryTotalInMass)/1000); %Liters of water fed with 
grain 
Inputs.StarchFeedRate = 
(Inputs.BreweryMaxExtractMass/Inputs.MW1)/Inputs.GristFeedTime; % mols of starch 
per second fed 
Inputs.WaterFeedRate = Inputs.BreweryWaterGristIn/Inputs.GristFeedTime; %Liters of 




Inputs.FinalGristRatio = 3; 
Inputs.BreweryTotalWater = (Inputs.FinalGristRatio*(Inputs.BreweryTotalInMass))/1000; 
% Total Liters of water added [Grams of mass times weight ratio of water diveded by 
density] 
Inputs.BreweryStrikeVolume = Inputs.BreweryTotalWater - Inputs.BreweryWaterGristIn; 
%276.3*3.785; % Initial Volume in Liters [Gallons * 3.785 L/Gal] 
  
%% Inputs for Orders and Polynomial Fits 
Inputs.RateSwitch = 1; %Rate Switch 1 = N-order and 2 = Der Plot 
  
Inputs.PolyFitFruc = 1; %Poly Order for plot of Fructose vs Time 
Inputs.PolyFitDex = 1; %Poly Order for plot of Dextrose vs Time 
Inputs.PolyFitSuc = 1; %Poly Order for plot of Sucrose vs Time 
Inputs.PolyFitMalt = 1; %Poly Order for plot of Maltose vs Time 
Inputs.PolyFitMalt3 = 1; %Poly Order for plot of Malt3 vs Time 
  
Inputs.PolyOrderFruc = 1; %Poly Order of line to determine order of Fructose formation 
Inputs.PolyOrderDex = 1; %Poly Order of line to determine order of Dextrose formation 
Inputs.PolyOrderSuc = 1; %Poly Order of line to determine order of Sucrose formation 
Inputs.PolyOrderMalt = 1; %Poly Order of line to determine order of Maltose formation 
Inputs.PolyOrderMalt3 = 1; %Poly Order of line to determine order of Malt3 formation 
  




Inputs.TimeCalcRange = [0:1:3600]'; %Create a time domain for plotting polyfit curve of 
[Sugar Conc] vs. [Time] 
Inputs.TempCalcRange = [61:0.1:73]'; %Create a Temperature domain for plotting 
polyfit curve of Theta and K vs. Temperature 
  
Inputs.PolyOrderK = 5; %For Polyfit Order of K vs Temp 
Inputs.PolyOrderAlpha = 1; %For Polyfit Order of Alpha vs Temp 
%% Final Parameters 
Fit.AOrderFruc = 0; 
Fit.BOrderFruc = 0; 
Fit.COrderFruc = 0; 
Fit.DOrderFruc = 0; 
Fit.EOrderFruc = 0; 
  
Fit.AOrderDex = 0; 
Fit.BOrderDex = 0; 
Fit.COrderDex = 0; 
Fit.DOrderDex = 0; 
Fit.EOrderDex = 0; 
  
Fit.AOrderSuc = 0; 
Fit.BOrderSuc = 0; 
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Fit.COrderSuc = 0; 
Fit.DOrderSuc = 0; 
Fit.EOrderSuc = 0; 
  
Fit.AOrderMaltA = 0; 
Fit.BOrderMaltA = 0; 
Fit.COrderMaltA = 0; 
Fit.DOrderMaltA = 0; 
Fit.EOrderMaltA = 0; 
  
Fit.AOrderMaltB = 1.001; 
Fit.BOrderMaltB = 1.001; 
Fit.COrderMaltB = 1.001; 
Fit.DOrderMaltB = 1.001; 
Fit.EOrderMaltB = 1.001; 
  
Fit.AOrderMalt3 = 0; 
Fit.BOrderMalt3 = 0; 
Fit.COrderMalt3 = 0; 
Fit.DOrderMalt3 = 0; 
Fit.EOrderMalt3 = 0; 
  
%% Error Propagation for Rate Constants 
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% Inputs.T61 = xlsread('Concentrations - Error Prop.xls', '61'); 
% Inputs.T64 = xlsread('Concentrations - Error Prop.xls', '64'); 
% Inputs.T67 = xlsread('Concentrations - Error Prop.xls', '67'); 
% Inputs.T70 = xlsread('Concentrations - Error Prop.xls', '70'); 
% Inputs.T73 = xlsread('Concentrations - Error Prop.xls', '73'); 
% ScriptDataCrunch 




% Inputs.T61 = xlsread('Concentrations - Error Prop.xls', '61 (2)'); 
% Inputs.T64 = xlsread('Concentrations - Error Prop.xls', '64 (2)'); 
% Inputs.T67 = xlsread('Concentrations - Error Prop.xls', '67 (2)'); 
% Inputs.T70 = xlsread('Concentrations - Error Prop.xls', '70 (2)'); 
% Inputs.T73 = xlsread('Concentrations - Error Prop.xls', '73 (2)'); 
% ScriptDataCrunch 




% Inputs.T61 = xlsread('Concentrations - Error Prop.xls', '61 (3)'); 
% Inputs.T64 = xlsread('Concentrations - Error Prop.xls', '64 (3)'); 
% Inputs.T67 = xlsread('Concentrations - Error Prop.xls', '67 (3)'); 
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% Inputs.T70 = xlsread('Concentrations - Error Prop.xls', '70 (3)'); 
% Inputs.T73 = xlsread('Concentrations - Error Prop.xls', '73 (3)'); 
% ScriptDataCrunch 










%% Section to count lines of code of each script and function in 'Data Modeling Coding' 
i=1; 
[ A(i), B(i)] = countcode('Mainscript.m'); i = i+1; 
[ A(i), B(i)] = countcode('ScriptDataCrunch.m'); i = i+1; 
[ A(i), B(i)] = countcode('ScriptSensAnal.m'); i = i+1; 
[ A(i), B(i)] = countcode('ScriptODE.m'); i = i+1; 
[ A(i), B(i)] = countcode('ScriptPlot.m'); i = i+1; 
[ A(i), B(i)] = countcode('DiffyQs.m'); i = i+1; 
[ A(i), B(i)] = countcode('FunStarchDrift.m'); i = i+1; 
[ A(i), B(i)] = countcode('FunTempDrift.m'); i = i+1; 
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[ A(i), B(i)] = countcode('FunCalcConstants.m'); i = i+1; 
[ A(i), B(i)] = countcode('FunRemoveINF.m'); i = i+1; 
[ A(i), B(i)] = countcode('FunRemoveNAN.m'); i = i+1; 
[ A(i), B(i)] = countcode('FunDer.m'); i = i+1; 
SumLinesOfCode = sum(A) + sum(B); 




global Inputs Parameters 
  
%% Load Data into Corresponding Sugar Structures and Remove NAN Values 
%%%%%%%% Fructose 
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Fructose.Fit(:,1) = Inputs.T61(:,1); 






Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Fructose.Fit(:,1) = Inputs.T64(:,1); 






Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Fructose.Fit(:,1) = Inputs.T67(:,1); 








Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Fructose.Fit(:,1) = Inputs.T70(:,1); 






Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Fructose.Fit(:,1) = Inputs.T73(:,1); 







Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Dextrose.Fit(:,1) = Inputs.T61(:,1); 








Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Dextrose.Fit(:,1) = Inputs.T64(:,1); 






Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Dextrose.Fit(:,1) = Inputs.T67(:,1); 






Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Dextrose.Fit(:,1) = Inputs.T70(:,1); 








Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Dextrose.Fit(:,1) = Inputs.T73(:,1); 







Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Sucrose.Fit(:,1) = Inputs.T61(:,1); 






Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Sucrose.Fit(:,1) = Inputs.T64(:,1); 








Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Sucrose.Fit(:,1) = Inputs.T67(:,1); 






Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Sucrose.Fit(:,1) = Inputs.T70(:,1); 






Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Sucrose.Fit(:,1) = Inputs.T73(:,1); 






%%%%%%%% Maltose Part A 
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.MaltoseA.Fit(:,1) = Inputs.T61(:,1); 
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Outputs.ConcTime.T64.MaltoseA.Fit(:,1) = Inputs.T64(:,1); 






Outputs.ConcTime.T67.MaltoseA.Fit(:,1) = Inputs.T67(:,1); 






Outputs.ConcTime.T70.MaltoseA.Fit(:,1) = Inputs.T70(:,1); 








Outputs.ConcTime.T73.MaltoseA.Fit(:,1) = Inputs.T73(:,1); 






%%%%%%%% Maltose Part B 
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.MaltoseB.Fit(:,1) = Inputs.T61(:,1); 






Outputs.ConcTime.T64.MaltoseB.Fit(:,1) = Inputs.T64(:,1); 








Outputs.ConcTime.T67.MaltoseB.Fit(:,1) = Inputs.T67(:,1); 






Outputs.ConcTime.T70.MaltoseB.Fit(:,1) = Inputs.T70(:,1); 






Outputs.ConcTime.T73.MaltoseB.Fit(:,1) = Inputs.T73(:,1); 










Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Malt3.Fit(:,1) = Inputs.T61(:,1); 
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Malt3.Fit(:,2) = Inputs.T61(:,7); 




Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Malt3.Fit(:,1) = Inputs.T64(:,1); 
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Malt3.Fit(:,2) = Inputs.T64(:,7); 




Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Malt3.Fit(:,1) = Inputs.T67(:,1); 
Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Malt3.Fit(:,2) = Inputs.T67(:,7); 






Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Malt3.Fit(:,1) = Inputs.T70(:,1); 
Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Malt3.Fit(:,2) = Inputs.T70(:,7); 




Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Malt3.Fit(:,1) = Inputs.T73(:,1); 
Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Malt3.Fit(:,2) = Inputs.T73(:,7); 












































































































Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Malt3Form.p = polyfit(Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Malt3.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Malt3.Fit(:,2), Inputs.PolyFitMalt3); 
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Malt3Form.p = polyfit(Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Malt3.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Malt3.Fit(:,2), Inputs.PolyFitMalt3); 




Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Malt3Form.p = polyfit(Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Malt3.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Malt3.Fit(:,2), Inputs.PolyFitMalt3); 
Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Malt3Form.p = polyfit(Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Malt3.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Malt3.Fit(:,2), Inputs.PolyFitMalt3); 
  
%% Poly Evaluation for each sugar [Formation vs Time] 
%%%%%%%% Fructose 





































































































% Kinetics For First Three Points 
































% Kinetics After Three Points 



































































%% Polyfit for each Sugar [1/[Sugar]^(n-1)] vs. [Time] 
%%%%%%%% Fructose 
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Fructose.p = polyfit(Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Fructose.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Fructose.Fit(:,3), Inputs.PolyOrderFruc); 
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Fructose.p = polyfit(Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Fructose.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Fructose.Fit(:,3), Inputs.PolyOrderFruc); 
Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Fructose.p = polyfit(Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Fructose.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Fructose.Fit(:,3), Inputs.PolyOrderFruc); 








Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Dextrose.p = polyfit(Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Dextrose.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Dextrose.Fit(:,3), Inputs.PolyOrderDex); 
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Dextrose.p = polyfit(Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Dextrose.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Dextrose.Fit(:,3), Inputs.PolyOrderDex); 
Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Dextrose.p = polyfit(Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Dextrose.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Dextrose.Fit(:,3), Inputs.PolyOrderDex); 
Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Dextrose.p = polyfit(Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Dextrose.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Dextrose.Fit(:,3), Inputs.PolyOrderDex); 




Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Sucrose.p = polyfit(Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Sucrose.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Sucrose.Fit(:,3), Inputs.PolyOrderSuc); 
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Sucrose.p = polyfit(Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Sucrose.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Sucrose.Fit(:,3), Inputs.PolyOrderSuc); 




Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Sucrose.p = polyfit(Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Sucrose.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Sucrose.Fit(:,3), Inputs.PolyOrderSuc); 





















































Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Malt3.p = polyfit(Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Malt3.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Malt3.Fit(:,3), Inputs.PolyOrderMalt3); 
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Malt3.p = polyfit(Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Malt3.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Malt3.Fit(:,3), Inputs.PolyOrderMalt3); 
Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Malt3.p = polyfit(Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Malt3.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Malt3.Fit(:,3), Inputs.PolyOrderMalt3); 
Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Malt3.p = polyfit(Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Malt3.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Malt3.Fit(:,3), Inputs.PolyOrderMalt3); 
Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Malt3.p = polyfit(Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Malt3.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Malt3.Fit(:,3), Inputs.PolyOrderMalt3); 
  
%% Poly Evaluation for each sugar [1/[Sugar]^(n-1)] vs. [Time] 
%%%%%%%% Fructose 
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Fructose.eval(:,1) = Inputs.TimeCalcRange; 







Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Fructose.eval(:,1) = Inputs.TimeCalcRange; 





Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Fructose.eval(:,1) = Inputs.TimeCalcRange; 





Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Fructose.eval(:,1) = Inputs.TimeCalcRange; 





Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Fructose.eval(:,1) = Inputs.TimeCalcRange; 








Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Dextrose.eval(:,1) = Inputs.TimeCalcRange; 





Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Dextrose.eval(:,1) = Inputs.TimeCalcRange; 





Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Dextrose.eval(:,1) = Inputs.TimeCalcRange; 





Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Dextrose.eval(:,1) = Inputs.TimeCalcRange; 
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Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Dextrose.eval(:,1) = Inputs.TimeCalcRange; 






Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Sucrose.eval(:,1) = Inputs.TimeCalcRange; 
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Sucrose.eval(:,2) = polyval(Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Sucrose.p, 
Inputs.TimeCalcRange); 
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Sucrose.eval = sortrows(Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Sucrose.eval); 
  
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Sucrose.eval(:,1) = Inputs.TimeCalcRange; 
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Sucrose.eval(:,2) = polyval(Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Sucrose.p, 
Inputs.TimeCalcRange); 
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Sucrose.eval = sortrows(Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Sucrose.eval); 
  
Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Sucrose.eval(:,1) = Inputs.TimeCalcRange; 
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Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Sucrose.eval(:,2) = polyval(Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Sucrose.p, 
Inputs.TimeCalcRange); 
Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Sucrose.eval = sortrows(Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Sucrose.eval); 
  
Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Sucrose.eval(:,1) = Inputs.TimeCalcRange; 
Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Sucrose.eval(:,2) = polyval(Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Sucrose.p, 
Inputs.TimeCalcRange); 
Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Sucrose.eval = sortrows(Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Sucrose.eval); 
  
Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Sucrose.eval(:,1) = Inputs.TimeCalcRange; 
Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Sucrose.eval(:,2) = polyval(Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Sucrose.p, 
Inputs.TimeCalcRange); 
Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Sucrose.eval = sortrows(Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Sucrose.eval); 
  
%%%%%%%% Maltose 
% Kinetics For First Three Points 


































% Kinetics For After Three Points 


































Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Malt3.eval(:,1) = Inputs.TimeCalcRange; 
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Malt3.eval(:,2) = polyval(Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Malt3.p, 
Inputs.TimeCalcRange); 
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Malt3.eval = sortrows(Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Malt3.eval); 
  
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Malt3.eval(:,1) = Inputs.TimeCalcRange; 
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Malt3.eval(:,2) = polyval(Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Malt3.p, 
Inputs.TimeCalcRange); 
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Malt3.eval = sortrows(Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Malt3.eval); 
  
Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Malt3.eval(:,1) = Inputs.TimeCalcRange; 
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Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Malt3.eval(:,2) = polyval(Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Malt3.p, 
Inputs.TimeCalcRange); 
Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Malt3.eval = sortrows(Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Malt3.eval); 
  
Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Malt3.eval(:,1) = Inputs.TimeCalcRange; 
Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Malt3.eval(:,2) = polyval(Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Malt3.p, 
Inputs.TimeCalcRange); 
Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Malt3.eval = sortrows(Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Malt3.eval); 
  
Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Malt3.eval(:,1) = Inputs.TimeCalcRange; 
Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Malt3.eval(:,2) = polyval(Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Malt3.p, 
Inputs.TimeCalcRange); 
Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Malt3.eval = sortrows(Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Malt3.eval); 
  
%% Numerical Derivative for each sugar 
%%%%%%%% Fructose 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.Fructose.Der = FunDer(Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Fructose); 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.Fructose.Der = FunDer(Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Fructose); 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.Fructose.Der = FunDer(Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Fructose); 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.Fructose.Der = FunDer(Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Fructose); 





Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.Dextrose.Der = FunDer(Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Dextrose); 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.Dextrose.Der = FunDer(Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Dextrose); 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.Dextrose.Der = FunDer(Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Dextrose); 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.Dextrose.Der = FunDer(Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Dextrose); 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.Dextrose.Der = FunDer(Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Dextrose); 
  
%%%%%%%% Sucrose 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.Sucrose.Der = FunDer(Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Sucrose); 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.Sucrose.Der = FunDer(Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Sucrose); 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.Sucrose.Der = FunDer(Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Sucrose); 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.Sucrose.Der = FunDer(Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Sucrose); 




























Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.Malt3.Der = FunDer(Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Malt3); 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.Malt3.Der = FunDer(Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Malt3); 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.Malt3.Der = FunDer(Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Malt3); 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.Malt3.Der = FunDer(Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Malt3); 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.Malt3.Der = FunDer(Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Malt3); 
  













































































































































































































































































































































































































Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.Malt3.p = polyfit(Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.Malt3.dereval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.Malt3.dereval(:,2), Inputs.PolyOrderDer); 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.Malt3.p = polyfit(Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.Malt3.dereval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.Malt3.dereval(:,2), Inputs.PolyOrderDer); 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.Malt3.p = polyfit(Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.Malt3.dereval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.Malt3.dereval(:,2), Inputs.PolyOrderDer); 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.Malt3.p = polyfit(Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.Malt3.dereval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.Malt3.dereval(:,2), Inputs.PolyOrderDer); 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.Malt3.p = polyfit(Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.Malt3.dereval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.Malt3.dereval(:,2), Inputs.PolyOrderDer); 
  
%% Poly Evaluation for each sugar  for d[Conc] 
Inputs.StarchCalcRange61 = FunRemoveINF(log(linspace(min(Inputs.T61(:,2)), 
max(Inputs.T61(:,2)), 25))'); %Create a starch domain for plotting polyfit curve of 
d[Conc]/dt vs. [Starch] 
Inputs.StarchCalcRange64 = FunRemoveINF(log(linspace(min(Inputs.T64(:,2)), 
max(Inputs.T64(:,2)), 25))'); %Create a starch domain for plotting polyfit curve of 
d[Conc]/dt vs. [Starch] 
Inputs.StarchCalcRange67 = FunRemoveINF(log(linspace(min(Inputs.T67(:,2)), 
max(Inputs.T67(:,2)), 25))'); %Create a starch domain for plotting polyfit curve of 
d[Conc]/dt vs. [Starch] 
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Inputs.StarchCalcRange70 = FunRemoveINF(log(linspace(min(Inputs.T70(:,2)), 
max(Inputs.T70(:,2)), 25))'); %Create a starch domain for plotting polyfit curve of 
d[Conc]/dt vs. [Starch] 
Inputs.StarchCalcRange73 = FunRemoveINF(log(linspace(min(Inputs.T73(:,2)), 
max(Inputs.T73(:,2)), 25))'); %Create a starch domain for plotting polyfit curve of 
d[Conc]/dt vs. [Starch] 
  
%%%%%%%% Fructose 
Inputs.StarchCalcRange = Inputs.StarchCalcRange61; 






Inputs.StarchCalcRange = Inputs.StarchCalcRange64; 






Inputs.StarchCalcRange = Inputs.StarchCalcRange67; 
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Inputs.StarchCalcRange = Inputs.StarchCalcRange70; 






Inputs.StarchCalcRange = Inputs.StarchCalcRange73; 







Inputs.StarchCalcRange = Inputs.StarchCalcRange61; 








Inputs.StarchCalcRange = Inputs.StarchCalcRange64; 






Inputs.StarchCalcRange = Inputs.StarchCalcRange67; 






Inputs.StarchCalcRange = Inputs.StarchCalcRange70; 








Inputs.StarchCalcRange = Inputs.StarchCalcRange73; 







Inputs.StarchCalcRange = Inputs.StarchCalcRange61; 






Inputs.StarchCalcRange = Inputs.StarchCalcRange64; 








Inputs.StarchCalcRange = Inputs.StarchCalcRange67; 






Inputs.StarchCalcRange = Inputs.StarchCalcRange70; 






Inputs.StarchCalcRange = Inputs.StarchCalcRange73; 









Inputs.StarchCalcRange = Inputs.StarchCalcRange61; 






Inputs.StarchCalcRange = Inputs.StarchCalcRange64; 






Inputs.StarchCalcRange = Inputs.StarchCalcRange67; 








Inputs.StarchCalcRange = Inputs.StarchCalcRange70; 






Inputs.StarchCalcRange = Inputs.StarchCalcRange73; 






Inputs.StarchCalcRange = Inputs.StarchCalcRange61; 






Inputs.StarchCalcRange = Inputs.StarchCalcRange64; 








Inputs.StarchCalcRange = Inputs.StarchCalcRange67; 






Inputs.StarchCalcRange = Inputs.StarchCalcRange70; 






Inputs.StarchCalcRange = Inputs.StarchCalcRange73; 









Inputs.StarchCalcRange = Inputs.StarchCalcRange61; 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.Malt3.eval(:,1) = Inputs.StarchCalcRange; 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.Malt3.eval(:,2) = polyval(Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.Malt3.p, 
Inputs.StarchCalcRange); 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.Malt3.eval = sortrows(Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.Malt3.eval); 
  
Inputs.StarchCalcRange = Inputs.StarchCalcRange64; 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.Malt3.eval(:,1) = Inputs.StarchCalcRange; 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.Malt3.eval(:,2) = polyval(Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.Malt3.p, 
Inputs.StarchCalcRange); 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.Malt3.eval = sortrows(Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.Malt3.eval); 
  
Inputs.StarchCalcRange = Inputs.StarchCalcRange67; 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.Malt3.eval(:,1) = Inputs.StarchCalcRange; 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.Malt3.eval(:,2) = polyval(Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.Malt3.p, 
Inputs.StarchCalcRange); 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.Malt3.eval = sortrows(Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.Malt3.eval); 
  
Inputs.StarchCalcRange = Inputs.StarchCalcRange70; 
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Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.Malt3.eval(:,1) = Inputs.StarchCalcRange; 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.Malt3.eval(:,2) = polyval(Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.Malt3.p, 
Inputs.StarchCalcRange); 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.Malt3.eval = sortrows(Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.Malt3.eval); 
  
Inputs.StarchCalcRange = Inputs.StarchCalcRange73; 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.Malt3.eval(:,1) = Inputs.StarchCalcRange; 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.Malt3.eval(:,2) = polyval(Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.Malt3.p, 
Inputs.StarchCalcRange); 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.Malt3.eval = sortrows(Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.Malt3.eval); 
  
%% Extracting Parameters for ODE Solver 
  
Outputs.Parameters.Fructose(1,1) = 61; %Temperature Values 
Outputs.Parameters.Fructose(2,1) = 64; 
Outputs.Parameters.Fructose(3,1) = 67; 
Outputs.Parameters.Fructose(4,1) = 70; 
Outputs.Parameters.Fructose(5,1) = 73; 
Outputs.Parameters.Fructose(1,2) = Fit.AOrderFruc; %Alpha Values 
Outputs.Parameters.Fructose(2,2) = Fit.BOrderFruc; 
Outputs.Parameters.Fructose(3,2) = Fit.COrderFruc; 
Outputs.Parameters.Fructose(4,2) = Fit.DOrderFruc; 




Outputs.Parameters.Dextrose(1,1) = 61; %Temperature Values 
Outputs.Parameters.Dextrose(2,1) = 64; 
Outputs.Parameters.Dextrose(3,1) = 67; 
Outputs.Parameters.Dextrose(4,1) = 70; 
Outputs.Parameters.Dextrose(5,1) = 73; 
Outputs.Parameters.Dextrose(1,2) = Fit.AOrderDex; %Alpha Values 
Outputs.Parameters.Dextrose(2,2) = Fit.BOrderDex; 
Outputs.Parameters.Dextrose(3,2) = Fit.COrderDex; 
Outputs.Parameters.Dextrose(4,2) = Fit.DOrderDex; 
Outputs.Parameters.Dextrose(5,2) = Fit.EOrderDex; 
  
Outputs.Parameters.Sucrose(1,1) = 61; %Temperature Values 
Outputs.Parameters.Sucrose(2,1) = 64; 
Outputs.Parameters.Sucrose(3,1) = 67; 
Outputs.Parameters.Sucrose(4,1) = 70; 
Outputs.Parameters.Sucrose(5,1) = 73; 
Outputs.Parameters.Sucrose(1,2) = Fit.AOrderSuc; %Alpha Values 
Outputs.Parameters.Sucrose(2,2) = Fit.BOrderSuc; 
Outputs.Parameters.Sucrose(3,2) = Fit.COrderSuc; 
Outputs.Parameters.Sucrose(4,2) = Fit.DOrderSuc; 




Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseA(1,1) = 61; %Temperature Values 
Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseA(2,1) = 64; 
Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseA(3,1) = 67; 
Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseA(4,1) = 70; 
Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseA(5,1) = 73; 
Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseA(1,2) = Fit.AOrderMaltA; % Alpha Values 
Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseA(2,2) = Fit.BOrderMaltA; 
Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseA(3,2) = Fit.COrderMaltA; 
Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseA(4,2) = Fit.DOrderMaltA; 
Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseA(5,2) = Fit.EOrderMaltA; 
  
  
Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseB(1,1) = 61; %Temperature Values 
Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseB(2,1) = 64; 
Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseB(3,1) = 67; 
Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseB(4,1) = 70; 
Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseB(5,1) = 73; 
Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseB(1,2) = Fit.AOrderMaltB; % Alpha Values 
Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseB(2,2) = Fit.BOrderMaltB; 
Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseB(3,2) = Fit.COrderMaltB; 
Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseB(4,2) = Fit.DOrderMaltB; 





Outputs.Parameters.Malt3(1,1) = 61; %Temperature Values 
Outputs.Parameters.Malt3(2,1) = 64; 
Outputs.Parameters.Malt3(3,1) = 67; 
Outputs.Parameters.Malt3(4,1) = 70; 
Outputs.Parameters.Malt3(5,1) = 73; 
Outputs.Parameters.Malt3(1,2) = Fit.AOrderMalt3; %Alpha Values 
Outputs.Parameters.Malt3(2,2) = Fit.BOrderMalt3; 
Outputs.Parameters.Malt3(3,2) = Fit.COrderMalt3; 
Outputs.Parameters.Malt3(4,2) = Fit.DOrderMalt3; 
Outputs.Parameters.Malt3(5,2) = Fit.EOrderMalt3; 
  
switch Inputs.RateSwitch 
    case 1 %% from Plotting [1/[Sugar]^(n-1)] vs. [Time]         
        %%%%%%%% Fructose         
        Outputs.Parameters.Fructose(1,3) = round(10000000*-
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Fructose.p(1)/(Fit.AOrderFruc-1))/10000000; %Rate Constants 
        Outputs.Parameters.Fructose(2,3) = round(10000000*-
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Fructose.p(1)/(Fit.BOrderFruc-1))/10000000; 
        Outputs.Parameters.Fructose(3,3) = round(10000000*-
Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Fructose.p(1)/(Fit.COrderFruc-1))/10000000; 




        Outputs.Parameters.Fructose(5,3) = round(10000000*-
Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Fructose.p(1)/(Fit.EOrderFruc-1))/10000000; 
         
        %%%%%%%% Dextrose         
        Outputs.Parameters.Dextrose(1,3) = round(10000000*-
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Dextrose.p(1)/(Fit.AOrderDex-1))/10000000; %Rate Constants 
        Outputs.Parameters.Dextrose(2,3) = round(10000000*-
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Dextrose.p(1)/(Fit.BOrderDex-1))/10000000; 
        Outputs.Parameters.Dextrose(3,3) = round(10000000*-
Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Dextrose.p(1)/(Fit.COrderDex-1))/10000000; 
        Outputs.Parameters.Dextrose(4,3) = round(10000000*-
Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Dextrose.p(1)/(Fit.DOrderDex-1))/10000000; 
        Outputs.Parameters.Dextrose(5,3) = round(10000000*-
Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Dextrose.p(1)/(Fit.EOrderDex-1))/10000000; 
         
        %%%%%%%% Sucrose         
        Outputs.Parameters.Sucrose(1,3) = round(10000000*-
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Sucrose.p(1)/(Fit.AOrderSuc-1))/10000000; %Rate Constants 
        Outputs.Parameters.Sucrose(2,3) = round(10000000*-
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Sucrose.p(1)/(Fit.BOrderSuc-1))/10000000; 




        Outputs.Parameters.Sucrose(4,3) = round(10000000*-
Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Sucrose.p(1)/(Fit.DOrderSuc-1))/10000000; 
        Outputs.Parameters.Sucrose(5,3) = round(10000000*-
Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Sucrose.p(1)/(Fit.EOrderSuc-1))/10000000; 
         
        %%%%%%%% Maltose         
        Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseA(1,3) = round(10000000*-
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.MaltoseA.p(1)/(Fit.AOrderMaltA-1))/10000000; %Rate 
Constants 
        Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseA(2,3) = round(10000000*-
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.MaltoseA.p(1)/(Fit.BOrderMaltA-1))/10000000; 
        Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseA(3,3) = round(10000000*-
Outputs.ConcTime.T67.MaltoseA.p(1)/(Fit.COrderMaltA-1))/10000000; 
        Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseA(4,3) = round(10000000*-
Outputs.ConcTime.T70.MaltoseA.p(1)/(Fit.DOrderMaltA-1))/10000000; 
        Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseA(5,3) = round(10000000*-
Outputs.ConcTime.T73.MaltoseA.p(1)/(Fit.EOrderMaltA-1))/10000000; 
         
        Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseB(1,3) = round(10000000*-
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.MaltoseB.p(1)/(Fit.AOrderMaltB-1))/10000000; %Rate 
Constants 




        Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseB(3,3) = round(10000000*-
Outputs.ConcTime.T67.MaltoseB.p(1)/(Fit.COrderMaltB-1))/10000000; 
        Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseB(4,3) = round(10000000*-
Outputs.ConcTime.T70.MaltoseB.p(1)/(Fit.DOrderMaltB-1))/10000000; 
        Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseB(5,3) = round(10000000*-
Outputs.ConcTime.T73.MaltoseB.p(1)/(Fit.EOrderMaltB-1))/10000000; 
         
        %%%%%%%% Malt3         
        Outputs.Parameters.Malt3(1,3) = round(10000000*-
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Malt3.p(1)/(Fit.AOrderMalt3-1))/10000000; %Rate Constants 
        Outputs.Parameters.Malt3(2,3) = round(10000000*-
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Malt3.p(1)/(Fit.BOrderMalt3-1))/10000000; 
        Outputs.Parameters.Malt3(3,3) = round(10000000*-
Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Malt3.p(1)/(Fit.COrderMalt3-1))/10000000; 
        Outputs.Parameters.Malt3(4,3) = round(10000000*-
Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Malt3.p(1)/(Fit.DOrderMalt3-1))/10000000; 
        Outputs.Parameters.Malt3(5,3) = round(10000000*-
Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Malt3.p(1)/(Fit.EOrderMalt3-1))/10000000; 
         
    case 2 %% from Plotting Log of [Starch] and [Sugar] 
        %%%%%%%% Fructose         
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        Outputs.Parameters.Fructose(1,3) = 
round(10000000*exp(Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.Fructose.p(2)))/10000000; %Rate 
Constants 
        Outputs.Parameters.Fructose(2,3) = 
round(10000000*exp(Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.Fructose.p(2)))/10000000; 
        Outputs.Parameters.Fructose(3,3) = 
round(10000000*exp(Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.Fructose.p(2)))/10000000; 
        Outputs.Parameters.Fructose(4,3) = 
round(10000000*exp(Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.Fructose.p(2)))/10000000; 
        Outputs.Parameters.Fructose(4,3) = 
round(10000000*exp(Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.Fructose.p(2)))/10000000; 
         
        %%%%%%%% Dextrose         
        Outputs.Parameters.Dextrose(1,3) = 
round(10000000*exp(Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.Dextrose.p(2)))/10000000; %Rate 
Constants 
        Outputs.Parameters.Dextrose(2,3) = 
round(10000000*exp(Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.Dextrose.p(2)))/10000000; 
        Outputs.Parameters.Dextrose(3,3) = 
round(10000000*exp(Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.Dextrose.p(2)))/10000000; 




        Outputs.Parameters.Dextrose(5,3) = 
round(10000000*exp(Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.Dextrose.p(2)))/10000000; 
         
        %%%%%%%% Sucrose 
        Outputs.Parameters.Sucrose(1,3) = 
round(10000000*exp(Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.Sucrose.p(2)))/10000000; %Rate 
Constants 
        Outputs.Parameters.Sucrose(2,3) = 
round(10000000*exp(Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.Sucrose.p(2)))/10000000; 
        Outputs.Parameters.Sucrose(3,3) = 
round(10000000*exp(Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.Sucrose.p(2)))/10000000; 
        Outputs.Parameters.Sucrose(4,3) = 
round(10000000*exp(Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.Sucrose.p(2)))/10000000; 
        Outputs.Parameters.Sucrose(5,3) = 
round(10000000*exp(Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.Sucrose.p(2)))/10000000; 
         
        %%%%%%%% Maltose 
        Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseA(1,3) = 
round(10000000*exp(Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.MaltoseA.p(2)))/10000000; %Rate 
Constants 




        Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseA(3,3) = 
round(10000000*exp(Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.MaltoseA.p(2)))/10000000; 
        Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseA(4,3) = 
round(10000000*exp(Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.MaltoseA.p(2)))/10000000; 
        Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseA(5,3) = 
round(10000000*exp(Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.MaltoseA.p(2)))/10000000; 
         
        Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseB(1,3) = 
round(10000000*exp(Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.MaltoseB.p(2)))/10000000; %Rate 
Constants 
        Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseB(2,3) = 
round(10000000*exp(Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.MaltoseB.p(2)))/10000000; 
        Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseB(3,3) = 
round(10000000*exp(Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.MaltoseB.p(2)))/10000000; 
        Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseB(4,3) = 
round(10000000*exp(Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.MaltoseB.p(2)))/10000000; 
        Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseB(5,3) = 
round(10000000*exp(Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.MaltoseB.p(2)))/10000000; 
         
        %%%%%%%% Malt3 





        Outputs.Parameters.Malt3(2,3) = 
round(10000000*exp(Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.Malt3.p(2)))/10000000; 
        Outputs.Parameters.Malt3(3,3) = 
round(10000000*exp(Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.Malt3.p(2)))/10000000; 
        Outputs.Parameters.Malt3(4,3) = 
round(10000000*exp(Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.Malt3.p(2)))/10000000; 




%% Polyfitting Lines to Rates and Alphas as Functions of Temperature 
%%%%%%%% Fructose 
Outputs.Parameters.Fructose(5,:) = []; 
Outputs.Parameters.Fructose(4,:) = []; 
Outputs.K.Fructose = polyfit(Outputs.Parameters.Fructose(:,1), 
Outputs.Parameters.Fructose(:,3), 1); 
% Inputs.TempCalcRange = [61:0.1:73]' 
Outputs.K.FructoseXCalc(:,1) = Inputs.TempCalcRange; 
Outputs.K.FructoseXCalc(:,2) = polyval(Outputs.K.Fructose, Inputs.TempCalcRange); 
Outputs.K.FructoseXCalc = sortrows(Outputs.K.FructoseXCalc); 
  




Outputs.Alpha.FructoseXCalc(:,1) = Inputs.TempCalcRange; 
Outputs.Alpha.FructoseXCalc(:,2) = polyval(Outputs.Alpha.Fructose, 
Inputs.TempCalcRange); 
Outputs.Alpha.FructoseXCalc = sortrows(Outputs.Alpha.FructoseXCalc); 
  
%%%%%%%% Dextrose 
Outputs.K.Dextrose = polyfit(Outputs.Parameters.Dextrose(:,1), 
Outputs.Parameters.Dextrose(:,3), Inputs.PolyOrderK); 
Outputs.K.DextroseXCalc(:,1) = Inputs.TempCalcRange; 
Outputs.K.DextroseXCalc(:,2) = polyval(Outputs.K.Dextrose, Inputs.TempCalcRange); 
Outputs.K.DextroseXCalc = sortrows(Outputs.K.DextroseXCalc); 
  
Outputs.Alpha.Dextrose = polyfit(Outputs.Parameters.Dextrose(:,1), 
Outputs.Parameters.Dextrose(:,2), Inputs.PolyOrderAlpha); 
Outputs.Alpha.DextroseXCalc(:,1) = Inputs.TempCalcRange; 
Outputs.Alpha.DextroseXCalc(:,2) = polyval(Outputs.Alpha.Dextrose, 
Inputs.TempCalcRange); 
Outputs.Alpha.DextroseXCalc = sortrows(Outputs.Alpha.DextroseXCalc); 
  
%%%%%%%% Sucrose 
Outputs.K.Sucrose = polyfit(Outputs.Parameters.Sucrose(:,1), 
Outputs.Parameters.Sucrose(:,3), Inputs.PolyOrderK); 
Outputs.K.SucroseXCalc(:,1) = Inputs.TempCalcRange; 
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Outputs.K.SucroseXCalc(:,2) = polyval(Outputs.K.Sucrose, Inputs.TempCalcRange); 
Outputs.K.SucroseXCalc = sortrows(Outputs.K.SucroseXCalc); 
  
Outputs.Alpha.Sucrose = polyfit(Outputs.Parameters.Sucrose(:,1), 
Outputs.Parameters.Sucrose(:,2), Inputs.PolyOrderAlpha); 
Outputs.Alpha.SucroseXCalc(:,1) = Inputs.TempCalcRange; 
Outputs.Alpha.SucroseXCalc(:,2) = polyval(Outputs.Alpha.Sucrose, 
Inputs.TempCalcRange); 
Outputs.Alpha.SucroseXCalc = sortrows(Outputs.Alpha.SucroseXCalc); 
  
%%%%%%%% Maltose 
Outputs.K.MaltoseA = polyfit(Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseA(:,1), 
Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseA(:,3), Inputs.PolyOrderK); 
Outputs.K.MaltoseXCalcA(:,1) = Inputs.TempCalcRange; 
Outputs.K.MaltoseXCalcA(:,2) = polyval(Outputs.K.MaltoseA, Inputs.TempCalcRange); 
Outputs.K.MaltoseXCalcA = sortrows(Outputs.K.MaltoseXCalcA); 
  
Outputs.K.MaltoseB = polyfit(Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseB(:,1), 
Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseB(:,3), Inputs.PolyOrderK); 
Outputs.K.MaltoseXCalcB(:,1) = Inputs.TempCalcRange; 
Outputs.K.MaltoseXCalcB(:,2) = polyval(Outputs.K.MaltoseB, Inputs.TempCalcRange); 




Outputs.Alpha.MaltoseA = polyfit(Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseA(:,1), 
Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseA(:,2), Inputs.PolyOrderAlpha); 
Outputs.Alpha.MaltoseXCalcA(:,1) = Inputs.TempCalcRange; 
Outputs.Alpha.MaltoseXCalcA(:,2) = polyval(Outputs.Alpha.MaltoseA, 
Inputs.TempCalcRange); 
Outputs.Alpha.MaltoseXCalcA = sortrows(Outputs.Alpha.MaltoseXCalcA); 
  
Outputs.Alpha.MaltoseB = polyfit(Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseB(:,1), 
Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseB(:,2), Inputs.PolyOrderAlpha); 
Outputs.Alpha.MaltoseXCalcB(:,1) = Inputs.TempCalcRange; 
Outputs.Alpha.MaltoseXCalcB(:,2) = polyval(Outputs.Alpha.MaltoseB, 
Inputs.TempCalcRange); 
Outputs.Alpha.MaltoseXCalcB = sortrows(Outputs.Alpha.MaltoseXCalcB); 
  
%%%%%%%% Malt3 
Outputs.K.Malt3 = polyfit(Outputs.Parameters.Malt3(:,1), Outputs.Parameters.Malt3(:,3), 
Inputs.PolyOrderK); 
Outputs.K.Malt3XCalc(:,1) = Inputs.TempCalcRange; 
Outputs.K.Malt3XCalc(:,2) = polyval(Outputs.K.Malt3, Inputs.TempCalcRange); 
Outputs.K.Malt3XCalc = sortrows(Outputs.K.Malt3XCalc); 
  




Outputs.Alpha.Malt3XCalc(:,1) = Inputs.TempCalcRange; 
Outputs.Alpha.Malt3XCalc(:,2) = polyval(Outputs.Alpha.Malt3, Inputs.TempCalcRange); 
Outputs.Alpha.Malt3XCalc = sortrows(Outputs.Alpha.Malt3XCalc); 
  
%% Efficiency of Extract as a function of temperature 
Inputs.Eff(1,1) = (Inputs.MW1*max(Inputs.T61(:,2)))/Inputs.StarchConc; 
Inputs.Eff(2,1) = (Inputs.MW1*max(Inputs.T64(:,2)))/Inputs.StarchConc; 
Inputs.Eff(3,1) = (Inputs.MW1*max(Inputs.T67(:,2)))/Inputs.StarchConc; 
Inputs.Eff(4,1) = (Inputs.MW1*max(Inputs.T70(:,2)))/Inputs.StarchConc; 
Inputs.Eff(5,1) = (Inputs.MW1*max(Inputs.T73(:,2)))/Inputs.StarchConc; 
Inputs.Eff(1,2) = 61; 
Inputs.Eff(2,2) = 64; 
Inputs.Eff(3,2) = 67; 
Inputs.Eff(4,2) = 70; 
Inputs.Eff(5,2) = 73; 
  
Outputs.Eff.p = polyfit(Inputs.Eff(:,2), Inputs.Eff(:,1), 4); 
Outputs.Eff.eval(:,1) = Inputs.TempCalcRange; 
Outputs.Eff.eval(:,2) = polyval(Outputs.Eff.p, Inputs.TempCalcRange); 
  
%% Redundant Variable Calling 
Parameters.Alpha = Outputs.Alpha; 
Parameters.K = Outputs.K; 
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%% Settting up each system of ODE's 
  
global Inputs Fit 
  
Inputs.Options = odeset('AbsTol',1.e-15, 'RelTol',1.e-8); % ODE Solver Options 
  
Inputs.TStart = 0; %Beggining of Mash Time 
Inputs.TEnd = 60*60; %Duration of Mash Time 
%Store Initial Conditions from experimental parameter extraction into an array 
Inputs.IniConLine(1,1) = max(Inputs.T61(:,2));  
Inputs.IniConLine(2,1) = Outputs.ConcTime.T61.FructoseForm.p(2); 
Inputs.IniConLine(3,1) = Outputs.ConcTime.T61.DextroseForm.p(2); 
Inputs.IniConLine(4,1) = Outputs.ConcTime.T61.SucroseForm.p(2); 
Inputs.IniConLine(5,1) = Outputs.ConcTime.T61.MaltoseFormA.p(2); 
Inputs.IniConLine(6,1) = Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Malt3Form.p(2); 
  
Inputs.IniConLine(1,2) = max(Inputs.T64(:,2)); 
Inputs.IniConLine(2,2) = Outputs.ConcTime.T64.FructoseForm.p(2); 
Inputs.IniConLine(3,2) = Outputs.ConcTime.T64.DextroseForm.p(2); 
Inputs.IniConLine(4,2) = Outputs.ConcTime.T64.SucroseForm.p(2); 
Inputs.IniConLine(5,2) = Outputs.ConcTime.T64.MaltoseFormA.p(2); 




Inputs.IniConLine(1,3) = max(Inputs.T67(:,2)); 
Inputs.IniConLine(2,3) = Outputs.ConcTime.T67.FructoseForm.p(2); 
Inputs.IniConLine(3,3) = Outputs.ConcTime.T67.DextroseForm.p(2); 
Inputs.IniConLine(4,3) = Outputs.ConcTime.T67.SucroseForm.p(2); 
Inputs.IniConLine(5,3) = Outputs.ConcTime.T67.MaltoseFormA.p(2); 
Inputs.IniConLine(6,3) = Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Malt3Form.p(2); 
  
Inputs.IniConLine(1,4) = max(Inputs.T70(:,2)); 
Inputs.IniConLine(2,4) = Outputs.ConcTime.T70.FructoseForm.p(2); 
Inputs.IniConLine(3,4) = Outputs.ConcTime.T70.DextroseForm.p(2); 
Inputs.IniConLine(4,4) = Outputs.ConcTime.T70.SucroseForm.p(2); 
Inputs.IniConLine(5,4) = Outputs.ConcTime.T70.MaltoseFormA.p(2); 
Inputs.IniConLine(6,4) = Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Malt3Form.p(2); 
  
Inputs.IniConLine(1,5) = max(Inputs.T73(:,2)); 
Inputs.IniConLine(2,5) = Outputs.ConcTime.T73.FructoseForm.p(2); 
Inputs.IniConLine(3,5) = Outputs.ConcTime.T73.DextroseForm.p(2); 
Inputs.IniConLine(4,5) = Outputs.ConcTime.T73.SucroseForm.p(2); 
Inputs.IniConLine(5,5) = Outputs.ConcTime.T73.MaltoseFormA.p(2); 
Inputs.IniConLine(6,5) = Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Malt3Form.p(2); 
  
%% Solving System for 61 Celsius 
Inputs.IniCon(1) = Inputs.IniConLine(1,1); %Starch 
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Inputs.IniCon(2) = Inputs.IniConLine(2,1); %Fructose 
Inputs.IniCon(3) = Inputs.IniConLine(3,1); %Dextrose 
Inputs.IniCon(4) = Inputs.IniConLine(4,1); %Sucrose 
Inputs.IniCon(5) = Inputs.IniConLine(5,1); %Maltose 
Inputs.IniCon(6) = Inputs.IniConLine(6,1); %Malt3 
Inputs.IniCon(7) = 61; %Temperature 
Inputs.StepSwitch = 0; %Temperature Drift 
Inputs.IniCon = Inputs.IniCon'; 
  
[Time, Results] = ode45(@DiffyQs ,[Inputs.TStart Inputs.TEnd],Inputs.IniCon, 
Inputs.Options); %Inputs.Options 
Solutions.A = [Time  Results]; 
Time = [];Results = []; Inputs.IniCon = []; Fit.Factor = []; 
disp('ODE 61 Celsius Solved!') 
  
%% Solving System for 64 Celsius 
Inputs.IniCon(1) = Inputs.IniConLine(1,2); %Starch 
Inputs.IniCon(2) = Inputs.IniConLine(2,2); %Fructose 
Inputs.IniCon(3) = Inputs.IniConLine(3,2); %Dextrose 
Inputs.IniCon(4) = Inputs.IniConLine(4,2); %Sucrose 
Inputs.IniCon(5) = Inputs.IniConLine(5,2); %Maltose 
Inputs.IniCon(6) = Inputs.IniConLine(6,2); %Malt3 
Inputs.IniCon(7) = 64; %Temperature 
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Inputs.StepSwitch = 0; %Temperature Drift 
Inputs.IniCon = Inputs.IniCon'; 
  
[Time, Results] = ode45(@DiffyQs ,[Inputs.TStart Inputs.TEnd],Inputs.IniCon, 
Inputs.Options); %Inputs.Options 
Solutions.B = [Time  Results]; 
Time = [];Results = []; Inputs.IniCon = []; Fit.Factor = []; 
disp('ODE 64 Celsius Solved!') 
  
%% Solving System for 67 Celsius 
Inputs.IniCon(1) = Inputs.IniConLine(1,3); %Starch 
Inputs.IniCon(2) = Inputs.IniConLine(2,3); %Fructose 
Inputs.IniCon(3) = Inputs.IniConLine(3,3); %Dextrose 
Inputs.IniCon(4) = Inputs.IniConLine(4,3); %Sucrose 
Inputs.IniCon(5) = Inputs.IniConLine(5,3); %Maltose 
Inputs.IniCon(6) = Inputs.IniConLine(6,3); %Malt3 
Inputs.IniCon(7) = 67; %Temperature 
Inputs.StepSwitch = 0; %Temperature Drift 
Inputs.IniCon = Inputs.IniCon'; 
  
[Time, Results] = ode45(@DiffyQs ,[Inputs.TStart Inputs.TEnd],Inputs.IniCon, 
Inputs.Options); %Inputs.Options 
Solutions.C = [Time  Results]; 
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Time = [];Results = []; Inputs.IniCon = []; Fit.Factor = []; 
disp('ODE 67 Celsius Solved!') 
  
%% Solving System for 70 Celsius 
Inputs.IniCon(1) = Inputs.IniConLine(1,4); %Starch 
Inputs.IniCon(2) = Inputs.IniConLine(2,4); %Fructose 
Inputs.IniCon(3) = Inputs.IniConLine(3,4); %Dextrose 
Inputs.IniCon(4) = Inputs.IniConLine(4,4); %Sucrose 
Inputs.IniCon(5) = Inputs.IniConLine(5,4); %Maltose 
Inputs.IniCon(6) = Inputs.IniConLine(6,4); %Malt3 
Inputs.IniCon(7) = 70; %Temperature 
Inputs.StepSwitch = 0; %Temperature Drift 
Inputs.IniCon = Inputs.IniCon'; 
  
[Time, Results] = ode45(@DiffyQs ,[Inputs.TStart Inputs.TEnd],Inputs.IniCon, 
Inputs.Options); %Inputs.Options 
Solutions.D = [Time  Results]; 
Time = [];Results = []; Inputs.IniCon = []; Fit.Factor = []; 
disp('ODE 70 Celsius Solved!') 
  
%% Solving System for 73 Celsius 
Inputs.IniCon(1) = Inputs.IniConLine(1,5); %Starch 
Inputs.IniCon(2) = Inputs.IniConLine(2,5); %Fructose 
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Inputs.IniCon(3) = Inputs.IniConLine(3,5); %Dextrose 
Inputs.IniCon(4) = Inputs.IniConLine(4,5); %Sucrose 
Inputs.IniCon(5) = Inputs.IniConLine(5,5); %Maltose 
Inputs.IniCon(6) = Inputs.IniConLine(6,5); %Malt3 
Inputs.IniCon(7) = 73; %Temperature 
Inputs.StepSwitch = 0; %Temperature Drift 
Inputs.IniCon = Inputs.IniCon'; 
  
[Time, Results] = ode45(@DiffyQs ,[Inputs.TStart Inputs.TEnd],Inputs.IniCon, 
Inputs.Options); %Inputs.Options 
Solutions.E = [Time  Results]; 
Time = [];Results = []; Inputs.IniCon = []; Fit.Factor = []; 
disp('ODE 73 Celsius Solved!') 
  
%% Solving System for Brewery  
Inputs.TStart = 0; %Beggining of Mash Time 
Inputs.TEnd = 5100; %Duration of Mash Time 
Inputs.IniCon(1) = 
((Inputs.StarchFeedRate*(1.5*60)*(FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Eff, 67.8, 6, 
0))))/(Inputs.BreweryStrikeVolume+(1.5*60)*Inputs.WaterFeedRate); %Starch 
Inputs.IniCon(2) = Inputs.IniConLine(2,3); %Fructose 
Inputs.IniCon(3) = Inputs.IniConLine(3,3); %Dextrose 
Inputs.IniCon(4) = Inputs.IniConLine(4,3); %Sucrose 
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Inputs.IniCon(5) = Inputs.IniConLine(5,3); %Maltose 
Inputs.IniCon(6) = Inputs.IniConLine(6,3); %Malt3 
Inputs.IniCon(7) = 67.8; %Temperature 
Inputs.StepSwitch = 1; %Temperature Drift ("1" Activates Custom Functions) 
Inputs.IniCon = Inputs.IniCon'; 
  
[Time, Results] = ode45(@DiffyQs ,[Inputs.TStart Inputs.TEnd],Inputs.IniCon, 
Inputs.Options); %Inputs.Options 
Solutions.J = [Time  Results]; 
Time = [];Results = []; Inputs.IniCon = []; Fit.Factor = []; 
disp('ODE Brewery Simulation Solved!') 
  
%% Solving System Instant Infusion with Brewery Temp Drift 
Inputs.TStart = 0; %Beggining of Mash Time 
Inputs.TEnd = 5100; %Duration of Mash Time 
Inputs.IniCon(1) = ((Inputs.BreweryMaxExtractMass*FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Eff, 
67.8, 6, 0))/Inputs.MW1)/Inputs.BreweryTotalWater; %Starch 
Inputs.IniCon(2) = Inputs.IniConLine(2,3); %Fructose 
Inputs.IniCon(3) = Inputs.IniConLine(3,3); %Dextrose 
Inputs.IniCon(4) = Inputs.IniConLine(4,3); %Sucrose 
Inputs.IniCon(5) = Inputs.IniConLine(5,3); %Maltose 
Inputs.IniCon(6) = Inputs.IniConLine(6,3); %Malt3 
Inputs.IniCon(7) = 67.8; %Temperature 
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Inputs.StepSwitch = 2; %Case Switch 
Inputs.IniCon = Inputs.IniCon'; 
  
[Time, Results] = ode45(@DiffyQs ,[Inputs.TStart Inputs.TEnd],Inputs.IniCon, 
Inputs.Options); %Inputs.Options 
Solutions.F = [Time  Results]; 
Time = [];Results = []; Inputs.IniCon = []; Fit.Factor = []; 
disp('ODE "CUSTOM A" solved!') 
  
%% Solving System for Longer Grist In Time with Brewery Temp Drift 
Inputs.GristFeedTimeB = 52.5*60; %Time to feed mashtun with grain in minutes 
[Minutes*ConversionRate] 
Inputs.StarchFeedRateB = 
(Inputs.BreweryMaxExtractMass/Inputs.MW1)/Inputs.GristFeedTimeB; % mols of starch 
per second fed 
Inputs.WaterFeedRateB = Inputs.BreweryWaterGristIn/Inputs.GristFeedTimeB; %Liters 
of water per second fed 
  
Inputs.TStart = 0; %Beggining of Mash Time 
Inputs.TEnd = 5100; %Duration of Mash Time 
Inputs.IniCon(1) = 




Inputs.IniCon(2) = Inputs.IniConLine(2,3); %Fructose 
Inputs.IniCon(3) = Inputs.IniConLine(3,3); %Dextrose 
Inputs.IniCon(4) = Inputs.IniConLine(4,3); %Sucrose 
Inputs.IniCon(5) = Inputs.IniConLine(5,3); %Maltose 
Inputs.IniCon(6) = Inputs.IniConLine(6,3); %Malt3 
Inputs.IniCon(7) = 67.8; %Temperature 
Inputs.StepSwitch = 3; %Case Switch 
Inputs.IniCon = Inputs.IniCon'; 
  
[Time, Results] = ode45(@DiffyQs ,[Inputs.TStart Inputs.TEnd],Inputs.IniCon, 
Inputs.Options); %Inputs.Options 
Solutions.G = [Time  Results]; 
Time = [];Results = []; Inputs.IniCon = []; Fit.Factor = []; 
disp('ODE "CUSTOM B" solved!') 
  
%% Solving System for Decoction Mashing 








Inputs.BreweryTotalWaterC = (Inputs.BreweryTotalInMassC*3)/1000; %Liters of water 
added with grain 
  
Inputs.Options = odeset('AbsTol',1.e-20, 'RelTol',1.e-10); % ODE Solver Options 
Inputs.TStart = 0; %Beggining of Mash Time 
Inputs.TEnd = 60*120; %Duration of Mash Time 
Inputs.IniCon(1) = 
((Inputs.BreweryMaxExtractMassC*FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Eff, 64, 6, 
0))/Inputs.MW1)/Inputs.BreweryTotalWaterC; %Starch [mol/liter] 
Inputs.IniCon(2) = Inputs.IniConLine(2,2); %Fructose 
Inputs.IniCon(3) = Inputs.IniConLine(3,2); %Dextrose 
Inputs.IniCon(4) = Inputs.IniConLine(4,2); %Sucrose 
Inputs.IniCon(5) = Inputs.IniConLine(5,2); %Maltose 
Inputs.IniCon(6) = Inputs.IniConLine(6,2); %Malt3 
Inputs.IniCon(7) = 64; %Temperature 
Inputs.StepSwitch = 4; %Case Switch 
Inputs.IniCon = Inputs.IniCon'; 
  
[Time, Results] = ode45(@DiffyQs ,[Inputs.TStart Inputs.TEnd],Inputs.IniCon, 
Inputs.Options); %Inputs.Options 
Solutions.H = [Time  Results]; 
Time = [];Results = []; Inputs.IniCon = []; Fit.Factor = []; 




%% Solving System for Custom Experiment 
Inputs.TStart = 0; %Beggining of Mash Time 
% Inputs.TEnd = 60*60*3; %Duration of Mash Time 
Inputs.TEnd = 60*60; %Duration of Mash Time 
Inputs.IniCon(1) = (100/342.29)*1.9; %Starch [Grams Extract/Liter]/[MW Sucrose] * 
Ratio Moles [Dextrose/Sucrose]  
Inputs.IniCon(2) = 0; %Fructose 
Inputs.IniCon(3) = 0; %Dextrose 
Inputs.IniCon(4) = 0; %Sucrose 
Inputs.IniCon(5) = 0; %Maltose 
Inputs.IniCon(6) = 0; %Malt3 
Inputs.IniCon(7) = 61; %Temperature 
Inputs.StepSwitch = 5; %Case Switch 
Inputs.IniCon = Inputs.IniCon'; 
  
[Time, Results] = ode45(@DiffyQs ,[Inputs.TStart Inputs.TEnd],Inputs.IniCon, 
Inputs.Options); %Inputs.Options 
Solutions.I = [Time  Results]; 
Time = [];Results = []; Inputs.IniCon = []; Fit.Factor = []; 
disp('ODE "CUSTOM D" solved!') 
  
%% End Points for Case Studies 
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for i = 2:8 
    CaseEnd(1,(i-1)) = Solutions.F(length(Solutions.F),i); %Case A 
    CaseEnd(2,(i-1)) = Solutions.G(length(Solutions.G),i); %Case B 
    CaseEnd(3,(i-1)) = Solutions.H(length(Solutions.H),i); %Case C 
    CaseEnd(4,(i-1)) = Solutions.I(length(Solutions.I),i); %Case D 
     
    Error(1,(i-1)) = Solutions.A(length(Solutions.A),i); %61 
    Error(2,(i-1)) = Solutions.B(length(Solutions.B),i); %64 
    Error(3,(i-1)) = Solutions.C(length(Solutions.C),i); %67 
    Error(4,(i-1)) = Solutions.D(length(Solutions.D),i); %70 
    Error(5,(i-1)) = Solutions.E(length(Solutions.E),i); %73 
    Error(6,(i-1)) = Solutions.J(length(Solutions.J),i); %HB     
end 
  




%Sensitivity Analysis Coding 
  
global Inputs Fit Parameters 
clear i a b SA 
  
Inputs.TStart = 0; %Beggining of Mash Time 
Inputs.TEnd = 60*60; %Duration of Mash Time 
Inputs.Options = odeset('AbsTol',1.e-15, 'RelTol',1.e-8); % ODE Solver Options  
  
%% Solving System for 61 Celsius 
Inputs.IniCon(1) = Inputs.IniConLine(1,1); %Starch 
Inputs.IniCon(2) = Inputs.IniConLine(2,1); %Fructose 
Inputs.IniCon(3) = Inputs.IniConLine(3,1); %Dextrose 
Inputs.IniCon(4) = Inputs.IniConLine(4,1); %Sucrose 
Inputs.IniCon(5) = Inputs.IniConLine(5,1); %Maltose 
Inputs.IniCon(6) = Inputs.IniConLine(6,1); %Malt3 
Inputs.IniCon(7) = 61; %Temperature 
Inputs.StepSwitch = 6; %Temperature Drift 
Inputs.IniCon = Inputs.IniCon'; 
  
Parameters.k2 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(2,4))/10000000; 
Parameters.k3 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(3,4))/10000000; 
Parameters.k4IR = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(4,4))/10000000; 
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Parameters.k4SS = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(5,4))/10000000; 
Parameters.k5 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(6,4))/10000000; 
  
for a = 1:5 %                                1 for Fructose 
    Parameters.k1 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(1,(1+a)))/10000000; 
    [Time, Results] = ode45(@DiffyQs ,[Inputs.TStart Inputs.TEnd],Inputs.IniCon, 
Inputs.Options); %Inputs.Options 
    Solutions.SA = [Time  Results]; 
    for i = 2:8 
        SA.VaryFructose61(a,(i-1)) = Solutions.SA(length(Solutions.SA),i);  
    end 
    Time = []; 
    Results = []; 
    Solutions.SA = [];     
end 
  
Parameters.k1 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(1,4))/10000000; 
for a = 1:5 %                                1 for Fructose 
    Parameters.k2 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(2,(1+a)))/10000000; 
    [Time, Results] = ode45(@DiffyQs ,[Inputs.TStart Inputs.TEnd],Inputs.IniCon, 
Inputs.Options); %Inputs.Options 
    Solutions.SA = [Time  Results]; 
    for i = 2:8 
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        SA.VaryDextrose61(a,(i-1)) = Solutions.SA(length(Solutions.SA),i);  
    end 
    Time = []; 
    Results = []; 
    Solutions.SA = [];     
end 
  
Parameters.k2 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(2,4))/10000000; 
for a = 1:5 %                                1 for Fructose 
    Parameters.k3 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(3,(1+a)))/10000000; 
    [Time, Results] = ode45(@DiffyQs ,[Inputs.TStart Inputs.TEnd],Inputs.IniCon, 
Inputs.Options); %Inputs.Options 
    Solutions.SA = [Time  Results]; 
    for i = 2:8 
        SA.VarySucrose61(a,(i-1)) = Solutions.SA(length(Solutions.SA),i);  
    end 
    Time = []; 
    Results = []; 
    Solutions.SA = [];     
end 
  
Parameters.k3 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(3,4))/10000000; 
StoreMaltose = []; 
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SA.VaryMaltose61 = []; 
for a = 1:5 %                                1 for Fructose 
    Parameters.k4IR = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(4,(1+a)))/10000000; 
    for b = 1:5 
        Parameters.k4SS = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(5,(1+b)))/10000000; 
        [Time, Results] = ode45(@DiffyQs ,[Inputs.TStart Inputs.TEnd],Inputs.IniCon, 
Inputs.Options); %Inputs.Options 
        Solutions.SA = [Time  Results]; 
        for i = 2:8 
            StoreMaltose(b,(i-1)) = Solutions.SA(length(Solutions.SA),i);  
        end         
        Time = []; 
        Results = []; 
        Solutions.SA = []; 
    end 
    SA.VaryMaltose61 = vertcat(SA.VaryMaltose61, StoreMaltose);     
end 
  
Parameters.k4IR = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(4,4))/10000000; 
Parameters.k4SS = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(5,4))/10000000; 
for a = 1:5 %                                1 for Fructose 
    Parameters.k5 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(6,(1+a)))/10000000; 
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    [Time, Results] = ode45(@DiffyQs ,[Inputs.TStart Inputs.TEnd],Inputs.IniCon, 
Inputs.Options); %Inputs.Options 
    Solutions.SA = [Time  Results]; 
    for i = 2:8 
        SA.VaryMaltriose61(a,(i-1)) = Solutions.SA(length(Solutions.SA),i);  
    end 
    Time = []; 
    Results = []; 
    Solutions.SA = [];     
end 
  
SA.Concat61 = vertcat(SA.VaryFructose61, SA.VaryDextrose61, SA.VarySucrose61, 
SA.VaryMaltose61, SA.VaryMaltriose61); 
  
% for i = 1:length(length(SA.Concat61)) 
%     SA.Concat61(i,8) =    length(SA.Concat61)    
%      
% end 
Inputs.IniCon = []; Fit.Factor = []; 
clear i a b 
disp('ODE 61 Celsius Solved!') 
  
%% Solving System for 64 Celsius 
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Inputs.IniCon(1) = Inputs.IniConLine(1,2); %Starch 
Inputs.IniCon(2) = Inputs.IniConLine(2,2); %Fructose 
Inputs.IniCon(3) = Inputs.IniConLine(3,2); %Dextrose 
Inputs.IniCon(4) = Inputs.IniConLine(4,2); %Sucrose 
Inputs.IniCon(5) = Inputs.IniConLine(5,2); %Maltose 
Inputs.IniCon(6) = Inputs.IniConLine(6,2); %Malt3 
Inputs.IniCon(7) = 64; %Temperature 
Inputs.StepSwitch = 6; %Temperature Drift 
Inputs.IniCon = Inputs.IniCon'; 
  
Parameters.k2 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(9,4))/10000000; 
Parameters.k3 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(10,4))/10000000; 
Parameters.k4IR = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(11,4))/10000000; 
Parameters.k4SS = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(12,4))/10000000; 
Parameters.k5 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(13,4))/10000000; 
  
for a = 1:5 %                                1 for Fructose 
    Parameters.k1 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(8,(1+a)))/10000000; 
    [Time, Results] = ode45(@DiffyQs ,[Inputs.TStart Inputs.TEnd],Inputs.IniCon, 
Inputs.Options); %Inputs.Options 
    Solutions.SA = [Time  Results]; 
    for i = 2:8 
        SA.VaryFructose64(a,(i-1)) = Solutions.SA(length(Solutions.SA),i);  
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    end 
    Time = []; 
    Results = []; 
    Solutions.SA = [];     
end 
  
Parameters.k1 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(8,4))/10000000; 
for a = 1:5 %                                1 for Fructose 
    Parameters.k2 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(9,(1+a)))/10000000; 
    [Time, Results] = ode45(@DiffyQs ,[Inputs.TStart Inputs.TEnd],Inputs.IniCon, 
Inputs.Options); %Inputs.Options 
    Solutions.SA = [Time  Results]; 
    for i = 2:8 
        SA.VaryDextrose64(a,(i-1)) = Solutions.SA(length(Solutions.SA),i);  
    end 
    Time = []; 
    Results = []; 
    Solutions.SA = [];     
end 
  
Parameters.k2 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(9,4))/10000000; 
for a = 1:5 %                                1 for Fructose 
    Parameters.k3 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(10,(1+a)))/10000000; 
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    [Time, Results] = ode45(@DiffyQs ,[Inputs.TStart Inputs.TEnd],Inputs.IniCon, 
Inputs.Options); %Inputs.Options 
    Solutions.SA = [Time  Results]; 
    for i = 2:8 
        SA.VarySucrose64(a,(i-1)) = Solutions.SA(length(Solutions.SA),i);  
    end 
    Time = []; 
    Results = []; 
    Solutions.SA = [];     
end 
  
Parameters.k3 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(10,4))/10000000; 
StoreMaltose = []; 
SA.VaryMaltose64 = []; 
for a = 1:5 %                                1 for Fructose 
    Parameters.k4IR = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(11,(1+a)))/10000000; 
    for b = 1:5 
        Parameters.k4SS = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(12,(1+b)))/10000000; 
        [Time, Results] = ode45(@DiffyQs ,[Inputs.TStart Inputs.TEnd],Inputs.IniCon, 
Inputs.Options); %Inputs.Options 
        Solutions.SA = [Time  Results]; 
        for i = 2:8 
            StoreMaltose(b,(i-1)) = Solutions.SA(length(Solutions.SA),i);  
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        end         
        Time = []; 
        Results = []; 
        Solutions.SA = []; 
    end 
    SA.VaryMaltose64 = vertcat(SA.VaryMaltose64, StoreMaltose);     
end 
  
Parameters.k4IR = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(11,4))/10000000; 
Parameters.k4SS = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(12,4))/10000000; 
for a = 1:5 %                                1 for Fructose 
    Parameters.k5 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(13,(1+a)))/10000000; 
    [Time, Results] = ode45(@DiffyQs ,[Inputs.TStart Inputs.TEnd],Inputs.IniCon, 
Inputs.Options); %Inputs.Options 
    Solutions.SA = [Time  Results]; 
    for i = 2:8 
        SA.VaryMaltriose64(a,(i-1)) = Solutions.SA(length(Solutions.SA),i);  
    end 
    Time = []; 
    Results = []; 





SA.Concat64 = vertcat(SA.VaryFructose64, SA.VaryDextrose64, SA.VarySucrose64, 
SA.VaryMaltose64, SA.VaryMaltriose64); 
Inputs.IniCon = []; Fit.Factor = []; 
clear i a b 
disp('ODE 64 Celsius Solved!') 
  
%% Solving System for 67 Celsius 
Inputs.IniCon(1) = Inputs.IniConLine(1,3); %Starch 
Inputs.IniCon(2) = Inputs.IniConLine(2,3); %Fructose 
Inputs.IniCon(3) = Inputs.IniConLine(3,3); %Dextrose 
Inputs.IniCon(4) = Inputs.IniConLine(4,3); %Sucrose 
Inputs.IniCon(5) = Inputs.IniConLine(5,3); %Maltose 
Inputs.IniCon(6) = Inputs.IniConLine(6,3); %Malt3 
Inputs.IniCon(7) = 67; %Temperature 
Inputs.StepSwitch = 6; %Temperature Drift 
Inputs.IniCon = Inputs.IniCon'; 
  
Parameters.k2 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(16,4))/10000000; 
Parameters.k3 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(17,4))/10000000; 
Parameters.k4IR = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(18,4))/10000000; 
Parameters.k4SS = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(19,4))/10000000; 




for a = 1:5 %                                1 for Fructose 
    Parameters.k1 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(15,(1+a)))/10000000; 
    [Time, Results] = ode45(@DiffyQs ,[Inputs.TStart Inputs.TEnd],Inputs.IniCon, 
Inputs.Options); %Inputs.Options 
    Solutions.SA = [Time  Results]; 
    for i = 2:8 
        SA.VaryFructose67(a,(i-1)) = Solutions.SA(length(Solutions.SA),i);  
    end 
    Time = []; 
    Results = []; 
    Solutions.SA = [];     
end 
  
Parameters.k1 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(15,4))/10000000; 
for a = 1:5 %                                1 for Fructose 
    Parameters.k2 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(16,(1+a)))/10000000; 
    [Time, Results] = ode45(@DiffyQs ,[Inputs.TStart Inputs.TEnd],Inputs.IniCon, 
Inputs.Options); %Inputs.Options 
    Solutions.SA = [Time  Results]; 
    for i = 2:8 
        SA.VaryDextrose67(a,(i-1)) = Solutions.SA(length(Solutions.SA),i);  
    end 
    Time = []; 
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    Results = []; 
    Solutions.SA = [];     
end 
  
Parameters.k2 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(16,4))/10000000; 
for a = 1:5 %                                1 for Fructose 
    Parameters.k3 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(17,(1+a)))/10000000; 
    [Time, Results] = ode45(@DiffyQs ,[Inputs.TStart Inputs.TEnd],Inputs.IniCon, 
Inputs.Options); %Inputs.Options 
    Solutions.SA = [Time  Results]; 
    for i = 2:8 
        SA.VarySucrose67(a,(i-1)) = Solutions.SA(length(Solutions.SA),i);  
    end 
    Time = []; 
    Results = []; 
    Solutions.SA = [];     
end 
  
Parameters.k3 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(17,4))/10000000; 
StoreMaltose = []; 
SA.VaryMaltose67 = []; 
for a = 1:5 %                                1 for Fructose 
    Parameters.k4IR = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(18,(1+a)))/10000000; 
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    for b = 1:5 
        Parameters.k4SS = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(19,(1+b)))/10000000; 
        [Time, Results] = ode45(@DiffyQs ,[Inputs.TStart Inputs.TEnd],Inputs.IniCon, 
Inputs.Options); %Inputs.Options 
        Solutions.SA = [Time  Results]; 
        for i = 2:8 
            StoreMaltose(b,(i-1)) = Solutions.SA(length(Solutions.SA),i);  
        end         
        Time = []; 
        Results = []; 
        Solutions.SA = []; 
    end 
    SA.VaryMaltose67 = vertcat(SA.VaryMaltose67, StoreMaltose);     
end 
  
Parameters.k4IR = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(18,4))/10000000; 
Parameters.k4SS = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(19,4))/10000000; 
for a = 1:5 %                                1 for Fructose 
    Parameters.k5 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(20,(1+a)))/10000000; 
    [Time, Results] = ode45(@DiffyQs ,[Inputs.TStart Inputs.TEnd],Inputs.IniCon, 
Inputs.Options); %Inputs.Options 
    Solutions.SA = [Time  Results]; 
    for i = 2:8 
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        SA.VaryMaltriose67(a,(i-1)) = Solutions.SA(length(Solutions.SA),i);  
    end 
    Time = []; 
    Results = []; 
    Solutions.SA = [];     
end 
  
SA.Concat67 = vertcat(SA.VaryFructose67, SA.VaryDextrose67, SA.VarySucrose67, 
SA.VaryMaltose67, SA.VaryMaltriose67); 
Inputs.IniCon = []; Fit.Factor = []; 
clear i a b 
disp('ODE 67 Celsius Solved!') 
  
%% Solving System for 70 Celsius 
Inputs.IniCon(1) = Inputs.IniConLine(1,4); %Starch 
Inputs.IniCon(2) = Inputs.IniConLine(2,4); %Fructose 
Inputs.IniCon(3) = Inputs.IniConLine(3,4); %Dextrose 
Inputs.IniCon(4) = Inputs.IniConLine(4,4); %Sucrose 
Inputs.IniCon(5) = Inputs.IniConLine(5,4); %Maltose 
Inputs.IniCon(6) = Inputs.IniConLine(6,4); %Malt3 
Inputs.IniCon(7) = 70; %Temperature 
Inputs.StepSwitch = 6; %Temperature Drift 




Parameters.k2 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(23,4))/10000000; 
Parameters.k3 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(24,4))/10000000; 
Parameters.k4IR = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(25,4))/10000000; 
Parameters.k4SS = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(26,4))/10000000; 
Parameters.k5 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(27,4))/10000000; 
  
for a = 1:5 %                                1 for Fructose 
    Parameters.k1 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(22,(1+a)))/10000000; 
    [Time, Results] = ode45(@DiffyQs ,[Inputs.TStart Inputs.TEnd],Inputs.IniCon, 
Inputs.Options); %Inputs.Options 
    Solutions.SA = [Time  Results]; 
    for i = 2:8 
        SA.VaryFructose70(a,(i-1)) = Solutions.SA(length(Solutions.SA),i);  
    end 
    Time = []; 
    Results = []; 
    Solutions.SA = [];     
end 
  
Parameters.k1 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(22,4))/10000000; 
for a = 1:5 %                                1 for Fructose 
    Parameters.k2 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(23,(1+a)))/10000000; 
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    [Time, Results] = ode45(@DiffyQs ,[Inputs.TStart Inputs.TEnd],Inputs.IniCon, 
Inputs.Options); %Inputs.Options 
    Solutions.SA = [Time  Results]; 
    for i = 2:8 
        SA.VaryDextrose70(a,(i-1)) = Solutions.SA(length(Solutions.SA),i);  
    end 
    Time = []; 
    Results = []; 
    Solutions.SA = [];     
end 
  
Parameters.k2 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(23,4))/10000000; 
for a = 1:5 %                                1 for Fructose 
    Parameters.k3 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(24,(1+a)))/10000000; 
    [Time, Results] = ode45(@DiffyQs ,[Inputs.TStart Inputs.TEnd],Inputs.IniCon, 
Inputs.Options); %Inputs.Options 
    Solutions.SA = [Time  Results]; 
    for i = 2:8 
        SA.VarySucrose70(a,(i-1)) = Solutions.SA(length(Solutions.SA),i);  
    end 
    Time = []; 
    Results = []; 





Parameters.k3 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(24,4))/10000000; 
StoreMaltose = []; 
SA.VaryMaltose70 = []; 
for a = 1:5 %                                1 for Fructose 
    Parameters.k4IR = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(25,(1+a)))/10000000; 
    for b = 1:5 
        Parameters.k4SS = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(26,(1+b)))/10000000; 
        [Time, Results] = ode45(@DiffyQs ,[Inputs.TStart Inputs.TEnd],Inputs.IniCon, 
Inputs.Options); %Inputs.Options 
        Solutions.SA = [Time  Results]; 
        for i = 2:8 
            StoreMaltose(b,(i-1)) = Solutions.SA(length(Solutions.SA),i);  
        end         
        Time = []; 
        Results = []; 
        Solutions.SA = []; 
    end 
    SA.VaryMaltose70 = vertcat(SA.VaryMaltose70, StoreMaltose);     
end 
  
Parameters.k4IR = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(25,4))/10000000; 
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Parameters.k4SS = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(26,4))/10000000; 
for a = 1:5 %                                1 for Fructose 
    Parameters.k5 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(27,(1+a)))/10000000; 
    [Time, Results] = ode45(@DiffyQs ,[Inputs.TStart Inputs.TEnd],Inputs.IniCon, 
Inputs.Options); %Inputs.Options 
    Solutions.SA = [Time  Results]; 
    for i = 2:8 
        SA.VaryMaltriose70(a,(i-1)) = Solutions.SA(length(Solutions.SA),i);  
    end 
    Time = []; 
    Results = []; 
    Solutions.SA = [];     
end 
  
SA.Concat70 = vertcat(SA.VaryFructose70, SA.VaryDextrose70, SA.VarySucrose70, 
SA.VaryMaltose70, SA.VaryMaltriose70); 
Inputs.IniCon = []; Fit.Factor = []; 
clear i a b 
disp('ODE 70 Celsius Solved!') 
  
%% Solving System for 73 Celsius 
Inputs.IniCon(1) = Inputs.IniConLine(1,5); %Starch 
Inputs.IniCon(2) = Inputs.IniConLine(2,5); %Fructose 
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Inputs.IniCon(3) = Inputs.IniConLine(3,5); %Dextrose 
Inputs.IniCon(4) = Inputs.IniConLine(4,5); %Sucrose 
Inputs.IniCon(5) = Inputs.IniConLine(5,5); %Maltose 
Inputs.IniCon(6) = Inputs.IniConLine(6,5); %Malt3 
Inputs.IniCon(7) = 73; %Temperature 
Inputs.StepSwitch = 6; %Temperature Drift 
Inputs.IniCon = Inputs.IniCon'; 
  
Parameters.k2 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(30,4))/10000000; 
Parameters.k3 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(31,4))/10000000; 
Parameters.k4IR = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(32,4))/10000000; 
Parameters.k4SS = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(33,4))/10000000; 
Parameters.k5 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(34,4))/10000000; 
  
for a = 1:5 %                                1 for Fructose 
    Parameters.k1 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(29,(1+a)))/10000000; 
    [Time, Results] = ode45(@DiffyQs ,[Inputs.TStart Inputs.TEnd],Inputs.IniCon, 
Inputs.Options); %Inputs.Options 
    Solutions.SA = [Time  Results]; 
    for i = 2:8 
        SA.VaryFructose73(a,(i-1)) = Solutions.SA(length(Solutions.SA),i);  
    end 
    Time = []; 
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    Results = []; 
    Solutions.SA = [];     
end 
  
Parameters.k1 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(29,4))/10000000; 
for a = 1:5 %                                1 for Fructose 
    Parameters.k2 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(30,(1+a)))/10000000; 
    [Time, Results] = ode45(@DiffyQs ,[Inputs.TStart Inputs.TEnd],Inputs.IniCon, 
Inputs.Options); %Inputs.Options 
    Solutions.SA = [Time  Results]; 
    for i = 2:8 
        SA.VaryDextrose73(a,(i-1)) = Solutions.SA(length(Solutions.SA),i);  
    end 
    Time = []; 
    Results = []; 
    Solutions.SA = [];     
end 
  
Parameters.k2 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(30,4))/10000000; 
for a = 1:5 %                                1 for Fructose 
    Parameters.k3 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(31,(1+a)))/10000000; 




    Solutions.SA = [Time  Results]; 
    for i = 2:8 
        SA.VarySucrose73(a,(i-1)) = Solutions.SA(length(Solutions.SA),i);  
    end 
    Time = []; 
    Results = []; 
    Solutions.SA = [];     
end 
  
Parameters.k3 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(31,4))/10000000; 
StoreMaltose = []; 
SA.VaryMaltose73 = []; 
for a = 1:5 %                                1 for Fructose 
    Parameters.k4IR = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(32,(1+a)))/10000000; 
    for b = 1:5 
        Parameters.k4SS = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(33,(1+b)))/10000000; 
        [Time, Results] = ode45(@DiffyQs ,[Inputs.TStart Inputs.TEnd],Inputs.IniCon, 
Inputs.Options); %Inputs.Options 
        Solutions.SA = [Time  Results]; 
        for i = 2:8 
            StoreMaltose(b,(i-1)) = Solutions.SA(length(Solutions.SA),i);  
        end         
        Time = []; 
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        Results = []; 
        Solutions.SA = []; 
    end 
    SA.VaryMaltose73 = vertcat(SA.VaryMaltose73, StoreMaltose);     
end 
  
Parameters.k4IR = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(32,4))/10000000; 
Parameters.k4SS = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(33,4))/10000000; 
for a = 1:5 %                                1 for Fructose 
    Parameters.k5 = round(10000000*Inputs.SA(34,(1+a)))/10000000; 
    [Time, Results] = ode45(@DiffyQs ,[Inputs.TStart Inputs.TEnd],Inputs.IniCon, 
Inputs.Options); %Inputs.Options 
    Solutions.SA = [Time  Results]; 
    for i = 2:8 
        SA.VaryMaltriose73(a,(i-1)) = Solutions.SA(length(Solutions.SA),i);  
    end 
    Time = []; 
    Results = []; 
    Solutions.SA = [];     
end 
  




Inputs.IniCon = []; Fit.Factor = []; 
clear i a b 




function [Results] = DiffyQs (Time, Starch) 
global Inputs Parameters 
  
switch Inputs.StepSwitch 
    case 1 
        %% Brewery Simluation 
        % Calculate Order and Rate Constants 
        k1 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.K, Starch(7), 1, Time); %Fructose K 
        k2 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.K, Starch(7), 2, Time); %Dextrose K 
        k3 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.K, Starch(7), 3, Time); %Sucrose K 
        k4ir = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.K, Starch(7), 4, 0); %Maltose K Initial Rate 
        k4ss = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.K, Starch(7), 4, 600); %Maltose K Steady 
State 
        k5 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.K, Starch(7), 5, Time); %Malt3 K 
         
        alpha1 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Alpha, Starch(7), 1, Time); %Fructose 
Alpha 
        alpha2 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Alpha, Starch(7), 2, Time); %Dextrose 
Alpha 
        alpha3 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Alpha, Starch(7), 3, Time); %Sucrose 
Alpha 




        alpha4ss = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Alpha, Starch(7), 4, 600); %Maltose 
Alpha Steady State 
        alpha5 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Alpha, Starch(7), 5, Time); %Malt3 Alpha 
         
        if Time < 600 
            gamma = 0; 
        elseif Time > 600 && Time < 2700 
            gamma = round(((Time-600)/2100)*100)/100; 
        elseif Time >2700 
            gamma = 1; 
        end 
      
        % ODE's 
        Results(2) = k1*(Starch(1))^alpha1; %Fructose 
        Results(3) = k2*(Starch(1))^alpha2; %Dextrose 
        Results(4) = k3*(Starch(1))^alpha3; %Sucrose 
        Results(5) = gamma*k4ss*(Starch(1))^alpha4ss + (1-
gamma)*k4ir*(Starch(1))^alpha4ir; %Maltose 
        Results(6) = k5*(Starch(1))^alpha5; %Malt 3 
         
        Results(7) = FunTempDrift(Time, Inputs.StepSwitch); %Temperature Drift 
        Results(1) = -(Results(2)+Results(3)+Results(4)+Results(5)+Results(6)) + 
(FunStarchDrift(Time, Starch(7), Inputs.StepSwitch)); %Starch 
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    case 2 
        %% Instant Infusion of Hooker Brewery Instead of Grist In 
        % Calculate Order and Rate Constants 
        k1 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.K, Starch(7), 1, Time); %Fructose K 
        k2 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.K, Starch(7), 2, Time); %Dextrose K 
        k3 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.K, Starch(7), 3, Time); %Sucrose K 
        k4 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.K, Starch(7), 4, Time); %Maltose K 
        k5 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.K, Starch(7), 5, Time); %Malt3 K 
         
        alpha1 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Alpha, Starch(7), 1, Time); %Fructose 
Alpha 
        alpha2 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Alpha, Starch(7), 2, Time); %Dextrose 
Alpha 
        alpha3 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Alpha, Starch(7), 3, Time); %Sucrose 
Alpha 
        alpha4 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Alpha, Starch(7), 4, Time); %Maltose 
Alpha 
        alpha5 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Alpha, Starch(7), 5, Time); %Malt3 Alpha 
         
        % ODE's 
        Results(2) = k1*(Starch(1))^alpha1; %Fructose 
        Results(3) = k2*(Starch(1))^alpha2; %Dextrose 
        Results(4) = k3*(Starch(1))^alpha3; %Sucrose 
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        Results(5) = k4*(Starch(1))^alpha4; %Maltose 
        Results(6) = k5*(Starch(1))^alpha5; %Malt 3 
        Results(7) = FunTempDrift(Time, Inputs.StepSwitch); %Temperature Drift 
        Results(1) = -(Results(2)+Results(3)+Results(4)+Results(5)+Results(6)); %Starch 
    case 3 
        %% Longer Grist In 
        % Calculate Order and Rate Constants 
        k1 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.K, Starch(7), 1, Time); %Fructose K 
        k2 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.K, Starch(7), 2, Time); %Dextrose K 
        k3 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.K, Starch(7), 3, Time); %Sucrose K 
        k4ir = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.K, Starch(7), 4, 0); %Maltose K Initial Rate 
        k4ss = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.K, Starch(7), 4, 600); %Maltose K Steady 
State 
        k5 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.K, Starch(7), 5, Time); %Malt3 K 
         
        alpha1 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Alpha, Starch(7), 1, Time); %Fructose 
Alpha 
        alpha2 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Alpha, Starch(7), 2, Time); %Dextrose 
Alpha 
        alpha3 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Alpha, Starch(7), 3, Time); %Sucrose 
Alpha 




        alpha4ss = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Alpha, Starch(7), 4, 600); %Maltose 
Alpha Steady State 
        alpha5 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Alpha, Starch(7), 5, Time); %Malt3 Alpha 
  
        if Time < 600 
            gamma = 0; 
        elseif Time > 600 && Time < 3750 
            gamma = round(((Time-600)/3150)*100)/100; 
        elseif Time >2700 
            gamma = 1; 
        end 
         
        % ODE's 
        Results(2) = k1*(Starch(1))^alpha1; %Fructose 
        Results(3) = k2*(Starch(1))^alpha2; %Dextrose 
        Results(4) = k3*(Starch(1))^alpha3; %Sucrose 
        Results(5) = gamma*k4ss*(Starch(1))^alpha4ss + (1-
gamma)*k4ir*(Starch(1))^alpha4ir; %Maltose 
        Results(6) = k5*(Starch(1))^alpha5; %Malt 3 
         
        Results(7) = FunTempDrift(Time, Inputs.StepSwitch); %Temperature Drift 
        Results(1) = -(Results(2)+Results(3)+Results(4)+Results(5)+Results(6)) + 
(FunStarchDrift(Time, Starch(7), Inputs.StepSwitch)); %Starch 
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    case 4 
        %% Decoction Mashing 
        % Calculate Order and Rate Constants 
        k1 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.K, Starch(7), 1, Time); %Fructose K 
        k2 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.K, Starch(7), 2, Time); %Dextrose K 
        k3 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.K, Starch(7), 3, Time); %Sucrose K 
        k4ir = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.K, Starch(7), 4, 0); %Maltose K Initial Rate 
        k4ss = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.K, Starch(7), 4, 600); %Maltose K Steady 
State 
        k5 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.K, Starch(7), 5, Time); %Malt3 K 
         
        alpha1 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Alpha, Starch(7), 1, Time); %Fructose 
Alpha 
        alpha2 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Alpha, Starch(7), 2, Time); %Dextrose 
Alpha 
        alpha3 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Alpha, Starch(7), 3, Time); %Sucrose 
Alpha 
        alpha4ir = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Alpha, Starch(7), 4, 0); %Maltose Alpha 
Initial Rate 
        alpha4ss = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Alpha, Starch(7), 4, 600); %Maltose 
Alpha Steady State 
        alpha5 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Alpha, Starch(7), 5, Time); %Malt3 Alpha 
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%         if Time < 600 
%             gamma = 0; 
%         elseif Time > 600 && Time < 2400             
%             gamma = 1;             
%         elseif Time > 2400 && Time < 2450 
%             gamma = round(((Time-2400)/(50))*100)/100; 
%         elseif Time >2450 
%             gamma = 1; 
%         end 
if Time < 600 
    gamma = 0; 
elseif Time > 600 && Time < 2400 
    gamma = 1; 
elseif Time > 2400 && Time < 3000 
    gamma = 0; 
elseif Time >3000 
    gamma = 1; 
end 
        % ODE's 
        Results(2) = k1*(Starch(1))^alpha1; %Fructose 
        Results(3) = k2*(Starch(1))^alpha2; %Dextrose 
        Results(4) = k3*(Starch(1))^alpha3; %Sucrose 
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        Results(5) = gamma*k4ss*(Starch(1))^alpha4ss + (1-
gamma)*k4ir*(Starch(1))^alpha4ir; %Maltose 
        Results(6) = k5*(Starch(1))^alpha5; %Malt 3 
        Results(7) = FunTempDrift(Time, Inputs.StepSwitch); %Temperature Drift 
        Results(1) = -(Results(2)+Results(3)+Results(4)+Results(5)+Results(6)) + 
(FunStarchDrift(Time, Starch(7), Inputs.StepSwitch)); %Starch 
         
    case 5 
        %% Custom Simulation D 
        % Calculate Order and Rate Constants 
        k1 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.K, Starch(7), 1, Time); %Fructose K 
        k2 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.K, Starch(7), 2, Time); %Dextrose K 
        k3 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.K, Starch(7), 3, Time); %Sucrose K 
        k4 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.K, Starch(7), 4, Time); %Maltose K 
        k5 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.K, Starch(7), 5, Time); %Malt3 K 
         
        alpha1 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Alpha, Starch(7), 1, Time); %Fructose 
Alpha 
        alpha2 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Alpha, Starch(7), 2, Time); %Dextrose 
Alpha 




        alpha4 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Alpha, Starch(7), 4, Time); %Maltose 
Alpha 
        alpha5 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Alpha, Starch(7), 5, Time); %Malt3 Alpha 
         
        % ODE's 
        Results(2) = k1*(Starch(1))^alpha1; %Fructose 
        Results(3) = k2*(Starch(1))^alpha2; %Dextrose 
        Results(4) = k3*(Starch(1))^alpha3; %Sucrose 
        Results(5) = k4*(Starch(1))^alpha4; %Maltose 
        Results(6) = k5*(Starch(1))^alpha5; %Malt 3 
        Results(7) = FunTempDrift(Time, Inputs.StepSwitch); %Temperature Drift 
        Results(1) = -(Results(2)+Results(3)+Results(4)+Results(5)+Results(6)); %Starch 
    case 6 
        %% Sensitivity Analysis 
        k1 = Parameters.k1; %Fructose K 
        k2 = Parameters.k2; %Dextrose K 
        k3 = Parameters.k3; %Sucrose K         
        if Time < 600  
        k4 = Parameters.k4IR; %Maltose Initial K 
        else  
        k4 = Parameters.k4SS; %Maltose Steady State K 
        end         
        k5 = Parameters.k5; %Malt3 K 
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        alpha1 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Alpha, Starch(7), 1, Time); %Fructose 
Alpha 
        alpha2 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Alpha, Starch(7), 2, Time); %Dextrose 
Alpha 
        alpha3 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Alpha, Starch(7), 3, Time); %Sucrose 
Alpha 
        alpha4 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Alpha, Starch(7), 4, Time); %Maltose 
Alpha 
        alpha5 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Alpha, Starch(7), 5, Time); %Malt3 Alpha 
         
        Results(2) = k1*(Starch(1))^alpha1; %Fructose 
        Results(3) = k2*(Starch(1))^alpha2; %Dextrose 
        Results(4) = k3*(Starch(1))^alpha3; %Sucrose 
        Results(5) = k4*(Starch(1))^alpha4; %Maltose 
        Results(6) = k5*(Starch(1))^alpha5; %Malt 3 
        Results(7) = FunTempDrift(Time, Inputs.StepSwitch); %Temperature Drift 
        Results(1) = -(Results(2)+Results(3)+Results(4)+Results(5)+Results(6)); %Starch 
    otherwise 
        %% Isotherm Data 
        % Calculate Order and Rate Constants 
        k1 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.K, Starch(7), 1, Time); %Fructose K 
        k2 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.K, Starch(7), 2, Time); %Dextrose K 
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        k3 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.K, Starch(7), 3, Time); %Sucrose K 
        k4 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.K, Starch(7), 4, Time); %Maltose K 
        k5 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.K, Starch(7), 5, Time); %Malt3 K 
         
        alpha1 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Alpha, Starch(7), 1, Time); %Fructose 
Alpha 
        alpha2 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Alpha, Starch(7), 2, Time); %Dextrose 
Alpha 
        alpha3 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Alpha, Starch(7), 3, Time); %Sucrose 
Alpha 
        alpha4 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Alpha, Starch(7), 4, Time); %Maltose 
Alpha 
        alpha5 = FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Alpha, Starch(7), 5, Time); %Malt3 Alpha 
         
        % ODE's 
        Results(2) = k1*(Starch(1))^alpha1; %Fructose 
        Results(3) = k2*(Starch(1))^alpha2; %Dextrose 
        Results(4) = k3*(Starch(1))^alpha3; %Sucrose 
        Results(5) = k4*(Starch(1))^alpha4; %Maltose 
        Results(6) = k5*(Starch(1))^alpha5; %Malt 3 
        Results(7) = 0; %Temperature Drift 
        Results(1) = -(Results(2)+Results(3)+Results(4)+Results(5)+Results(6)); %Starch 











Redraw = 1; 
while Redraw ~= 0 
    clc 
    PlotSwitch = input('Enter number and return for data you wish to plot: \n 1) [Sugar 
Conc] vs. [Time] \n 2) [1/[Sugar]^(n-1)] vs. [Time] \n 3) d[Conc]/dt vs. [Starch] \n 4) Ks 
vs. Temperature \n 5) Alphas vs. Temperature \n 6) Solutions to ODEs \n 7) Solutions to 
Case Studies \n 8) Solutions to Hooker ODE \n 9) Efficiency vs. Temp \n 10) Rate 
Constants w/Error Bars \n 0) to exit \n Enter:  '); 
    switch PlotSwitch 
        case 1 %% Switch for Plots of: [Sugar Conc] vs. [Time] 
            close all 
            %%%%%%%% Fructose 
            figure() 
            subplot(2,3,1) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T61.FructoseForm.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.FructoseForm.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Inputs.T61(:,1), Inputs.T61(:,3), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Fructose - 61 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
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            ylabel('Concentration [mols/liter]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,2) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T64.FructoseForm.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.FructoseForm.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Inputs.T64(:,1), Inputs.T64(:,3), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Fructose - 64 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [mols/liter]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,3) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T67.FructoseForm.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T67.FructoseForm.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Inputs.T67(:,1), Inputs.T67(:,3), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Fructose - 67 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [mols/liter]'); 
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            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,4) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T70.FructoseForm.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T70.FructoseForm.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Inputs.T70(:,1), Inputs.T70(:,3), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Fructose - 70 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [mols/liter]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,5) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T73.FructoseForm.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T73.FructoseForm.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Inputs.T73(:,1), Inputs.T73(:,3), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Fructose - 73 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [mols/liter]'); 
            grid on 
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            set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
            set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87]) 
             
            %%%%%%%% Dextrose 
            figure() 
            subplot(2,3,1) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T61.DextroseForm.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.DextroseForm.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Inputs.T61(:,1), Inputs.T61(:,4), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Dextrose - 61 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [mols/liter]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,2) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T64.DextroseForm.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.DextroseForm.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Inputs.T64(:,1), Inputs.T64(:,4), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
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            title( ' Dextrose - 64 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [mols/liter]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,3) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T67.DextroseForm.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T67.DextroseForm.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Inputs.T67(:,1), Inputs.T67(:,4), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Dextrose - 67 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [mols/liter]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,4) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T70.DextroseForm.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T70.DextroseForm.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Inputs.T70(:,1), Inputs.T70(:,4), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Dextrose - 70 Celsius'); 
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            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [mols/liter]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,5) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T73.DextroseForm.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T73.DextroseForm.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Inputs.T73(:,1), Inputs.T73(:,4), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Dextrose - 73 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [mols/liter]'); 
            grid on 
             
            set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
            set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87]) 
             
            %%%%%%%% Sucrose 
            figure() 
            subplot(2,3,1) 
            hold on 
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            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T61.SucroseForm.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.SucroseForm.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Inputs.T61(:,1), Inputs.T61(:,5), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Sucrose - 61 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [mols/liter]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,2) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T64.SucroseForm.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.SucroseForm.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Inputs.T64(:,1), Inputs.T64(:,5), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Sucrose - 64 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [mols/liter]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,3) 
            hold on 
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            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T67.SucroseForm.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T67.SucroseForm.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Inputs.T67(:,1), Inputs.T67(:,5), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Sucrose - 67 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [mols/liter]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,4) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T70.SucroseForm.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T70.SucroseForm.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Inputs.T70(:,1), Inputs.T70(:,5), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Sucrose - 70 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [mols/liter]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,5) 
            hold on 
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            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T73.SucroseForm.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T73.SucroseForm.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Inputs.T73(:,1), Inputs.T73(:,5), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Sucrose - 73 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [mols/liter]'); 
            grid on 
             
            set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
            set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87]) 
             
            %%%%%%%% Maltose 
            figure() 
            subplot(2,3,1) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T61.MaltoseFormA.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.MaltoseFormA.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T61.MaltoseFormB.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.MaltoseFormB.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Inputs.T61(:,1), Inputs.T61(:,6), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Maltose - 61 Celsius'); 
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            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [mols/liter]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,2) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T64.MaltoseFormA.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.MaltoseFormA.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T64.MaltoseFormB.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.MaltoseFormB.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Inputs.T64(:,1), Inputs.T64(:,6), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Maltose - 64 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [mols/liter]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,3) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T67.MaltoseFormA.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T67.MaltoseFormA.eval(:,2), 'r') 




            scatter(Inputs.T67(:,1), Inputs.T67(:,6), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Maltose - 67 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [mols/liter]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,4) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T70.MaltoseFormA.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T70.MaltoseFormA.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T70.MaltoseFormB.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T70.MaltoseFormB.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Inputs.T70(:,1), Inputs.T70(:,6), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Maltose - 70 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [mols/liter]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,5) 
            hold on 
421 
 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T73.MaltoseFormA.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T73.MaltoseFormA.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T73.MaltoseFormB.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T73.MaltoseFormB.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Inputs.T73(:,1), Inputs.T73(:,6), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Maltose - 73 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [mols/liter]'); 
            grid on 
             
            set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
            set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87]) 
             
            %%%%%%%% Malt3 
            figure() 
            subplot(2,3,1) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Malt3Form.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Malt3Form.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Inputs.T61(:,1), Inputs.T61(:,7), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Malt3 - 61 Celsius'); 
422 
 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [mols/liter]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,2) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Malt3Form.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Malt3Form.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Inputs.T64(:,1), Inputs.T64(:,7), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Malt3 - 64 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [mols/liter]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,3) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Malt3Form.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Malt3Form.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Inputs.T67(:,1), Inputs.T67(:,7), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Malt3 - 67 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
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            ylabel('Concentration [mols/liter]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,4) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Malt3Form.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Malt3Form.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Inputs.T70(:,1), Inputs.T70(:,7), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Malt3 - 70 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [mols/liter]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,5) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Malt3Form.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Malt3Form.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Inputs.T73(:,1), Inputs.T73(:,7), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Malt3 - 73 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [mols/liter]'); 
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            grid on 
             
            set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
            set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87]) 
            Redraw = 1; 
        case 2 %% Switch for Plots of: [1/[Sugar]^(n-1)] vs. [Time] 
            close all 
            %%%%%%%% Fructose 
            figure() 
            subplot(2,3,1) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Fructose.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Fructose.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Fructose.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Fructose.Fit(:,3), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Fructose - 61 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [moles]');             
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,2) 
            hold on 
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            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Fructose.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Fructose.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Fructose.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Fructose.Fit(:,3), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Fructose - 64 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [moles]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,3) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Fructose.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Fructose.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Fructose.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Fructose.Fit(:,3), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Fructose - 67 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [moles]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,4) 
426 
 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Fructose.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Fructose.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Fructose.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Fructose.Fit(:,3), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Fructose - 70 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [moles]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,5) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Fructose.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Fructose.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Fructose.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Fructose.Fit(:,3), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Fructose - 73 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [moles]'); 
            grid on 
             
427 
 
            set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
            set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87]) 
             
            %%%%%%%% Dextrose 
            figure() 
            subplot(2,3,1) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Dextrose.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Dextrose.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Dextrose.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Dextrose.Fit(:,3), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Dextrose - 61 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [moles]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,2) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Dextrose.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Dextrose.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Dextrose.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Dextrose.Fit(:,3), 5, 'ko') 
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            hold off 
            title( ' Dextrose - 64 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [moles]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,3) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Dextrose.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Dextrose.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Dextrose.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Dextrose.Fit(:,3), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Dextrose - 67 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [moles]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,4) 
            hold on 




            scatter(Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Dextrose.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Dextrose.Fit(:,3), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Dextrose - 70 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [moles]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,5) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Dextrose.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Dextrose.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Dextrose.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Dextrose.Fit(:,3), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Dextrose - 73 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [moles]'); 
            grid on 
             
            set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
            set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87]) 
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            %%%%%%%% Sucrose 
            figure() 
            subplot(2,3,1) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Sucrose.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Sucrose.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Sucrose.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Sucrose.Fit(:,3), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Sucrose - 61 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [moles]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,2) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Sucrose.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Sucrose.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Sucrose.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Sucrose.Fit(:,3), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Sucrose - 64 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
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            ylabel('Concentration [moles]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,3) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Sucrose.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Sucrose.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Sucrose.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Sucrose.Fit(:,3), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Sucrose - 67 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [moles]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,4) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Sucrose.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Sucrose.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Sucrose.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Sucrose.Fit(:,3), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Sucrose - 70 Celsius'); 
432 
 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [moles]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,5) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Sucrose.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Sucrose.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Sucrose.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Sucrose.Fit(:,3), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Sucrose - 73 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [moles]'); 
            grid on 
             
            set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
            set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87]) 
             
            %%%%%%%% Maltose Initial 
            figure() 
            subplot(2,3,1) 
            hold on 
433 
 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T61.MaltoseA.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.MaltoseA.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcTime.T61.MaltoseA.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.MaltoseA.Fit(:,3), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Maltose - 61 Celsius "Initial Rate"'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [moles]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,2) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T64.MaltoseA.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.MaltoseA.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcTime.T64.MaltoseA.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.MaltoseA.Fit(:,3), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Maltose - 64 Celsius "Initial Rate"'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [moles]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,3) 
434 
 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T67.MaltoseA.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T67.MaltoseA.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcTime.T67.MaltoseA.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T67.MaltoseA.Fit(:,3), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Maltose - 67 Celsius "Initial Rate"'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [moles]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,4) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T70.MaltoseA.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T70.MaltoseA.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcTime.T70.MaltoseA.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T70.MaltoseA.Fit(:,3), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Maltose - 70 Celsius "Initial Rate"'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [moles]'); 
            grid on 
             
435 
 
            subplot(2,3,5) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T73.MaltoseA.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T73.MaltoseA.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcTime.T73.MaltoseA.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T73.MaltoseA.Fit(:,3), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Maltose - 73 Celsius "Initial Rate"'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [moles]'); 
            grid on 
             
            set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
            set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87]) 
             
            %%%%%%%% Maltose - SS 
            figure() 
            subplot(2,3,1) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T61.MaltoseB.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.MaltoseB.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcTime.T61.MaltoseB.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.MaltoseB.Fit(:,3), 5, 'ko') 
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            hold off 
            title( ' Maltose - 61 Celsius "Steady State"'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('ln(Maltose) [ln(moles)]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,2) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T64.MaltoseB.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.MaltoseB.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcTime.T64.MaltoseB.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.MaltoseB.Fit(:,3), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Maltose - 64 Celsius "Steady State"'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('ln(Maltose) [ln(moles)]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,3) 
            hold on 




            scatter(Outputs.ConcTime.T67.MaltoseB.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T67.MaltoseB.Fit(:,3), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Maltose - 67 Celsius "Steady State"'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('ln(Maltose) [ln(moles)]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,4) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T70.MaltoseB.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T70.MaltoseB.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcTime.T70.MaltoseB.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T70.MaltoseB.Fit(:,3), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Maltose - 70 Celsius "Steady State"'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('ln(Maltose) [ln(moles)]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,5) 
            hold on 
438 
 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T73.MaltoseB.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T73.MaltoseB.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcTime.T73.MaltoseB.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T73.MaltoseB.Fit(:,3), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Maltose - 73 Celsius "Steady State"'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('ln(Maltose) [ln(moles)]'); 
            grid on 
             
            set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
            set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87]) 
             
            %%%%%%%% Malt3 
            figure() 
            subplot(2,3,1) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Malt3.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Malt3.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Malt3.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T61.Malt3.Fit(:,3), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Malt3 - 61 Celsius'); 
439 
 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [moles]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,2) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Malt3.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Malt3.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Malt3.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T64.Malt3.Fit(:,3), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Malt3 - 64 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [moles]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,3) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Malt3.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Malt3.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Malt3.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T67.Malt3.Fit(:,3), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
440 
 
            title( ' Malt3 - 67 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [moles]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,4) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Malt3.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Malt3.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Malt3.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T70.Malt3.Fit(:,3), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Malt3 - 70 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [moles]'); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,5) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Malt3.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Malt3.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Malt3.Fit(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcTime.T73.Malt3.Fit(:,3), 5, 'ko') 
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            hold off 
            title( ' Malt3 - 73 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('Time [sec]'); 
            ylabel('Concentration [moles]'); 
            grid on 
             
            set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
            set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87])            
            Redraw = 1; 
        case 3 %% Switch for Plots of: d[Conc]/dt vs. [Starch] 
            close all 
            %%%%%%%% Fructose 
            figure() 
            subplot(2,3,1) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.Fructose.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.Fructose.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.Fructose.dereval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.Fructose.dereval(:,2), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Fructose - 61 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('LN[ Starch ] - [mols/liter]'); 
            ylabel(' LN[ Fuctose ] - [mols/(liter*sec)]  '); 
442 
 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,2) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.Fructose.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.Fructose.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.Fructose.dereval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.Fructose.dereval(:,2), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Fructose - 64 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('LN[ Starch ] - [mols/liter]'); 
            ylabel(' LN[ Fuctose ] - [mols/(liter*sec)]  '); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,3) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.Fructose.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.Fructose.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.Fructose.dereval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.Fructose.dereval(:,2), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Fructose - 67 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('LN[ Starch ] - [mols/liter]'); 
443 
 
            ylabel(' LN[ Fuctose ] - [mols/(liter*sec)]  '); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,4) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.Fructose.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.Fructose.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.Fructose.dereval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.Fructose.dereval(:,2), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Fructose - 70 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('LN[ Starch ] - [mols/liter]'); 
            ylabel(' LN[ Fuctose ] - [mols/(liter*sec)]  '); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,5) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.Fructose.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.Fructose.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.Fructose.dereval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.Fructose.dereval(:,2), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Fructose - 73 Celsius'); 
444 
 
            xlabel('LN[ Starch ] - [mols/liter]'); 
            ylabel(' LN[ Fuctose ] - [mols/(liter*sec)]  '); 
            grid on 
             
            set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
            set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87]) 
             
            %%%%%%%% Dextrose 
            figure() 
            subplot(2,3,1) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.Dextrose.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.Dextrose.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.Dextrose.dereval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.Dextrose.dereval(:,2), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Dextrose - 61 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('LN[ Starch ] - [mols/liter]'); 
            ylabel(' LN[ Dextrose ] - [mols/(liter*sec)]  '); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,2) 
            hold on 
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            plot(Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.Dextrose.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.Dextrose.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.Dextrose.dereval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.Dextrose.dereval(:,2), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Dextrose - 64 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('LN[ Starch ] - [mols/liter]'); 
            ylabel(' LN[ Dextrose ] - [mols/(liter*sec)]  '); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,3) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.Dextrose.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.Dextrose.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.Dextrose.dereval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.Dextrose.dereval(:,2), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Dextrose - 67 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('LN[ Starch ] - [mols/liter]'); 
            ylabel(' LN[ Dextrose ] - [mols/(liter*sec)]  '); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,4) 
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            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.Dextrose.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.Dextrose.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.Dextrose.dereval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.Dextrose.dereval(:,2), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Dextrose - 70 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('LN[ Starch ] - [mols/liter]'); 
            ylabel(' LN[ Dextrose ] - [mols/(liter*sec)]  '); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,5) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.Dextrose.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.Dextrose.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.Dextrose.dereval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.Dextrose.dereval(:,2), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Dextrose - 73 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('LN[ Starch ] - [mols/liter]'); 
            ylabel(' LN[ Dextrose ] - [mols/(liter*sec)]  '); 
            grid on 
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            set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
            set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87]) 
             
            %%%%%%%% Sucrose 
            figure() 
            subplot(2,3,1) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.Sucrose.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.Sucrose.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.Sucrose.dereval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.Sucrose.dereval(:,2), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Sucrose - 61 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('LN[ Starch ] - [mols/liter]'); 
            ylabel(' LN[ Sucrose ] - [mols/(liter*sec)]  '); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,2) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.Sucrose.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.Sucrose.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.Sucrose.dereval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.Sucrose.dereval(:,2), 5, 'ko') 
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            hold off 
            title( ' Sucrose - 64 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('LN[ Starch ] - [mols/liter]'); 
            ylabel(' LN[ Sucrose ] - [mols/(liter*sec)]  '); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,3) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.Sucrose.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.Sucrose.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.Sucrose.dereval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.Sucrose.dereval(:,2), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Sucrose - 67 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('LN[ Starch ] - [mols/liter]'); 
            ylabel(' LN[ Sucrose ] - [mols/(liter*sec)]  '); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,4) 
            hold on 




            scatter(Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.Sucrose.dereval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.Sucrose.dereval(:,2), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Sucrose - 70 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('LN[ Starch ] - [mols/liter]'); 
            ylabel(' LN[ Sucrose ] - [mols/(liter*sec)]  '); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,5) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.Sucrose.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.Sucrose.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.Sucrose.dereval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.Sucrose.dereval(:,2), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Sucrose - 73 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('LN[ Starch ] - [mols/liter]'); 
            ylabel(' LN[ Sucrose ] - [mols/(liter*sec)]  '); 
            grid on 
             
            set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
            set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87]) 
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            %%%%%%%% Maltose 
            figure() 
            subplot(2,3,1) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.MaltoseA.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.MaltoseA.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            plot(Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.MaltoseB.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.MaltoseB.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.MaltoseA.dereval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.MaltoseA.dereval(:,2), 5, 'ko') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.MaltoseB.dereval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.MaltoseB.dereval(:,2), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Maltose - 61 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('LN[ Starch ] - [mols/liter]'); 
            ylabel(' LN[ Maltose ] - [mols/(liter*sec)]  '); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,2) 
            hold on 




            plot(Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.MaltoseB.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.MaltoseB.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.MaltoseA.dereval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.MaltoseA.dereval(:,2), 5, 'ko') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.MaltoseB.dereval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.MaltoseB.dereval(:,2), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Maltose - 64 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('LN[ Starch ] - [mols/liter]'); 
            ylabel(' LN[ Maltose ] - [mols/(liter*sec)]  '); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,3) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.MaltoseA.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.MaltoseA.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            plot(Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.MaltoseB.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.MaltoseB.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.MaltoseA.dereval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.MaltoseA.dereval(:,2), 5, 'ko') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.MaltoseB.dereval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.MaltoseB.dereval(:,2), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
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            title( ' Maltose - 67 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('LN[ Starch ] - [mols/liter]'); 
            ylabel(' LN[ Maltose ] - [mols/(liter*sec)]  '); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,4) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.MaltoseA.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.MaltoseA.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            plot(Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.MaltoseB.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.MaltoseB.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.MaltoseA.dereval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.MaltoseA.dereval(:,2), 5, 'ko') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.MaltoseB.dereval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.MaltoseB.dereval(:,2), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Maltose - 70 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('LN[ Starch ] - [mols/liter]'); 
            ylabel(' LN[ Maltose ] - [mols/(liter*sec)]  '); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,5) 
            hold on 
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            plot(Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.MaltoseA.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.MaltoseA.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            plot(Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.MaltoseB.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.MaltoseB.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.MaltoseA.dereval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.MaltoseA.dereval(:,2), 5, 'ko') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.MaltoseB.dereval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.MaltoseB.dereval(:,2), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Maltose - 73 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('LN[ Starch ] - [mols/liter]'); 
            ylabel(' LN[ Maltose ] - [mols/(liter*sec)]  '); 
            grid on 
             
            set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
            set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87]) 
             
            %%%%%%%% Malt3 
            figure() 
            subplot(2,3,1) 
            hold on 




            scatter(Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.Malt3.dereval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T61.Malt3.dereval(:,2), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Malt3 - 61 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('LN[ Starch ] - [mols/liter]'); 
            ylabel(' LN[ Malt-3 ] - [mols/(liter*sec)]  '); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,2) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.Malt3.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.Malt3.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.Malt3.dereval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T64.Malt3.dereval(:,2), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Malt3 - 64 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('LN[ Starch ] - [mols/liter]'); 
            ylabel(' LN[ Malt-3 ] - [mols/(liter*sec)]  '); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,3) 
            hold on 
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            plot(Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.Malt3.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.Malt3.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.Malt3.dereval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T67.Malt3.dereval(:,2), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Malt3 - 67 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('LN[ Starch ] - [mols/liter]'); 
            ylabel(' LN[ Malt-3 ] - [mols/(liter*sec)]  '); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,4) 
            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.Malt3.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.Malt3.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.Malt3.dereval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T70.Malt3.dereval(:,2), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Malt3 - 70 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('LN[ Starch ] - [mols/liter]'); 
            ylabel(' LN[ Malt-3 ] - [mols/(liter*sec)]  '); 
            grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,5) 
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            hold on 
            plot(Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.Malt3.eval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.Malt3.eval(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.Malt3.dereval(:,1), 
Outputs.ConcStarch.T73.Malt3.dereval(:,2), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Malt3 - 73 Celsius'); 
            xlabel('LN[ Starch ] - [mols/liter]'); 
            ylabel(' LN[ Malt-3 ] - [mols/(liter*sec)]  '); 
            grid on 
             
            set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
            set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87]) 
            Redraw = 1; 
        case 4 %% Switch for Plots of: K's vs. Temperature 
            close all 
            figure() 
             
            %Fructose 
            subplot(2,3,1) 
            hold on 
            plot( Outputs.K.FructoseXCalc(:,1),Outputs.K.FructoseXCalc(:,2), 'r') 
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            scatter(Outputs.Parameters.Fructose(:,1),Outputs.Parameters.Fructose(:,3), 5, 
'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Fructose - Rate Constant Curve '); 
            xlabel('Temperature [Celsius]'); 
            ylabel('Rate [mols/Sec]'); 
            legend('5th Order Fit', 'Exp') 
            grid on 
             
            %Dextrose 
            subplot(2,3,2) 
            hold on 
            plot( Outputs.K.DextroseXCalc(:,1),Outputs.K.DextroseXCalc(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.Parameters.Dextrose(:,1),Outputs.Parameters.Dextrose(:,3), 5, 
'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Dextrose - Rate Constant Curve '); 
            xlabel('Temperature [C]'); 
            ylabel('Rate [mols/Sec]'); 
            legend('5th Order Fit', 'Exp') 
            grid on 
             
            %Sucrose 
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            subplot(2,3,3) 
            hold on 
            plot( Outputs.K.SucroseXCalc(:,1),Outputs.K.SucroseXCalc(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.Parameters.Sucrose(:,1),Outputs.Parameters.Sucrose(:,3), 5, 
'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Sucrose - Rate Constant Curve '); 
            xlabel('Temperature [C]'); 
            ylabel('Rate [mols/Sec]'); 
            legend('5th Order Fit', 'Exp') 
            grid on 
             
            %Maltose Part A 
            subplot(2,3,4) 
            hold on 
            plot( Outputs.K.MaltoseXCalcA(:,1),Outputs.K.MaltoseXCalcA(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseA(:,1),Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseA(:,3), 5, 
'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Maltose - Ini. Rate Constant Curve '); 
            xlabel('Temperature [C]'); 
            ylabel('Rate [mols/Sec]'); 
            legend('5th Order Fit', 'Exp') 
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            grid on 
             
            %Maltose Part B 
            subplot(2,3,5) 
            hold on 
            plot( Outputs.K.MaltoseXCalcB(:,1),Outputs.K.MaltoseXCalcB(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseB(:,1),Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseB(:,3), 5, 
'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Maltose - SS Rate Constant Curve '); 
            xlabel('Temperature [C]'); 
            ylabel('Rate [1/Sec]'); 
            legend('5th Order Fit', 'Exp') 
            grid on 
             
            %Malt3 
            subplot(2,3,6) 
            hold on 
            plot( Outputs.K.Malt3XCalc(:,1),Outputs.K.Malt3XCalc(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.Parameters.Malt3(:,1),Outputs.Parameters.Malt3(:,3), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Malt3 - Rate Constant Curve '); 
            xlabel('Temperature [C]'); 
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            ylabel('Rate [mols/Sec]'); 
            legend('5th Order Fit', 'Exp') 
            grid on 
             
            set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
            set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87])            
            Redraw = 1; 
        case 5 %% Switch for Plots of: Alphas vs. Temperature 
            close all 
            figure() 
            %Fructose 
            subplot(2,3,1) 
            hold on 
            plot( Outputs.Alpha.FructoseXCalc(:,1),Outputs.Alpha.FructoseXCalc(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.Parameters.Fructose(:,1),Outputs.Parameters.Fructose(:,2), 5, 
'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Fructose - Order Curve '); 
            xlabel('Temperature [Celsius]'); 
            ylabel('Reaction Order'); 
            grid on 
             
            %Dextrose 
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            subplot(2,3,2) 
            hold on 
            plot( Outputs.Alpha.DextroseXCalc(:,1),Outputs.Alpha.DextroseXCalc(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.Parameters.Dextrose(:,1),Outputs.Parameters.Dextrose(:,2), 5, 
'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Dextrose - Order Curve '); 
            xlabel('Temperature [C]'); 
            ylabel('Reaction Order'); 
            grid on 
             
            %Sucrose 
            subplot(2,3,3) 
            hold on 
            plot( Outputs.Alpha.SucroseXCalc(:,1),Outputs.Alpha.SucroseXCalc(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.Parameters.Sucrose(:,1),Outputs.Parameters.Sucrose(:,2), 5, 
'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Sucrose - Order Curve '); 
            xlabel('Temperature [C]'); 
            ylabel('Reaction Order'); 
            grid on 
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            %Maltose Part A 
            subplot(2,3,4) 
            hold on 
            plot( Outputs.Alpha.MaltoseXCalcA(:,1),Outputs.Alpha.MaltoseXCalcA(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseA(:,1),Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseA(:,2), 5, 
'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Maltose - Ini. Order Curve '); 
            xlabel('Temperature [C]'); 
            ylabel('Reaction Order'); 
            grid on 
             
            %Maltose Part B 
            subplot(2,3,5) 
            hold on 
            Outputs.Alpha.MaltoseXCalcB(:,2) = 1.001; 
            plot(Outputs.Alpha.MaltoseXCalcB(:,1),Outputs.Alpha.MaltoseXCalcB(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseB(:,1),Outputs.Parameters.MaltoseB(:,2), 5, 
'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Maltose - SS Order Curve '); 
            xlabel('Temperature [C]'); 
            ylabel('Reaction Order'); 
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            grid on 
             
            %Malt3 
            subplot(2,3,6) 
            hold on 
            plot( Outputs.Alpha.Malt3XCalc(:,1),Outputs.Alpha.Malt3XCalc(:,2), 'r') 
            scatter(Outputs.Parameters.Malt3(:,1),Outputs.Parameters.Malt3(:,2), 5, 'ko') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Malt3 - Order Curve '); 
            xlabel('Temperature [C]'); 
            ylabel('Reaction Order'); 
            grid on 
             
            set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
            set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87])            
            Redraw = 1; 
        case 6 %% Switch for Plots of: Temperature Data 
%             {'+','o','*','.','x','s','d','^','v','>','<','p','h', 
            close all 
            %ODE: 61 Celsius 
            figure() 
%             subplot(10,11,1:50) 
            hold on 
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            plot(Solutions.A(:,1), Solutions.A(:,2), '-k') %Starch 
            plot(Solutions.A(:,1), Solutions.A(:,3), '-r') %Fructose 
            plot(Solutions.A(:,1), Solutions.A(:,4), '-g') %Dextrose 
            plot(Solutions.A(:,1), Solutions.A(:,5), '-b') %Sucrose 
            plot(Solutions.A(:,1), Solutions.A(:,6), '-c') %Maltose 
            plot(Solutions.A(:,1), Solutions.A(:,7), '-m') %Malt-3 
            scatter(Inputs.T61(:,1), Inputs.T61(:,2), 'ko') %Experimental Starch 
            scatter(Inputs.T61(:,1), Inputs.T61(:,3), 'r+') %Experimental Fructose 
            scatter(Inputs.T61(:,1), Inputs.T61(:,4), 'gx') %Experimental Dextrose 
            scatter(Inputs.T61(:,1), Inputs.T61(:,5), 'b*') %Experimental Sucrose 
            scatter(Inputs.T61(:,1), Inputs.T61(:,6), 'c^') %Experimental Maltose 
            scatter(Inputs.T61(:,1), Inputs.T61(:,7), 'mh') %Experimental Malt-3 
            hold off 
            title( 'Isotherm Data (Model vs Exp): 61 Celsius ') 
            xlabel('Time [Seconds]'); 
            ylabel('Concentrations [mols/liter]'); 
            legend('Starch', 'Fructose', 'Dextrose', 'Sucrose', 'Maltose', 'Malt-3', 
'Starch(EXP)', 'Fructose(EXP)', 'Dextrose(EXP)', 'Sucrose(EXP)', 'Maltose(EXP)', 'Malt-
3(EXP)', 'Location', 'NorthEast'); 
            grid on 
%             subplot(10,11,70:110) 
%             plot(Solutions.A(:,1), Solutions.A(:,8), '-m') %Temperature 
%             title( 'Temperature Drift'); 
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%             xlabel('Time [Seconds]'); 
%             ylabel('Temperature [Celsius]'); 
%             legend('Temperature','Location', 'NorthEast'); 
%             grid on 
             
            set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
            set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87]) 
             
            %ODE 64 Celsius 
            figure() 
%             subplot(10,11,1:50) 
            hold on 
            plot(Solutions.B(:,1), Solutions.B(:,2), '-k') %Starch 
            plot(Solutions.B(:,1), Solutions.B(:,3), '-r') %Fructose 
            plot(Solutions.B(:,1), Solutions.B(:,4), '-g') %Dextrose 
            plot(Solutions.B(:,1), Solutions.B(:,5), '-b') %Sucrose 
            plot(Solutions.B(:,1), Solutions.B(:,6), '-c') %Maltose 
            plot(Solutions.B(:,1), Solutions.B(:,7), '-m') %Malt-3 
            scatter(Inputs.T64(:,1), Inputs.T64(:,2), 'ko') %Experimental Starch 
            scatter(Inputs.T64(:,1), Inputs.T64(:,3), 'r+') %Experimental Fructose 
            scatter(Inputs.T64(:,1), Inputs.T64(:,4), 'gx') %Experimental Dextrose 
            scatter(Inputs.T64(:,1), Inputs.T64(:,5), 'b*') %Experimental Sucrose 
            scatter(Inputs.T64(:,1), Inputs.T64(:,6), 'c^') %Experimental Maltose 
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            scatter(Inputs.T64(:,1), Inputs.T64(:,7), 'mh') %Experimental Malt-3 
            hold off 
            title( 'Isotherm Data (Model vs Exp): 64 Celsius '); 
            xlabel('Time [Seconds]'); 
            ylabel('Concentrations [mols/liter]'); 
            legend('Starch', 'Fructose', 'Dextrose', 'Sucrose', 'Maltose', 'Malt-3', 
'Starch(EXP)', 'Fructose(EXP)', 'Dextrose(EXP)', 'Sucrose(EXP)', 'Maltose(EXP)', 'Malt-
3(EXP)', 'Location', 'NorthEast'); 
            grid on 
%             subplot(10,11,70:110) 
%             plot(Solutions.B(:,1), Solutions.B(:,8), '-m') %Temperature 
%             title( 'Temperature Drift'); 
%             xlabel('Time [Seconds]'); 
%             ylabel('Temperature [Celsius]'); 
%             legend('Temperature','Location', 'NorthEast'); 
%             grid on 
             
            set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
            set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87]) 
             
            %ODE 67 Celsius 
            figure() 
%             subplot(10,11,1:50) 
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            hold on 
            plot(Solutions.C(:,1), Solutions.C(:,2), '-k') %Starch 
            plot(Solutions.C(:,1), Solutions.C(:,3), '-r') %Fructose 
            plot(Solutions.C(:,1), Solutions.C(:,4), '-g') %Dextrose 
            plot(Solutions.C(:,1), Solutions.C(:,5), '-b') %Sucrose 
            plot(Solutions.C(:,1), Solutions.C(:,6), '-c') %Maltose 
            plot(Solutions.C(:,1), Solutions.C(:,7), '-m') %Malt-3 
            scatter(Inputs.T67(:,1), Inputs.T67(:,2), 'ko') %Experimental Starch 
            scatter(Inputs.T67(:,1), Inputs.T67(:,3), 'r+') %Experimental Fructose 
            scatter(Inputs.T67(:,1), Inputs.T67(:,4), 'gx') %Experimental Dextrose 
            scatter(Inputs.T67(:,1), Inputs.T67(:,5), 'b*') %Experimental Sucrose 
            scatter(Inputs.T67(:,1), Inputs.T67(:,6), 'c^') %Experimental Maltose 
            scatter(Inputs.T67(:,1), Inputs.T67(:,7), 'mh') %Experimental Malt-3 
            hold off 
            title( 'Isotherm Data (Model vs Exp): 67 Celsius '); 
            xlabel('Time [Seconds]'); 
            ylabel('Concentrations [mols/liter]'); 
            legend('Starch', 'Fructose', 'Dextrose', 'Sucrose', 'Maltose', 'Malt-3', 
'Starch(EXP)', 'Fructose(EXP)', 'Dextrose(EXP)', 'Sucrose(EXP)', 'Maltose(EXP)', 'Malt-
3(EXP)', 'Location', 'NorthEast'); 
            grid on 
%             subplot(10,11,70:110) 
%             plot(Solutions.C(:,1), Solutions.C(:,8), '-m') %Temperature 
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%             title( 'Temperature Drift'); 
%             xlabel('Time [Seconds]'); 
%             ylabel('Temperature [Celsius]'); 
%             legend('Temperature','Location', 'NorthEast'); 
%             grid on 
             
            set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
            set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87]) 
             
            %ODE 70 Celsius 
            figure() 
%             subplot(10,11,1:50) 
            hold on 
            plot(Solutions.D(:,1), Solutions.D(:,2), '-k') %Starch 
            plot(Solutions.D(:,1), Solutions.D(:,3), '-r') %Fructose 
            plot(Solutions.D(:,1), Solutions.D(:,4), '-g') %Dextrose 
            plot(Solutions.D(:,1), Solutions.D(:,5), '-b') %Sucrose 
            plot(Solutions.D(:,1), Solutions.D(:,6), '-c') %Maltose 
            plot(Solutions.D(:,1), Solutions.D(:,7), '-m') %Malt-3 
            scatter(Inputs.T70(:,1), Inputs.T70(:,2), 'ko') %Experimental Starch 
            scatter(Inputs.T70(:,1), Inputs.T70(:,3), 'r+') %Experimental Fructose 
            scatter(Inputs.T70(:,1), Inputs.T70(:,4), 'gx') %Experimental Dextrose 
            scatter(Inputs.T70(:,1), Inputs.T70(:,5), 'b*') %Experimental Sucrose 
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            scatter(Inputs.T70(:,1), Inputs.T70(:,6), 'c^') %Experimental Maltose 
            scatter(Inputs.T70(:,1), Inputs.T70(:,7), 'mh') %Experimental Malt-3 
            hold off 
            title( 'Isotherm Data (Model vs Exp): 70 Celsius '); 
            xlabel('Time [Seconds]'); 
            ylabel('Concentrations [mols/liter]'); 
            legend('Starch', 'Fructose', 'Dextrose', 'Sucrose', 'Maltose', 'Malt-3', 
'Starch(EXP)', 'Fructose(EXP)', 'Dextrose(EXP)', 'Sucrose(EXP)', 'Maltose(EXP)', 'Malt-
3(EXP)', 'Location', 'NorthEast'); 
            grid on 
%             subplot(10,11,70:110) 
%             plot(Solutions.D(:,1), Solutions.D(:,8), '-m') %Temperature 
%             title( 'Temperature Drift'); 
%             xlabel('Time [Seconds]'); 
%             ylabel('Temperature [Celsius]'); 
%             legend('Temperature','Location', 'NorthEast'); 
%             grid on 
             
            set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
            set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87]) 
             
            %ODE 73 Celsius 
            figure() 
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%             subplot(10,11,1:50) 
            hold on 
            plot(Solutions.E(:,1), Solutions.E(:,2), '-k') %Starch 
            plot(Solutions.E(:,1), Solutions.E(:,3), '-r') %Fructose 
            plot(Solutions.E(:,1), Solutions.E(:,4), '-g') %Dextrose 
            plot(Solutions.E(:,1), Solutions.E(:,5), '-b') %Sucrose 
            plot(Solutions.E(:,1), Solutions.E(:,6), '-c') %Maltose 
            plot(Solutions.E(:,1), Solutions.E(:,7), '-m') %Malt-3 
            scatter(Inputs.T73(:,1), Inputs.T73(:,2), 'ko') %Experimental Starch 
            scatter(Inputs.T73(:,1), Inputs.T73(:,3), 'r+') %Experimental Fructose 
            scatter(Inputs.T73(:,1), Inputs.T73(:,4), 'gx') %Experimental Dextrose 
            scatter(Inputs.T73(:,1), Inputs.T73(:,5), 'b*') %Experimental Sucrose 
            scatter(Inputs.T73(:,1), Inputs.T73(:,6), 'c^') %Experimental Maltose 
            scatter(Inputs.T73(:,1), Inputs.T73(:,7), 'mh') %Experimental Malt-3 
            hold off 
            title( 'Isotherm Data (Model vs Exp): 73 Celsius '); 
            xlabel('Time [Seconds]'); 
            ylabel('Concentrations [mols/liter]'); 
            legend('Starch', 'Fructose', 'Dextrose', 'Sucrose', 'Maltose', 'Malt-3', 
'Starch(EXP)', 'Fructose(EXP)', 'Dextrose(EXP)', 'Sucrose(EXP)', 'Maltose(EXP)', 'Malt-
3(EXP)', 'Location', 'NorthEast'); 
            grid on 
%             subplot(10,11,70:110) 
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%             plot(Solutions.E(:,1), Solutions.E(:,8), '-m') %Temperature 
%             title( 'Temperature Drift'); 
%             xlabel('Time [Seconds]'); 
%             ylabel('Temperature [Celsius]'); 
%             legend('Temperature','Location', 'NorthEast'); 
%             grid on 
             
            set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
            set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87]) 
            Redraw = 1;  
        case 7 %% Plot of Custom ODE 
            close all 
            %ODE Solution Instant Infusion of Brwery with Temp Drift 
            figure() 
            subplot(10,11,1:50) 
            hold on 
            plot(Solutions.F(:,1), Solutions.F(:,2), '-k') %Starch 
            plot(Solutions.F(:,1), Solutions.F(:,3), '-r') %Fructose 
            plot(Solutions.F(:,1), Solutions.F(:,4), '-g') %Dextrose 
            plot(Solutions.F(:,1), Solutions.F(:,5), '-b') %Sucrose 
            plot(Solutions.F(:,1), Solutions.F(:,6), '-c') %Maltose 
            plot(Solutions.F(:,1), Solutions.F(:,7), '-m') %Malt-3 
            hold off 
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            title( 'Instant Infusion, Temperature Profile From Brewery'); 
            xlabel('Time [Seconds]'); 
            ylabel('Concentrations [mols/liter]'); 
            legend('Starch', 'Fructose', 'Dextrose', 'Sucrose', 'Maltose', 'Malt-3','Location', 
'NorthEast'); 
            grid on 
            subplot(10,11,70:110) 
            plot(Solutions.F(:,1), Solutions.F(:,8), '-m') %Temperature 
            title( 'Temperature Drift'); 
            xlabel('Time [Seconds]'); 
            ylabel('Temperature [Celsius]'); 
            legend('Temperature','Location', 'NorthEast'); 
            grid on 
             
            set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
            set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87]) 
             
            %ODE Solution CUSTOM Case 2 
            figure() 
            subplot(10,11,1:50) 
            hold on 
            plot(Solutions.G(:,1), Solutions.G(:,2), '-k') %Starch 
            plot(Solutions.G(:,1), Solutions.G(:,3), '-r') %Fructose 
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            plot(Solutions.G(:,1), Solutions.G(:,4), '-g') %Dextrose 
            plot(Solutions.G(:,1), Solutions.G(:,5), '-b') %Sucrose 
            plot(Solutions.G(:,1), Solutions.G(:,6), '-c') %Maltose 
            plot(Solutions.G(:,1), Solutions.G(:,7), '-m') %Malt-3 
            hold off 
            title( '60 minute grist in, Temperature Profile From Brewery'); 
            xlabel('Time [Seconds]'); 
            ylabel('Concentrations [mols/liter]'); 
            legend('Starch', 'Fructose', 'Dextrose', 'Sucrose', 'Maltose', 'Malt-3','Location', 
'NorthEast'); 
            grid on 
            subplot(10,11,70:110) 
            plot(Solutions.G(:,1), Solutions.G(:,8), '-m') %Temperature 
            title( 'Temperature Drift'); 
            xlabel('Time [Seconds]'); 
            ylabel('Temperature [Celsius]'); 
            legend('Temperature','Location', 'NorthEast'); 
            grid on 
             
            set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
            set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87]) 
             
            %ODE Solution CUSTOM Case 3 
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            figure() 
            subplot(10,11,1:50) 
            hold on 
            plot(Solutions.H(:,1), Solutions.H(:,2), '-k') %Starch 
            plot(Solutions.H(:,1), Solutions.H(:,3), '-r') %Fructose 
            plot(Solutions.H(:,1), Solutions.H(:,4), '-g') %Dextrose 
            plot(Solutions.H(:,1), Solutions.H(:,5), '-b') %Sucrose 
            plot(Solutions.H(:,1), Solutions.H(:,6), '-c') %Maltose 
            plot(Solutions.H(:,1), Solutions.H(:,7), '-m') %Malt-3 
            hold off 
            title( 'Decoction Simulation'); 
            xlabel('Time [Seconds]'); 
            ylabel('Concentrations [mols/liter]'); 
            legend('Starch', 'Fructose', 'Dextrose', 'Sucrose', 'Maltose', 'Malt-3','Location', 
'NorthEast'); 
            grid on 
            subplot(10,11,70:110) 
            plot(Solutions.H(:,1), Solutions.H(:,8), '-m') %Temperature 
            title( 'Temperature Drift'); 
            xlabel('Time [Seconds]'); 
            ylabel('Temperature [Celsius]'); 
            legend('Temperature','Location', 'NorthEast'); 
            grid on 
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            set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
            set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87]) 
             
            %ODE Solution CUSTOM Case 4 
            figure() 
            subplot(10,11,1:50) 
            hold on 
            plot(Solutions.I(:,1), Solutions.I(:,2), '-k') %Starch 
            plot(Solutions.I(:,1), Solutions.I(:,3), '-r') %Fructose 
            plot(Solutions.I(:,1), Solutions.I(:,4), '-g') %Dextrose 
            plot(Solutions.I(:,1), Solutions.I(:,5), '-b') %Sucrose 
            plot(Solutions.I(:,1), Solutions.I(:,6), '-c') %Maltose 
            plot(Solutions.I(:,1), Solutions.I(:,7), '-m') %Malt-3 
            hold off 
            title( 'Custom Simulation 4'); 
            xlabel('Time [Seconds]'); 
            ylabel('Concentrations [mols/liter]'); 
            legend('Starch', 'Fructose', 'Dextrose', 'Sucrose', 'Maltose', 'Malt-3','Location', 
'NorthEast'); 
            grid on 
            subplot(10,11,70:110) 
            plot(Solutions.I(:,1), Solutions.I(:,8), '-m') %Temperature 
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            title( 'Temperature Drift'); 
            xlabel('Time [Seconds]'); 
            ylabel('Temperature [Celsius]'); 
            legend('Temperature','Location', 'NorthEast'); 
            grid on 
             
            set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
            set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87]) 
             
            Redraw = 1; 
        case 8 %% Plot of Brewery Data 
            close all 
            %ODE Solution for Brewery 
            figure() 
            subplot(10,11,1:50) 
            hold on 
            plot(Solutions.J(:,1), Solutions.J(:,2), '-k') %Starch 
            plot(Solutions.J(:,1), Solutions.J(:,3), '-r') %Fructose 
            plot(Solutions.J(:,1), Solutions.J(:,4), '-g') %Dextrose 
            plot(Solutions.J(:,1), Solutions.J(:,5), '-b') %Sucrose 
            plot(Solutions.J(:,1), Solutions.J(:,6), '-c') %Maltose 
            plot(Solutions.J(:,1), Solutions.J(:,7), '-m') %Malt-3 
            scatter(Inputs.HB(:,1), Inputs.HB(:,2), 'ko') %Experimental Starch 
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            scatter(Inputs.HB(:,1), Inputs.HB(:,3), 'r+') %Experimental Fructose 
            scatter(Inputs.HB(:,1), Inputs.HB(:,4), 'gx') %Experimental Dextrose 
            scatter(Inputs.HB(:,1), Inputs.HB(:,5), 'b*') %Experimental Sucrose 
            scatter(Inputs.HB(:,1), Inputs.HB(:,6), 'c^') %Experimental Maltose 
            scatter(Inputs.HB(:,1), Inputs.HB(:,7), 'mh') %Experimental Malt-3 
            hold off 
            title( 'Brewery Simulation'); 
            xlabel('Time [Seconds]'); 
            ylabel('Concentrations [mols/liter]'); 
            legend('Starch', 'Fructose', 'Dextrose', 'Sucrose', 'Maltose', 'Malt-3', 
'Starch(EXP)', 'Fructose(EXP)', 'Dextrose(EXP)', 'Sucrose(EXP)', 'Maltose(EXP)', 'Malt-
3(EXP)', 'Location', 'NorthEastOutside'); 
            grid on 
            subplot(10,11,70:110) 
            plot(Solutions.J(:,1), Solutions.J(:,8), '-m') %Temperature 
            title( 'Temperature Drift'); 
            xlabel('Time [Seconds]'); 
            ylabel('Temperature [Celsius]'); 
            legend('Temperature','Location', 'NorthEastOutside'); 
            grid on 
             
            set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
            set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87]) 
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            Redraw = 1;              
        case 9 %% Plot Efficiency of Isotherm Extract vs Temp 
            close all 
            figure() 
            hold on 
            scatter(Inputs.Eff(:,2), Inputs.Eff(:,1), 'ko'); 
            plot(Outputs.Eff.eval(:,1), Outputs.Eff.eval(:,2), '-k'); 
            hold off 
            title( 'Extract Efficiency vs. Temperature'); 
            xlabel('Temp [Celsius]'); 
            ylabel('Efficiency'); 
            legend('Efficiency(EXP)', 'Efficiency(Fit)','Location', 'NorthEastOutside'); 
            grid on 
             
            set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
            set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87]) 
            Redraw = 1; 
        case 10 
            close all 
            figure() 
            subplot(2,3,1) 
            hold on 
            errorbar(Inputs.Error((1:3),1),Inputs.Error((1:3),2),Inputs.Error((1:3),3),'ro')             
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            plot(Inputs.Error((1:3),1),Inputs.Error((1:3),2), '-.k') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Fructose - Rate Constants'); 
            xlabel('Temperature [Celsius]'); 
            ylabel('Rate [mols/Sec]'); 
            legend('Exp') 
            % grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,2) 
            hold on 
            errorbar(Inputs.Error((5:9),1),Inputs.Error((5:9),2),Inputs.Error((5:9),3),'ro')             
            plot(Inputs.Error((5:9),1),Inputs.Error((5:9),2), '-.k') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Dextrose - Rate Constants'); 
            xlabel('Temperature [Celsius]'); 
            ylabel('Rate [mols/Sec]'); 
            legend('Exp') 
            % grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,3) 
            hold on 
            
errorbar(Inputs.Error((11:15),1),Inputs.Error((11:15),2),Inputs.Error((11:15),3),'ro')             
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            plot(Inputs.Error((11:15),1),Inputs.Error((11:15),2), '-.k') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Sucrose - Rate Constants'); 
            xlabel('Temperature [Celsius]'); 
            ylabel('Rate [mols/Sec]'); 
            legend('Exp') 
            % grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,4) 
            hold on 
            
errorbar(Inputs.Error((17:21),1),Inputs.Error((17:21),2),Inputs.Error((17:21),3),'ro')             
            plot(Inputs.Error((17:21),1),Inputs.Error((17:21),2), '-.k') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Maltose "Ini." - Rate Constants'); 
            xlabel('Temperature [Celsius]'); 
            ylabel('Rate [mols/Sec]'); 
            legend('Exp') 
            % grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,5) 
            hold on 
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errorbar(Inputs.Error((23:27),1),Inputs.Error((23:27),2),Inputs.Error((23:27),3),'ro')             
            plot(Inputs.Error((23:27),1),Inputs.Error((23:27),2), '-.k') 
            hold off 
            title( ' Maltose "SS" - Rate Constants'); 
            xlabel('Temperature [Celsius]'); 
            ylabel('Rate [1/Sec]'); 
            legend('Exp') 
            % grid on 
             
            subplot(2,3,6) 
            hold on 
            
errorbar(Inputs.Error((29:33),1),Inputs.Error((29:33),2),Inputs.Error((29:33),3),'ro') 
            plot(Inputs.Error((29:33),1),Inputs.Error((29:33),2), '-.k')             
            hold off 
            title( ' Malt3 - Rate Constants'); 
            xlabel('Temperature [Celsius]'); 
            ylabel('Rate [mols/Sec]'); 
            legend('Exp') 
            % grid on 
             
            set(gcf, 'Units', 'normalized') 
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            set(gcf, 'Position', [0, 0, 1.0, 0.87]) 
            Redraw = 1; 
             
        case 0 %% Close Loop 
            close all 
            Redraw = 0; 
        otherwise 
    end 
end 
  




function [Results] = FunStarchDrift(Time, Temp, Switch) 
% Function to simulate the adding of grain and water (grist) to a mash tun 
% that occurs with scaled up systems. IE: An instantaneous infusion of all 
% the grain is not physically possible so it must be added in to the mash tun. 
global Parameters Inputs 
  
switch Switch 
    case 1 %Brewery Simulation 
        if Time < (35*60) 
            Results = (Inputs.StarchFeedRate*FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Eff, Temp, 6, 
Time)) / (Inputs.BreweryStrikeVolume + Inputs.WaterFeedRate); 
        else 
            Results = 0; 
        end 
         
    case 2 %Custom Simulation A Instant Infusion 
        Results = 0; 
         
    case 3 %Custom Simulation B 60 minutes grist in time       
        if Time < (52.5*60) 
            Results = (Inputs.StarchFeedRateB*FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Eff, Temp, 
6, Time)) / (Inputs.BreweryStrikeVolume + Inputs.WaterFeedRateB); 
        else 
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            Results = 0; 
        end         
         
    case 4 %Custom Simulation C 
        if Time > 2400 && Time < 2430   %Grist Feed In Step 2 
            StarchFeedRate = (198/10); % mols of starch  
            WaterFeedRate = (136.4/5); % liters of water added with grain  
            Results = ((StarchFeedRate*FunCalcConstants(Parameters.Eff, Temp, 6, 
Time)) / (WaterFeedRate))/(2430-2400); 
        else 
         Results = 0;      
        end    
         
    case 5 %Custom Simulation D 
            Results = 0;          








function [Results] = FunTempDrift(Time, Switch) 




    case 1 %Brewery Simulation 
        if Time < 1200 
            Results = -1.25E-03; 
        elseif Time > 1200 && Time < 1800 
            Results = 3.33E-03; 
        elseif Time > 1800 && Time < 3900 
            Results = -4.37E-04; 
        elseif Time > 3900 
            Results = -9.95E-04; 
        end 
         
    case 2 %Instant Infusion, Same Temperature Drift 
        if Time < 1200 
            Results = -1.25E-03; 
        elseif Time > 1200 && Time < 1800 
            Results = 3.33E-03; 
        elseif Time > 1800 && Time < 3900 
            Results = -4.37E-04; 
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        elseif Time > 3900 
            Results = -9.95E-04; 
        end 
         
    case 3 %Longer Grist In, Same Temperature Drift 
        if Time < 1200 
            Results = -1.25E-03; 
        elseif Time > 1200 && Time < 1800 
            Results = 3.33E-03; 
        elseif Time > 1800 && Time < 3900 
            Results = -4.37E-04; 
        elseif Time > 3900 
            Results = -9.95E-04; 
        end 
         
    case 4 %Custom Simulation 
        if Time < 300 %5 minutes 
            Results = (2)/(300); %degrees/second 
        elseif Time > 300 && Time < 1200 
            Results = 0; 
        elseif Time > 1200 && Time < 1500 
            Results = (2)/(300); %degrees/second 
        elseif Time > 1500 && Time < 2400 
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            Results = 0; 
        elseif Time > 2400 && Time < 2430 
            Results = 4/30; 
        elseif Time > 2430 && Time < 4000 
            Results = 0; 
        elseif Time > 4000 && Time < 4030 
            Results = -4/30; 
        elseif Time > 4030 && Time < 5000 
            Results = 0; 
        elseif Time > 5000 && Time < 5300 
            Results = -2/300; 
        elseif Time > 5300 && Time < 6100 
            Results = 0; 
        elseif Time > 6100 && Time < 6400 
            Results = -2/300; 
        elseif Time > 6400 
            Results = 0; 
        else 
            Results = 0; 
        end 
         
    case 5 %Custom Simulation 
        Results = 0; %Degrees Raised Over Entire Mash Time 
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    case 6 %Sensitivity Analysis 
        Results = 0;  










function [Results] = FunCalcConstants (Parameters, Temp, SS, Time) 
% Function to output rate constant and alpha's as a function of temperature 
% and time 
  
switch SS 
    case 1 %For Fructose 
        PP = Parameters.Fructose; 
        Results = polyval(PP, Temp); 
        if Results <0 
            Results = 0; 
        end 
    case 2 %For Dextrose 
        PP = Parameters.Dextrose; 
        Results = polyval(PP, Temp); 
    case 3 %For Sucrose 
        PP = Parameters.Sucrose; 
        Results = polyval(PP, Temp); 
    case 4 %For Maltose 
        if Time < 600 
            PP = Parameters.MaltoseA; 
            Results = polyval(PP, Temp); 
        else 
            PP = Parameters.MaltoseB; 
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            Results = polyval(PP, Temp); 
        end 
    case 5 %For Malt3 
        PP = Parameters.Malt3; 
        Results = polyval(PP, Temp); 
    case 6 %For Efficiency 
        PP = Parameters; 
        Results = polyval(PP, Temp); 
    case 7 %For  
    otherwise 




%% Test Code 
% case 7 %To Not Use Efficiencty 
%     PP = Parameters; 
%     Results = polyval(PP, Inputs.IniCon(7)); 
  
% Temps = Solutions.G(:,8) 




function [Results] = FunDer(Parameters) 
%Function to create equation and take derivative of equation from product 
%formation slopes 
  
Order = sort((0:(length(Parameters.p)-1)), 'descend'); 
Para =  Parameters.p; 
  
syms x 
for i = 1:length(Parameters.p) 
    eq(i) = Para(i)*x^(Order(i));     
end 
  
MasterEq = sum(eq); 
MasterEqPrime = diff(MasterEq, x); 
Results = [MasterEq ,MasterEqPrime]; 
  
function [Results] = FunRemoveNAN (Inputs) 
% Function to remove NAN values 
  
DataWork = Inputs; 
Index = []; 
for i = 1:length(Inputs) 
    if (isnan(Inputs(i,2))) == 1 
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        Index(i,1) = 1; 
    end 
end 
RemoveValues = sort(find(Index == 1), 'descend'); 
for i = 1:length(RemoveValues)     
    DataWork(RemoveValues(i),:) = [];     
end 
Results = DataWork; 
 
function [Results] = FunRemoveINF (Inputs) 
% Function to remove INF values 
  
DataWork = Inputs; 
Index = []; 
for i = 1:length(Inputs) 
    if (isinf(Inputs(i,1))) == 1 
        Index(i,1) = 1; 
    end     
end 
  
RemoveValues = sort(find(Index == 1), 'descend'); 
for i = 1:length(RemoveValues)     










A.4 Sensitivity Analysis 
 
Table 21: Complete Table of Rate Constants Used for S.A. 
Fructose Maltose "Initial" 
  Rate Constants (Mol/sec)   Rate Constants (Mol/sec) 
61°C 7.85E-06 6.80E-06 4.70E-06 4.70E-07 4.70E-08 61°C 1.37E-04 1.24E-04 9.62E-05 9.62E-06 9.62E-07 
64°C 7.20E-06 5.50E-06 2.10E-06 2.10E-07 2.10E-08 64°C 2.18E-04 2.00E-04 1.65E-04 1.65E-05 1.65E-06 
67°C 5.23E-06 3.92E-06 1.30E-06 1.30E-07 1.30E-08 67°C 1.63E-04 1.59E-04 1.50E-04 1.50E-05 1.50E-06 
70°C 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 70°C 1.99E-04 1.82E-04 1.49E-04 1.49E-05 1.49E-06 
73°C 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 73°C 3.05E-04 2.70E-04 2.00E-04 2.00E-05 2.00E-06 
Dextrose Maltose "Steady" 
  Rate Constants (Mol/sec)   Rate Constants (1/sec) 
61°C 3.43E-05 3.10E-05 2.43E-05 2.43E-06 2.43E-07 61°C 3.23E-04 2.90E-04 2.23E-04 2.23E-05 2.23E-06 
64°C 3.38E-05 2.95E-05 2.07E-05 2.07E-06 2.07E-07 64°C 2.03E-04 1.79E-04 1.31E-04 1.31E-05 1.31E-06 
67°C 2.60E-05 2.34E-05 1.82E-05 1.82E-06 1.82E-07 67°C 1.83E-04 1.58E-04 1.07E-04 1.07E-05 1.07E-06 
70°C 1.76E-05 1.63E-05 1.36E-05 1.36E-06 1.36E-07 70°C 2.80E-04 2.53E-04 2.01E-04 2.01E-05 2.01E-06 
73°C 3.13E-05 2.95E-05 2.58E-05 2.58E-06 2.58E-07 73°C 2.63E-04 2.26E-04 1.52E-04 1.52E-05 1.52E-06 
Sucrose Maltotriose 
  Rate Constants (Mol/sec)   Rate Constants (Mol/sec) 
61°C 2.08E-06 1.89E-06 1.50E-06 1.50E-07 1.50E-08 61°C 3.71E-06 3.14E-06 2.00E-06 2.00E-07 2.00E-08 
64°C 3.62E-06 3.31E-06 2.70E-06 2.70E-07 2.70E-08 64°C 9.52E-06 8.08E-06 5.20E-06 5.20E-07 5.20E-08 
67°C 3.73E-06 3.39E-06 2.70E-06 2.70E-07 2.70E-08 67°C 4.89E-06 4.49E-06 3.70E-06 3.70E-07 3.70E-08 
70°C 4.74E-06 4.36E-06 3.60E-06 3.60E-07 3.60E-08 70°C 4.63E-06 4.22E-06 3.40E-06 3.40E-07 3.40E-08 






B Calibration Curves 
B.1 Refractometer 
 
Figure 34: Calibration Curve for Refractometer 





























































































Refer to Figure 10 for sugar labels. 
C.1 Calibrations 
 


















Figure 44: Composite of Samples "67 C" 
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Figure 47: Rate Extraction - Maltotriose
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E Brewery Sugar Profile 
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